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Over the last few decades, the optics industry has grown from a skill and 

manual based industry to one that is based on advanced optics design and 

manufacture. Nowadays, products in the optics industry are becoming more and 

more specialized and complicated to meet the increasing demands of customers. 

The more high-value-added end of the product spectrum has shifted to the design 

and fabrication of complex freeform surfaces with features and functional 

requirements which are crucial to the development of complex and 

micro-optical-electro-mechanical devices used in many photonics and 

telecommunication products and systems. The trend in the optics industry is to 

produce high quality surfaces using ultra-precision machining. 

The fabrication of high quality freeform surfaces is based on ultra-precision 

raster milling which allows direct machining of the freeform surfaces with 

sub-micrometric form accuracy and nanometric surface finish. Ultra-precision 
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raster milling is an emerging manufacturing technology for the fabrication of 

high precision and high quality components with a surface roughness of less than 

10 nm and a form error of less than 0.2 �m without the need for any additional 

post-processing. It is frequently employed for the machining of ductile materials 

such as aluminum and copper. Moreover, the quality of a raster milled surface is 

based on a proper selection of cutting conditions and cutting strategies. 

However, the achievement of the high precision surface finish still relies 

heavily on the experience and skills of the machine operators by using an 

expensive trial-and-error approach when new work materials, new design of 

surfaces or new machine tools are used. Moreover, factors affecting the surface 

generation in ultra-precision raster milling are more complex and different, as 

compared with single-point diamond turning and conventional milling. In 

addition, the surface quality depends largely on the selection of cutting 

conditions and cutting strategies such as to whether cut in only one direction, or 

both, or, whether to perform raster cuts or spiral cuts, etc. As the optimal cutting 

conditions and cutting strategies depend largely on the factors affecting the 

surface quality, machining environment, work materials and the geometry of 

surfaces being cut, there is a need for an optimization system which can simulate 

and predict the effect of different factors on the surface being generated. As a 
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result, the proposed study aims to establish an optimization system for predicting 

the cutting performance as well as the optimal cutting strategies for the 

ultra-precision raster milling. 

In the present study, an experimental investigation of the process factors 

affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling has been carried out 

which focuses on the study of the effect of process factors and cutting strategies 

in ultra-precision raster milling. It is found that the step distance is the most 

critical factor affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. The 

influence due to process factors can be minimized or even eliminated through a 

proper selection of cutting conditions and cutting strategies. 

A study of critical ranges of cutting parameters for the optimization of 

surface quality has been conducted on aluminum alloy and copper alloy. 

Regardless of the work materials and cutting strategies used, the critical ranges 

of cutting parameters for the optimization of surface quality in ultra-precision 

raster milling have been determined. On the other hand, theoretical model for 

surface roughness have been derived based on the cutting mechanics, surface 

generation mechanism, factors affecting the surface quality and critical ranges of 

cutting parameters under various cutting conditions and cutting strategies. 

Based on theoretical and experimental work, an optimization system has 
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been developed for the analysis of surface generation in ultra-precision raster 

milling which takes into account the effect of cutting mechanics, the surface 

generation mechanism, tool geometry, process parameters, and cutting strategies. 

The outputs of the optimization system is the suggested optimum cutting 

conditions, recommended cutting strategies and the projected performance 

characteristics diagrams which depicts variations in surface roughness with the 

process parameters and cutting strategies being investigated. The system has 

been experimentally verified through a series of simulation and cutting 

experiments. It is interesting to note that the experimental results agree well with 

the trend of the theoretical results. 

As a whole, the present study contributes to a better understanding of the 

surface generation mechanism and factors affecting surface generation in 

ultra-precision raster milling. The successful development of the optimization 

system allows the optimization of cutting parameters and cutting strategies to be 

determined prior to the actual production. This helps to find the best surface 

quality that can be achieved under a given cutting condition. This avoids the need 

to conduct massive and costly trial-and-error cutting tests. Finally, some 

suggestions are also recommended to further study. 
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Chapter 1  

Introduction 

 

Ultra-precision raster milling is an emerging manufacturing technology for 

the fabrication of high precision and high quality components with a surface 

roughness of less than 10 nm and a form error of less than 0.2 �m without the 

need for any subsequent post polishing. The fabrication of high quality freeform 

surfaces is based on ultra-precision raster milling which allows direct machining 

of the freeform surfaces with sub-micrometric form accuracy and nanometric 

surface finish. However, ultra-precision multi-axis raster milling is a complex 

metal removal process. The surface quality depends largely on the selection of 

cutting conditions and cutting strategies such as whether to cut in only one 

direction, or both, or, whether to perform raster cuts or spiral cuts, etc. 

Nowadays, the achievement of a superior mirror finish still depends largely 

on the experience and skills of the machine operators through an expensive 

trial-and-error approach when new materials, new surface design or new machine 

tools are used. In addition, the cutting strategy in ultra-precision multi-axis raster 

milling is extremely important, with decisions such as whether to cut in only one 

direction, or both, or, whether to program raster cuts or spiral cuts. As the 
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optimal cutting conditions and cutting strategy depend largely on the machining 

environment, work materials and the geometry of surfaces being cut, there is an 

urgent demand for a surface topography model which can simulate and predict 

the effect of different factors on the surface being generated. 

A better understanding of the effect of these factors and their interactions on 

the surface quality is of prime importance for the further development of 

ultra-precision machining technology and better designs of machines to meet the 

need for high precision in the future. Factors affecting the surface quality in the 

ultra-precision raster milling consist of tool geometry, feed rate, material 

properties, spindle rotational errors and relative vibration between the tool and 

the workpiece. Generally, the process factors involves the cutting conditions such 

as spindle speed, feed rate, tool geometry and relative vibration between the tool 

and the workpiece which are related closely to the cutting geometry and the 

dynamic characteristics of a cutting system. Due to the differences of the cutting 

mechanics, the process factors affecting the surface quality are more complicated, 

as compared with ultra-precision diamond turning, such as swing distance and 

step distance. 

An experimental investigation of the distinctive process factors affecting the 

surface roughness in ultra-precision multi-axis raster milling has been presented. 
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Experimental results indicate that the influence due to the process factors can be 

minimized through a proper selection of operational settings and better control of 

dynamic characteristics of the machine. Based on these findings, some 

suggestions are proposed for the optimization of the surface quality in 

ultra-precision multi-axis raster milling. 

Although some attempts have been made in the development of machining 

models to simulate surface topography of a machined surface, most of them do 

not take into account the effect of the cutting strategy, machine kinematics, 

cutting theories and material science which result in the failure to achieve 

optimization of the surface quality. The proposed study aims at developing a 

model-based simulation system for the prediction of surface generation in the 

ultra-precision raster milling. 

An optimization system is presented for the analysis of surface roughness in 

ultra-precision raster milling. This system is used to search for the optimal 

cutting condition with an incremental step size within a pre-defined range of 

process parameters for different cutting strategies based on the minimum surface 

roughness criteria. The outputs of the optimization system are suggested 

optimum cutting conditions and a performance characteristic diagram that 

depicts the variations in surface roughness with the process parameters being 
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investigated. Two experiments were performed to verify the performance of the 

system under various cutting conditions and cutting strategies. A good agreement 

was found between the experimental and theoretical results. 

The successful development of the system allows the optimization of cutting 

parameters and cutting strategies to be determined prior to the actual production. 

It also helps to find the best surface quality that can be achieved under a given 

cutting condition. This avoids the need to conduct massive and costly 

trial-and-error cutting tests. 

 

1.1  Objectives 

 As a whole, the objectives of this research work are:- 

(i) To investigate into factors affecting surface quality in ultra-precision 

machining; 

(ii) To develop a deterministic surface topography model for predicting the 

surface generation and hence to establish a strategy for the selection of the 

optimal cutting conditions; and 

(iii) To establish a model-based simulation system for predicting the cutting 

performance as well as the optimal cutting strategies for ultra-precision 

raster milling. 
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1.2  Organization of Thesis 

 The thesis consists of nine chapters. The first Chapter is an introduction. 

Chapter 2 gives a literature review discussing the development of ultra-precision 

machining technology, such as the theory of cutting mechanics, the dynamic 

systems analysis and the surface generation of ultra-precision raster milling 

which forms the background of the study. Cutting mechanics and surface 

generation mechanism in ultra-precision raster milling is described in detail in 

Chapter 3.  

Chapter 4 constitutes the first part of the research work. In Chapter 4, the 

experimental work and the results of an investigation into the factors affecting 

the surface generation are described. A study of the critical range of cutting 

parameters for the optimization of surface quality in the ultra-precision raster 

milling is described in Chapter 5.  

Chapter 6 describes a theoretical model of the surface roughness based on 

the findings in Chapters 3, 4 and 5 and these constitute the second part of the 

research work. Moreover, an optimization model is presented for the analysis of 

surface roughness in ultra-precision raster milling which is used to search for the 

optimal cutting conditions with an incremental step size within a pre-defined 

range of process parameters for different cutting strategies based on the 
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minimum surface roughness criteria. A conclusion is made in Chapter 7 and 

suggestions for further work are described in Chapter 8. 
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Chapter 2  

Literature Review 

 

2.1 Overview of the Optics Industry 

Over the past few decades, the optics industry has grown from a skilled and 

manual-based industry to one that is based on advanced optics design and 

manufacture. In the United States of America (U.S.A.) alone, there are more than 

5000 small optical design and manufacturing firms with an estimated turnover of 

more than US$ 50 billion. To help make the USA more competitive in world 

markets, the optics industry needs new technologies which allow a more flexible 

production of optical components ranging from contact lenses to giant mirrors. 

Nowadays, products in the optics industry are becoming more and more 

specialized and complicated so as to meet the increasing demands of customers. 

The more high-value-added part of the product spectrum has shifted to the design 

and fabrication of complex freeform surfaces with features and functional 

requirements, which are crucial to the development of complex and 

micro-optical-electro-mechanical devices used in many photonics and 

telecommunication products and systems. Typical products include laser printers, 

hand held scanners, tube TV compensators, phase modulation mirrors, LCD 
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backlights, board band optical fibre connectors and laser rangefinders (Ruckman 

et al., 1999). They have a huge and growing market. The trend, therefore, in the 

optics industry is to produce high quality surfaces using high precision / 

ultra-precision machining. 

Freeform optics are new in the world of optics and are large-scale surface 

topologies with shapes either anamorphic or cylindrical, generally possessing 

non-rotational symmetry (see Figure 2.1). Freeform surfaces are more flexible 

when designing product components with functional, aesthetic, and ergonomic 

surfaces. To manufacture such surfaces, five-axis machining has been proven to 

be the most efficient tool. 

However, it is difficult to generate complex freeform surface (Kurgano et al., 

2002) to such a high degree of accuracy and what’s more is usually time 

consuming, information intensive, and prone to errors. Moreover, the 

manufacture of high quality freeform optics demands advanced machining 

technology which is capable of machining the freeform surfaces with a surface 

roughness of less than 10 nm aR  and form errors of less than 0.2 micrometer. 

Although some attempts have focused on the study of ultra-precision machining 

(i.e. Single-point diamond turning), limited research has been conducted on the 

use of ultra-precision raster milling. 
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Figure 2.1 Optics components. 

 

2.2 Development of Ultra-precision Machining Technology 

Further development of our understanding of the effects which govern the 

ultra-precision machining technology continues to be driven by a desire to create 

surfaces of exceptional accuracy and quality. Ultra-precision machining consists 

of two-axis and five-axis machining operations, which include:  

(i) Single-point Diamond Turning (SPDT) 

(ii) Ultra-precision Grinding (UPG) 

(iii) Two-axis Milling 

(iv) Ultra-precision Raster Milling 

(v) Ultra-precision Raster Grinding 

Ultra-precision machining based on Single-point Diamond Turning (SPDT) 

and Ultra-precision Grinding (UPG) are important techniques for the fabrication 
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of high precision components with a surface roughness of a few nanometers and 

with a tolerance which is in the submicrometer range (Cheung and Lee, 2003). 

In ultra-precision machining, single crystal diamond tools with a 

geometrically defined cutting-edge are used to machine mainly non-ferrous 

metals. Contouring accuracy in the sub-micrometer range and nanometric surface 

finish can be attained. High-precision machining using diamond cutting tools has 

been used in the finishing of soft metals such as copper and aluminum, for which 

it is difficult to perform such machining by grinding, lapping and polishing. This 

diamond turning technique has a wide spread of applications in the production of 

parts used in precision machines and optics such as information equipment, laser 

machining equipment, space equipment, etc. Ultra-precision machines have been 

developed for mirror-like surface finishing of precision parts and optics with the 

use of these diamond tools. 

Mirror-finishing of soft metals by grinding and lapping is considered to be 

difficult because these processes have the shortcoming that scratches occur in the 

finished surface or undesired flatness values remain at the end of the machine 

surface. Diamond turning using an ultra-precision machine can eliminate these 

defects, and provide a satisfactory mirror-finished surface. 
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2.2.1 Single-point Diamond Turning (SPDT) 

Single-point Diamond Turning (SPDT) is a machining process making use 

of a single crystal diamond cutting tool which possesses nanometric edge radius, 

form reproducibility and wear resistance (see Figure 2.2). Figure 2.3 depicts the 

process of diamond turning of aluminum alloy. The depth of cut being used is in 

the order of a micrometer or less. The process is capable of producing 

components with micrometer to sub-micrometer form accuracy and surface 

roughness in the nanometre range. Non-ferrous work materials like aluminum, 

copper alloy, silver, gold, electroless nickel and acrylic plastic workpieces can be 

directly machined to optical quality without the need for subsequent 

post-polishing. 

Some “infrared materials” such as silicon and germanium can also be 

finished to a surface roughness ( tR ) of a few tens of nanometers. Hundreds of 

ultra-precision components are being continually developed in the fields of optics, 

ophthalmic, consumer electronics, computers, communications, medicine, and 

aerospace. Traditional manufacturing industries such as automotive and diesel 

engine fabrication are also actively pursuing the development of low cost 

ultra-precision components which in the future will necessitate fully automated 

ultra-precision machining systems. The superior surface finish and form accuracy 
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of SPDT allows the technology to be widely adopted for the manufacture of a 

variety of precision mechanical and optical parts. Applications are now seen in 

the manufacture of inserts for injection-moulded plastic camera lenses, scanner 

mirrors, photoconductor drums in photo-copiers, and substrates for memory 

disks, etc.  

 

 
Figure 2.2 Single crystal diamond tools. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Ultra-precision Single-point Diamond Turning (SPDT). 
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2.2.2 Ultra-precision Grinding (UPG) 

Ultra-precision grinding (UPG) is usually applied in both the machining of 

optical components as well as the fabrication of moulds for glass or injection 

moulding as shown in Figure 2.4. Based on the complexity of the workpiece, the 

necessary clamping devices will be designed and manufactured. UPG is 

particularly well suited for the production of aspherical optical structures with 

very high standards of accuracy. The exact configuration of the system 

workpiece-tool is the key to good processing results. By carefully customizing 

the process parameters, it is possible to minimize the extent of sub-surface 

damage and thereby to shorten the time needed for the subsequent polishing 

process. Further existing examples include the processing of fibre ends and 

optics for the purpose of beam transformation in the micrometer range. 

 

2.2.3 Ultra-precision Raster Milling 

The milling process is widely used for the manufacture of mechanical 

components. The process can be as simple as face milling the top of a flat surface 

with a rigid cutter, or very complex such as in the peripheral milling of flexible 

aircraft engine impellers on five axis CNC machining centres. Although, the 

dynamics of milling have been addressed by several authors, the process is rather 

complex and more research is required for a thorough understanding of its 
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physics. Milling is a basic machining process by which a surface is generated by 

progressive chip removal. The workpiece is fed into a rotating cutting tool. 

Sometimes the workpiece remains stationary, and the cutter is fed to the 

workpiece. In nearly all cases, a multiple-tooth cutter is used so that the material 

removal rate is high. 

As shown in Figure 2.5, ultra-precision raster milling is an ultra-precision 

machining technique which is used to produce non-rotational optical surfaces of 

form accuracy in the submicrometres range and surface finish in the nanometer 

range without the need for any subsequent polishing. It is frequently employed 

for machining ductile materials such as aluminum and copper. The mechanism of 

surface generation differs from that of conventional machining. All the details 

relating to ultra-precision raster milling will be described in the next few 

chapters. 

 
Figure 2.4 Ultra-precision Grinding (UPG). 
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Figure 2.5 Ultra-precision Raster Milling. 

 

2.3 Factors Affecting Surface Finish 

 Research into machining processes covers a very wide range, since there 

are many independent influencing factors which appear in the different 

machining processes. These factors include the cutting parameters (i.e. cutting 

speed, feed rate, depth of cut), material properties, relative vibration between 

workpiece and machine tool, and tool geometry, etc. Depending on the accuracy 

and surface finish in accordance with product specifications, the machining 

parameters have a significant influence on the surface quality of the machined 

components and parts. As a result, the most suitable cutting conditions and 

cutting strategies for machining operations must be carefully selected. However, 

only the cutting conditions (i.e. feed rate, depth of cut, cutting speed) are taken 

into account, even though each element involved in the machining process has 
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some influence on the final result of that process. Various studies have been 

made on the surface roughness in milling operations using different materials, 

cutting tools, and experimental methods, but no studies have been done for 

ultra-precision raster milling. 

 

2.3.1 Process Factors 

Ertekin et al. (2003) identified the most influential and common sensory 

features for dimensional accuracy and surface roughness in CNC milling 

operations using three different material types. The surface roughness and 

dimensional accuracy can be controlled by adjusting three primary machining 

variables: cutting speed, feed rate, and depth of cut (i.e. axial and radial depth of 

cut). Furthermore, Dabade et al. (2003) discussed an analysis of the cutting 

process performed using a face-milling cutter mounted with self-propelled round 

inserts designed and fabricated in their work. 

Wang and Chang (2004) analyzed the influence of cutting conditions and 

tool geometry on surface roughness during slot end milling. The parameters they 

considered were the cutting speed, feed, depth of cut, concavity and axial relief 

angles of the end cutting edge of the end mill. Moreover, surface roughness 

models for both dry cutting and coolant conditions were built using the response 

surface methodology (RSM) and the experimental results. There have been many 
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attempts to study the factors affecting the surface finish in conventional milling 

operations, and just a few process factors have been investigated. 

The depth of cut (i.e. minimum cutting thickness) in precision machining 

has been studied in different ways by several researchers:- 

(i) Basuray et al. (1977) analyzed the transition from ploughing to cutting 

during machining with a blunt tool 

(ii) Ikawa et al. (1985) estimated the edge radius of a diamond tool using SEM 

and proved experimentally that a continuous chip could be generated at a 

nanometer order depth of cut 

(iii) Lucca and Seo (1993) estimated the thinnest cutting thickness with a 

continuous chip from the observation of the cutting force in a study on 

energy dissipation in ultra-precision machining; 

(iv) A simple analytical expression was defined by Yuan et al. (1996) for the 

minimum cutting thickness derived from relationships between tool 

sharpness, cutting force and the friction coefficients; 

(v) Son et al. (2005) derived an equation for the minimum cutting thickness by 

considering the friction coefficient between a tool and a workpiece, and 

demonstrated its validity experimentally; 
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(vi) The effect of vibration cutting on the minimum cutting thickness was 

evaluated by Son et al. (2006). 

 

2.3.2 Runout Effects 

Runout effects are a common problem in multiple cutting edge, interrupted 

machining operations. A literature review of several previous runout studies was 

done by Schmitz, et al. (2006). According to this, Kline and DeVor (1983) 

introduced the problems associated with radial runout in end milling operations 

and showed the importance of the relationship between the runout and chip load 

on surface finish. The identification of cutting force coefficients in the presence 

of runout (Yun and Cho, 2001; Ko et al., 2002; Wang and Zheng, 2003) and 

efforts focused on in-process monitoring and rejection of runout contributions to 

the cutting force (Liang and Wang, 1994; Stevens and Liang, 1995; Yan et al., 

1995; Hekman and Liang, 1997) were described by various researchers. 

Moreover, runout effects in a chatter suppression scheme for end milling have 

also been illustrated (Altintas and Chan, 1992). 

 

2.3.3 Vibration 

Peigne et al. (2004) studied the effects of the cutting vibratory phenomenon 

and its impact on the surface roughness of machined surfaces. The effect of 
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vibration cutting on minimum cutting thickness was evaluated by Son et al., 

(2006). It is based on the alternation of a friction coefficient between the tool and 

the workpiece, and the vibration cutting method was applied for the purpose. 

They summarized the results as follows: 

(i) An increase in the friction coefficient led to a reduction of the minimum 

cutting thickness. 

(ii) The quality of the vibration cut part, which was produced at a depth less 

than the minimum cutting thickness of conventional cutting, was improved 

in terms of the accuracy and material property. 

 

2.3.4 Other Factors 

An analysis of the influence of cutting friction on the surface properties in 

diamond turning brittle single crystals was presented (Cheung, 2003). 

Experimental results indicated that the anisotropy of surface roughness occurs 

when the cutting direction relative to the crystallographic orientation varies 

successively in diamond turning. It was also found that the anisotropy of the 

surface roughness decreases while the mean arithmetic roughness increases as 

cutting friction increases. 

Kishawy et al. (2005) studied the effect of flood coolant, and dry cutting, on 

tool wear, surface roughness and cutting forces. Chen et al. (2003) have 
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conducted experimental research into the dynamic characteristics of the cutting 

temperature in high-speed milling which presented an inverse heat-transfer 

model considering three-dimensional transient heat conduction to calculate the 

heat flux and the temperature distribution on the tool-workpiece interface in the 

high speed milling process. 

 

2.4 Surface Generation Mechanism 

The surface integrity produced by an end mill tool using a Taguchi 

orthogonal array has been studied by Mantle and Aspinwall (2001). Lanz et al. 

(2002) investigated the effects of machining parameters on the material removal 

mechanism, machining forces, surface texture and workpiece breakout. An 

investigation of the effect of the reinforcement on the surface generation in 

diamond turning of Al/SiC metal matrix composites has been presented (Cheung 

et al., 2002). The results indicate that the cutting surface generated under the cut 

through mechanism possesses a better surface finish than that for the pulled out 

mechanism. Based on the analysis of various factors affecting the end milled 

surface topography and contour, a theoretical generation model for end milled 

surfaces with the movement error of principal axle being considered was 

established by Li et al. (2002). Moreover, a better surface finish can be achieved 
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with whisker reinforced composite than that for particulate reinforced composite. 

Franco et al. (2004) developed a numerical model for the prediction of the 

surface profile and surface roughness in face milling with round insert cutting 

tools. 

The surface generation mechanism produced by the end cutting edges of an 

end mill was investigated by Ryu et al. (2006). Position vectors representing the 

cutting edges are introduced for surface generation. The surface is generated 

through a series of vector transformations considering the tool run-out and the 

tool setting error. Additionally, the effect of the milling cutter teeth runout on 

surface topography, surface location error, and stability in end milling was 

investigated experimentally by Schmitz, et al (2006). 

For precision or ultra-precision milling, the surface quality of the workpiece 

depends largely on the topography of the milled surface. A better understanding 

of the process of surface generation and the factors affecting the surface 

topography is one of the significant problems to be solved in the field of 

precision and ultra-precision milling. 

To summarize Sections 2.3 and 2.4, some research work has focused on the 

surface generation of machining processes taking different factors into account. 

Since the cutting mechanics, kinematics and dynamic characteristics in 
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ultra-precision raster milling are relatively different and more complex, as 

compared with conventional milling operations and other ultra-precision 

machining techniques, there has been a lack of comprehensive investigation of 

the process factors affecting surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. 

 

2.5 Modelling and Simulation Approaches 

Several researchers focused on the study of modeling and simulation 

approaches to various machining operations and different work materials for the 

prediction of the surface generation. Fuh and Wu (1995) studied the influence 

exerted by the tool geometries and cutting conditions on machined surface 

quality and were able to build a model for the prediction of the surface quality 

for 2014 aluminum. Lou and Chen (1999) made use of a recognition system 

approach to predict surface roughness based on the analysis of the data and the 

model building was carried out using a neural fuzzy system. Experimental results 

showed that the parameters of spindle speed, feed rate, depth of cut, and 

vibration variables can help to predict the surface roughness (Ra) effectively. 

Different neuro fuzzy inference (Lo, 2003), artificial neural network (ANN) 

(Balic and Korosec, 2002; Saglam and Unuvar, 2003; Benardos and Vosniakos, 

2003) and response surface (RS) models have been widely used for the selection 
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of the operating conditions in machining operations. Dweiri et al. (2003) 

modelled the down milling machining process of Alumic-79 using an adaptive 

neuro fuzzy inference system to predict the effect of machining variables such as 

spindle speed, feed rate, depth of cut and number of flutes on the surface finish. 

An attempt has been made to estimate the quality of plastic injection molded 

parts by using an ANN model based on design experiments (Kenig et al., 2001; 

Öktem et al., 2006). Analytical models have been created to predict surface 

roughness and tool life in terms of cutting speed, feed and axial depth of cut in 

milling steel material (Alauddin et al., 1997; Mansour and Abdalla, 2002; 

Kurtaran and Erzurumlu, 2006). The model was used to determine the effect of 

cutting parameters on the dimensional accuracy for the peripheral milling of 

aluminum alloys (Fuh and Chang, 1997). Moreover, the ANN model has been 

developed to predict the error and surface roughness on mold surfaces 

(Erzurumlu and Öktem, 2006). 

A lot of analytical methods were also developed and used for the prediction 

of surface roughness. An algorithm was presented to establish a reference 

tool-based model for the prediction of surface roughness through the correlation 

analysis and regression method (Fang and Safi-Jahanshahi, 1997). Moreover, 

Alauddin et al. (1997) presented the development of mathematical models for 
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tool life in end milling steel using high-speed steel slot drills under dry 

conditions. El-Wahab and Kishawy (2000) developed mathematical models to 

improve the surface quality during CNC machining. A simulation algorithm and 

programming method was developed to simulate the machined surface using an 

acceleration signal in high-speed end milling (Lee et al., 2001). Axinte and 

Dewes (2002) presented experimental results and corresponding empirical 

models for workpiece surface integrity (SI) during high-speed machining. 

Noordin et al. (2004) have developed empirical models, such as linear and 

quadratic functions, to predict surface roughness and tangential force when 

turning AISI 1045 steel. In the development of predictive models, cutting 

parameters of feed, cutting speed, axial-radial depth of cut, and machining 

tolerance are considered as model variables. For this purpose, a number of 

machining experiments, based on statistical three-level full factorial design of 

experiments method, are carried out in order to collect surface roughness values. 

They found that there are geometrical, mathematical, experimental, and 

theoretical models proposed and developed for the prediction of surface 

roughness using various techniques. However, they are only applied on ball-end 

and flat-end milling operations or particular work materials, but not on 

ultra-precision raster milling. 
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2.5.1 Cutting Force Models 

Baek et al. (1997) having reviewed the literature stated that cutting force 

models (Kline and DeVor, 1983; Ruzhong and Wang, 1983; Fu et al., 1984) and 

surface roughness models (Kline et al., 1986; Sutherland and DeVor, 1986; You 

and Ehmann, 1989; Elbestawi et al., 1993; Ismail et al., 1993; Ehmann and Hong, 

1994) have been widely used for the prediction of the cutting force and the 

surface roughness values with emphasis on the accuracy of the machined surface 

and the efficiency of the machining. A dynamic surface roughness model for a 

face milling operation was developed taking into consideration both the static (i.e. 

cutting conditions, tool geometry) and the dynamic (i.e. vibration) characteristics 

of the cutting process. This model can predict the maximum and the arithmetic 

surface roughness values. As a result, it can be used practically for estimating the 

texture of the surface to be machined with face milling. 

Predictive cutting force models for flat-end and ball-end milling operations 

have also been developed (DeVor et al., 1980; Kline et al., 1982; Fu et al., 1984; 

Sutherland and DeVor, 1986; Armarego and Desphande, 1989; Montgomery and 

Altintas, 1991; Feng and Menq, 1994b; Lim et al., 1995; Stephenson and 

Bandyopadhyay, 1997). These models generalize the empirical relationship 

between the instantaneous cutting forces and the chip load distribution for the 
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range of cutting conditions being investigated. They can also be used to predict 

the cutting forces when the cut geometries are known. However, they are not 

suitable for use in some applications such as the simulation and the optimization 

of milling, because these methods require a large number of empirical 

coefficients to be determined for each combination of machining conditions 

before the force prediction can be conducted for each case. 

 A microplasticity model has been developed to predict the effect of 

crystallographic orientation on the shear angle and on the chip formation, as well 

as on the variation of micro-cutting force. This model forms a basis for studying 

material induced vibration and its effects on surface quality in ultra-precision 

machining (Lee et al, 1999). 

Milfelner and Cus (2003) developed a simulation system that determines the 

cutting forces in the ball-end milling process. This was developed by a 

systematic approach and the analytical formulation of components of cutting 

forces for the ball-end milling cutter. Although many factors were considered in 

this system such as tool geometry, work material, and cutting parameters, the 

system provided an approach to the prediction of the cutting force in the ball-end 

milling process only, but not for optimization of cutting parameters. 

 A lot of emphasis has been placed on cutting force modeling. However, 
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theoretical modelling which takes account of the different factors affecting the 

surface quality has been overlooked in the study of ultra-precision raster milling.  

 

2.5.2 Other Models 

A mechanistic model for surface generation in peripheral milling including 

tool dynamics and wear was presented by Ismail et al. (1993). Elbestawi et al. 

(1994) examined the surface topography characteristics of steel workpieces in 

finish machining using end mills. Their research was conducted through 

computer simulation and cutting tests for stable machining, low immersion ratios, 

and finish feeds. In addition, runout was one of the factors being considered in 

ball end milling, face milling and boring, respectively (Feng and Menq, 1994a 

and 1994b; Baek et al., 1997; Zheng et al., 1999; Atabey et al., 2003; Lazoglu, 

2003, Franco et al., 2004). 

 

2.6 Optimization Approaches 

The establishment of efficient machining parameters has been a problem 

that has confronted manufacturing industries for nearly a century, and is still the 

subject of many studies. In this section an attempt is made to review the literature 

regarding the optimization of machining parameters in various machining 

processes. Taylor (1907) recognized that an optimum value for the cutting speed 
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can be achieved by maximizing the material removal rate in turning. 

Manufacturing industries have long depended on the skill and experience of 

shop-floor machine-tool operators for the optimal selection of cutting conditions 

and cutting tools. Considerable effort has been put into the use of 

handbook-based conservative cutting conditions and cutting tool selection at the 

process planning level. The most adverse effect of such a not-very scientific 

practice is a decrease in productivity due to the sub-optimal use of machining 

capability. 

The optimum selection of cutting conditions is very important in 

manufacturing processes as these determine the surface quality, dimensional 

precision and the machining time of the machined parts. Thus, it is necessary to 

know, in advance, the properties relating to the surface quality, dimensional 

precision and machining time by means of theoretical models which allow 

predictions to be made which take into account the cutting conditions (i.e. depth 

of cut, tool feed rate and spindle speed, etc.), tool and workpiece positions and 

orientations, the machine configurations, and the shape and size of the tool. 

Moreover, the tool path can also be optimized with respect to machining time, 

accuracy, tool path length, the width of the machining strip, the volume of the 

removed material, the size of the remaining scallops, and so on. In addition, an 
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analysis of the cutting forces plays an important part in the design of machine 

tool systems as well as in the planning, optimization, and control of machining 

processes (Cetinkunt and Tsai, 1990; Altintas and Spence, 1991). 

Traditionally, the selection of cutting conditions and cutting strategies in 

various machining processes is largely dependent on the experience of the 

machine operators. However, it is also very difficult to attain the optimum values 

each time, especially for new work materials, new surface design or new 

machine tools being used. The setting of machining parameters determines the 

quality characteristics of machined parts that these common parameters in 

turning and milling operations include cutting speed, feed rate, depth of cut, tool 

diameter and length, etc. Moreover, some optimization criteria are considered in 

various machining operations as follows:- 

� Minimize surface roughness, 

� Minimize machining time (i.e. maximum productivity rate), 

� Minimize number of tool paths, etc. 

 

2.6.1 Optimization Techniques in Turning Operations 

While promising progress has been made in the optimization of turning 

operations since Taylor’s work (Taylor, 1907) whereby various practical and 

technological constraints (Weill, 1970; Kales and Hijink, 1978; Yellowley, 1983; 
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Armarego et al., 1986; Kee, 1994; Mesquita et al., 1995) have been considered 

and well-defined optimization strategies and computer software (Armarego et al., 

1986; Kee, 1994) have been developed. According to a recent review reported by 

Aggarwal and Singh (2005), a summary of the review of traditional and the latest 

optimization techniques in turning operations is illustrated in Table 2.1. 

Various conventional techniques employed for machining optimization 

include geometric programming, geometric plus linear programming, goal 

programming, sequential unconstrained minimization technique, dynamic 

programming, etc. The latest techniques for optimization include fuzzy logic, 

scatter search technique, genetic algorithm, Taguchi technique and response 

surface methodology (RSM). 

Aggarwal and Singh (2005) summarized that the Taguchi method and the 

response surface methodology are robust design techniques widely used in 

industries for making the product or process insensitive to any uncontrollable 

factors such as environmental variables. Japanese companies such as NEC and 

Fugitsu have become world economic competitors by using the Taguchi 

approach which has the potential for saving both experimental time and on the 

cost of product or process development and quality improvement. There is a 

general agreement that off-line experiments during the product or process design 
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stage are of great value. Reducing loss due to the quality by designing the 

products and processes to be insensitive to variation in noise variables is a novel 

concept for statisticians and quality engineers. 

 
Table 2.1 Summary of optimization techniques in turning operations (Aggarwal and Singh, 
2005). 
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2.6.2 Optimization Techniques in Milling Operations 

 A significant amount of the literature presented in the above section relates 

to the optimization of turning operations. So now, literature relating to the area of 

the optimization of milling operations will be reviewed in this section. The 

optimization of milling operations has often relied on the use of available 

computer-aided mathematical programming and numerical search techniques in 

attempts to provide the optimum feed and speed (Draghici and Paltinea, 1974; 

Kruglov and Darymov, 1978; Hough and Goforth, 1981; Ostafiev et al., 1984; 

Eskiciogula and Eskiciogula, 1992). Regardless of the high cutting temperatures 

and the shortening of tool life, many researchers would like to improve the 

productivity and machining precision by increasing the cutting speed. For this 

reason, high speed machining is defined as machining where the feed rate and 

cutting speed have a high material removal ratio without degrading the quality 

and precision of the product. 

 

2.6.2.1 Optimization of Cutting Parameters 

Alauddin et al. (1996) have presented an approach which optimizes the 

surface finish in end milling by incorporating mathematical models for surface 

roughness in terms of speed and feed by using response surface methodology. 

Response surface contours can be used to select the combination of cutting speed 
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and feed that reduces machining time without increasing the surface roughness. 

However, this model can only be used for the work material Inconel 718. Taiber 

(1996), however, described how the process planning of complex workpieces for 

drilling and milling can be optimized by applying a set of modified algorithms 

known from the field of combinatorial search problems. An algorithm or a set of 

algorithms had been used to determine an optimal sequence of drilling and 

milling machining steps that was applied to prismatic workpieces, in order to 

minimize the manufacturing cost considering given weighted optimization 

criteria. 

Moreover, the development of optimization models and their use to 

optimize machining parameters such as the depth of cut, feed rate and cutting 

speed for milling operations have been investigated (Tolouei-Rad and Bidhendi, 

1997). In these three objective functions are included for (i) minimizing 

production costs, (ii) reducing production time (i.e. maximum production rate) 

and (iii) maximizing profit rate (i.e. maximum efficiency). These models have 

been considered for both conventional machines and NC machines. 

Optimization analysis, strategy and CAM software for single pass 

end-milling on CNC machine tools were investigated based on criteria typified 

by the maximum production rate and allowing for a range of machine tool and 
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component surface roughness constraints (Wang, 1998). It is shown that the 

deterministic optimization approach involving mathematical analyses of 

constrained economic trends and their graphical representation on the feed-speed 

domain provides a deeper understanding of the influences of constraints and a 

clearly defined strategy which guarantees the global optimum solutions. 

Baek et al. (2001) describe an optimum selection of feed rate considering 

runout in face milling operations. Studies on the optimization of ball end milling 

with respect to surface roughness generation for the machined surfaces have been 

reported by Ikua et al. (2002). Simultaneously, an evolutionary computation 

technique, particle swarm optimization (PSO), is proposed and has been 

implemented to efficiently and robustly optimize multiple machining parameters 

simultaneously for end milling (Tandon et al., 2002). An artificial neural 

networks (ANN) predictive model for critical process parameters is used to 

predict the cutting forces which in turn are used by the PSO developed algorithm 

to optimize the cutting conditions subject to a comprehensive set of constraints. 

Furthermore, Kim et al. (2002) proposed an optimization cutting speed program 

(OptiNCTM) developed to improve the machining precision and tool life in high 

speed machining using the ball end mill. 
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A mathematical modeling of the surface roughness in high speed milling of 

hardened steels for injection moulds using the technique of design of 

experiments was investigated by Vivancos et al. (2004). The optimization of the 

feed rate by considering the generated-scallop effect of the ball-end cutter has 

been studied (Chen et al., 2005). It was found that the tooth feed must be kept 

within one third of the path pick in order to keep the feed-interval scallop height 

below the path-interval scallop height. 

In these two years, some researchers have used different techniques to 

optimize the cutting conditions in order to minimize surface roughness in milling 

operations. These consisted of artificial neural networks (ANN) (El-Mounayri et 

al., 2005; Öktem et al., 2006; Tansel et al., 2006), Taguchi methods (Tzeng and 

Jean, 2005), response surface methodology (RSM) (Öktem et al., 2005), genetic 

algorithm (Baskar et al., 2006; Movahhedy and Gerami, 2006; Tansel et al., 

2006), hill climbing algorithm (Baskar et al., 2006) and memetic algorithm 

(Baskar et al., 2006). Tansel et al. (2006) calculated the optimal operating 

conditions necessary for obtaining the best possible compromise between the 

roughness of machined mould surfaces and the duration of the finishing cut using 

GONNS. Although the above mentioned literature showed that the change of 

cutting speed and feed rate influenced machining precision and the tool life of 
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the machined products, a study into the techniques of the cutting speed and feed 

rate optimization in ultra-precision machining is not satisfactory yet. Besides, 

some studies have only focused on certain work materials and types of milling 

operations. 

 

2.6.2.2 Prediction of Cutting Forces 

Most work on the development of NC code optimization involves the use of 

very simplistic forms of force prediction algorithms. Moreover the literature 

shows that (i) the use of the volume of removed material as feedback or (ii) the 

machine tool horsepower are the constraints which regulate the feed rate. The 

cutting force, as a single parameter for describing the net effect of all input 

variables, is found to be an optimal quantity for use as a feedback from the 

simulated process for feed rate optimization (Yazar et al., 1994). 

By using cutting force models, adaptive-feedrate strategies have been used 

in several systems to improve the productivity of the machining process whose 

feed rates are optimized based on a force constraint (Wang, 1988; Fussell and 

Srinivasan, 1989; Fussell et al., 1992; Yazar et al., 1994). It is important to 

optimize the cutting directions as well as the feed rates in order to further 

improve the productivity when machining complex surfaces. Subsequently, a 

cutting-path-adaptive-feedrate strategy was proposed to improve the productivity 
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of sculptured surface machining (Lim and Menq, 1997). By using 

adaptive-feedrate strategy along with a force constraint, this proposed strategy 

took into consideration both force and dimensional constraints and optimizes the 

cutting directions in addition to adaptively adjusting federates. 

By reducing the time required for the cutting process, higher productivity 

and shorter development periods for new products can be achieved. For this 

purpose, feed rate scheduling systems have been developed that regulate the 

material removal rate (Wang, 1988; Jang et al., 2000; Sheen et al., 2001) and 

cutting force (Tarng et al., 1995; Lim and Menq, 1997; Fussell et al., 2001; Bae 

et al., 2003; Lee and Cho, 2003; Guzel and Lazoglu, 2004; Ko and Cho, 2004; 

Kim, 2005) to the desired level. 

Besides, Hekman and Liang (1997) have presented a methodology for 

on-line identification of cutter runout for end milling operation which is based on 

a recursive formula of time-dependent Fourier transform of cutting forces and the 

mechanistic model of cutter runout characteristics. The runout characteristics 

vary in response to the changes in the cutting parameters that provide an 

opportunity for the optimization of the process parameters. 

Recently, a method for obtaining the most appropriate reference cutting 

force model for rough milling was developed by using a finite element model 
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(FEM) analysis (Lee and Cho, 2006). The reference cutting force calculated by 

this developed model provides an effective criterion for a feed rate scheduling 

system that regulates the cutting force at a given criterion. 

 

2.6.2.3 Other Approaches 

Other methods for tool path compensation with respect to a given tolerance 

in end milling have been built including modelling and methodology (Law et al., 

1999; Ong and Hinds, 2003; Dow et al., 2004; Dépincé and Hascoët, 2006). An 

optimal setup for five-axis milling through positioning of the workpiece has been 

presented recently (Anotaipaiboon et al., 2006) which was designed to minimize 

the kinematics error introduced by the initial setup of the milling machine. The 

proposed least-squares minimization leads to a system of nonlinear equations 

with respect to the initial position and the orientation of the workpiece and the 

initial configuration of the machine. 

 

2.7 Summary 

The current industrial practices for ultra-precision raster milling are based on 

trial-and-error approaches that are so expensive in time and cost and do not lead 

to optimized solutions. The effect of cutting mechanics and the materials factors 

on surface roughness have been overlooked in most of the studies of surface 
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generation in ultra-precision raster milling. Moreover, many researchers have 

studied different methods and techniques to optimize machining parameters for 

turning and milling operations. Taguchi Method and Response Surface Method 

(RSM) are well-known techniques for the marriage of Design of Experiments 

(DoE) with optimization of control parameters. However, the cutting mechanics 

and surface generation mechanism in the machining processes are not mainly 

considered and investigated by using these two techniques. A better 

understanding of process factors affecting surface quality related to cutting 

mechanics and surface generation mechansim is needed. As a result, an 

experimental investigation approach is preferred.  

Moreover, these studies have been restricted to conventional turning and 

milling. There is a lack of investigation into the area of ultra-precision raster 

milling operations, just as the study into the area of the optimization of 

ultra-precision raster milling has also been quite limited. There is a need for the 

development of deterministic models which take into account the process factors 

in the analysis of surface generation in ultra-precision raster milling. Hence, a 

model-based simulation system will be built for the optimization of the cutting 

strategy as well as the prediction of surface generation in ultra-precision raster 

milling in this present study. 
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Chapter 3 

Cutting Mechanics and Surface Generation 

Mechanism 
 

The cutting mechanics and surface generation mechanism in ultra-precision 

raster milling are examined in this chapter. Moreover, the theoretical analysis of 

surface roughness parameters (e.g. qR  and tR ) under two cutting strategies is 

also described in detail. 

 

3.1 Formation of Surface in Ultra-precision Raster Milling 

Basically, there are two common cutting strategies in ultra-precision raster 

milling which are vertical and horizontal cutting, respectively. Irrespective of the 

cutting strategies, a surface roughness profile for the machined surface is formed 

by the repetition of the tool tip profile at intervals of tool feed rate ( c ) and 

intervals of step distance (ε ) under ideal cutting conditions. Nevertheless, the 

feed direction is perpendicular to the raster direction, and both of the directions 

for the horizontal cutting are opposite to those for the vertical cutting. As a result, 

the formation of the surface roughness profile can be considered as the 

successive movement of the tool tip profile at intervals of the tool feed rate ( c ) 

and the step distance (ε ). 
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In ultra-precision raster milling, the surface roughness profile along the tool 

feed direction of a workpiece is determined by the tool geometry, the swing 

distance ( R ) and the feed rate ( f ), whilst the surface roughness profile along 

the raster direction of the workpiece is determined by the tool geometry and the 

step distance (ε ). As shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the surface roughness 

profiles under ideal conditions are formed by the repetition of the tool tip profile 

at intervals of feed per revolution of the spindle and step distance, and the tool 

geometry in the feed and raster directions under two cutting strategies. 

 
 (a)         (b) 

Figure 3.1  Ideal roughness profiles in (a) feed direction (top view) and (b) raster direction 

(side view) under horizontal cutting. 

 

 
(a)        (b)    

Figure 3.2  Ideal roughness profiles in (a) feed direction (top view) and (b) raster direction 

(side view) under vertical cutting. 
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(i) Horizontal Cutting 

Figure 3.3 shows the cutting geometry for the horizontal cutting from a 

three-dimensional view. Feed, raster and spindle rotation directions are moved 

along the x-axis, y-axis and b-axis. The surface roughness profile for the 

machined surface is formed by the repetition of the tool tip profile at intervals of 

tool feed rate ( c ) along the feed direction and intervals of step distance (ε ) 

along the raster direction under ideal cutting conditions. As shown in Figure 3.4, 

the formation of raster milled surface in feed and raster directions for the 

horizontal cutting is also shown , respectively in a two dimensional view. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Cutting geometry for the horizontal cutting. 

 

(ii) Vertical Cutting 

Figure 3.5 shows a three-dimensional view of the cutting geometry of the 

vertical cutting. Feed, raster and spindle rotation directions are along the y-axis, 
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x-axis and b-axis respectively. The formation of the surface roughness profile 

under ideal cutting conditions for the machined surface in the vertical cutting is 

similar to that in the horizontal cutting. As shown in Figure 3.6, the formation of 

the raster milled surface in feed and raster directions for the vertical cutting is 

also shown in a two-dimensional view. 

 

 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.4  Formation of raster milled surface in (a) feed direction and (b) raster direction 

for the horizontal cutting, respectively. 

 

Since the cutting mechanics in ultra-precision raster milling are not the 

same in the two cutting strategies, the surface generation mechanisms for them 

are also different. As shown in Figure 3.7, raster milled surfaces are being cut as 

a honeycomb-shaped pattern (Figure 3.7(a)) in horizontal cutting and a 
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needle-shaped pattern (Figure 3.7 (b)) in vertical cutting, respectively. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5 Cutting geometry for the vertical cutting. 

 

 

 (a) (b) 

Figure 3.6  Formation of raster milled surface in (a) feed direction and (b) raster direction 

for the vertical cutting, respectively. 
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Work Material  
= Aluminum Alloy 
 
Cutting Strategy  
= Horizontal Cutting 
 
Spindle Speed  
= 4000 rpm 
Feed Rate  
= 60 mm/min 
Depth of Cut  
= 3 µm 
Tool Nose Radius  
= 2.54 mm 
Swing Distance  
= 23 mm 
Step Distance  
= 0.01 mm 
  

qR = 17.26 nm; tR = 117.27 nm 

(a) 
 
Work Material  
= Aluminum Alloy 
 
Cutting Strategy  
= Vertical Cutting 
 
Spindle Speed  
= 4000 rpm 
Feed Rate  
= 26 mm/min 
Depth of Cut  
= 3 µm 
Tool Nose Radius  
= 2.54 mm 
Swing Distance  
= 23 mm 
Step Distance  
= 0.01 mm 
 

 
qR = 16.65 nm; tR = 112.94 nm 

(b) 

Figure 3.7 Raster milled surface being cutting as (a) a honeycomb-shaped pattern in 

horizontal cutting and (b) a needle-shaped pattern in vertical cutting. 

 

3.2 Theoretical Analysis of Surface Roughness 

Surface roughness affects the function of a wide variety of engineering 

components. Perhaps the most demanding applications are in the optics industry. 

Surface roughness causes scattering and stray light in optical systems and 

degrades the contrast and sharpness of optical images. As a result, the smoother 
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the surface, the better the component will function in general. In the optics 

industry, the terms “surface roughness” and “surface finish” are synonymous. 

Surface roughness is an aspect of the irregularities on a surface left after 

manufacture. These irregularities are held to be inherent in the material removal 

process itself as opposed to waviness which may be due to the poor performance 

of an individual machine (Whitehouse, 1994). Common surface roughness 

parameters under investigation (see Figure 3.8) are:  

(a) Arithmetic Roughness ( aR ),  

(b) Root-Mean-Square Roughness ( qR ),  

(c) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height ( tR ), and  

(d) Average Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height ( zR ). 

 

3.2.1 Arithmetic Roughness ( aR ) 

The arithmetic roughness ( aR ) is the most commonly used roughness 

parameter. It is the arithmetic average (i.e. mean value, x ) of the absolute values 

of the surface profile, the mean is then defined as 

 

N
xxx

x N+++= ......21
         (3.1) 

and 
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where the random variable x  takes on the values 1x , …… , Nx  (which are 

real numbers) with equal probability, and N  is the number of data points in a 

measured surface profile. As shown in Figures 3.9 and 3.10, if the measured 

surface topography is represented as a surface profile )(xz , the arithmetic 

roughness aR  is the area between the roughness profile and its mean line, or the 

integral of the absolute value of the roughness profile height over the sampling 

length ( L ). Based on the equation (3.2), arithmetic roughness aR  can be 

derived as, 
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However, arithmetic roughness aR  is not the whole picture with regard to a 

surface. For example, Figure 3.11 shows three surface profiles that all have the 

same arithmetic roughness aR , but their shape of surface profiles are quite 

different: one has sharp peaks, another deep valleys, while the third has  

relatively wide spacing. Even if two profiles have similar shapes, they may still 

have a different spacing between features. Due to the differences in shape and 
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spacing between surfaces, then other surface roughness parameters should be 

calculated that measure the peaks, valleys, shape and spacing of surface profiles. 

The more complicated the shape of the surface, the more critical is the function 

of the surface, the more sophisticated the measuring parameters needed, which is 

beyond arithmetic roughness aR . 

 

3.2.2 Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Roughness ( qR ) 

The Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Roughness ( qR ) is perhaps the most widely 

used parameter for quantifying the surface roughness of optical surfaces. For 

high-performance optics, the RMS roughness qR  is specified within the 

subnanometer range and is currently designated by RMS roughness qR  in 

standards and has been represented by standard deviation σ  in the optics 

literature (ISO 4287:1997). 
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where N  is the number of data points in a measured surface profile. 
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Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of surface roughness parameters. 

 

 

Figure 3.9 Schematic diagram of average roughness ( aR ). 

 

 

Figure 3.10 A surface roughness profile )(xz  can be approximated by digital means 

( 1z , ……, nz ). 

 

 

Figure 3.11 Three different shapes of surface profiles with the same average roughness aR . 
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If the measured surface topography is represented as a surface profile )(xz , 

the RMS roughness qR  is defined as the root mean square of the deviations of 

the surface profile )(xz  from the mean line as shown in Figure 3.10 and this 

can be derived as, 

 

( )�=
L

q dxxz
L

R
0

21
          (3.5) 

 

where L  is the length of the surface profile. Since surface profiles )(xz  are 

closely approximated in nearly all modern instruments by a digitized set of points 

iz , Equation (3.4) is replaced in practice by its digital equivalent: 
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where N  is the number of data points in a measured surface profile. 

 

3.2.3 Root-Mean-Square (RMS) Roughness ( qS ) in 3-Dimensional Surface 

Profile 

If the measured surface topography is represented as a 3-dimensional surface 

profile ),( yxz  as illustrated in Figure 3.12, the arithmetic roughness aS  and 

RMS roughness qS  can then be defined as 
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where xL  and yL  are the lengths of the surface profile along x-direction and 

y-direction, respectively. yx LL ×  is the total number of data points in the whole 

surface profile. 

Just as in 2-dimensional surface profiles, 3-dimensional surface profiles 

),( yxz  are closely approximated in nearly all modern instruments by a digitized 

set of points ijz , Equations (3.7) and (3.8) are replaced in practice by their 

digital equivalents: - 
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where xN  and yN  are the number of data points in a measured surface profile 

along x-direction and y-direction, respectively. yx NN ×  is the total number of 
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data points in the whole surface profile. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.12 A surface roughness profile ),( yxz  can be approximated by digital means 

( 1z , ……, nz ). 

 

3.2.4 Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height ( tR ) and Average Maximum 

Peak-to-Valley Height ( zR ) 

The peak-to-valley height of surface roughness is usually found to be small 

compared with the spacing of the crests. As shown in Figure 3.8, the maximum 

peak-to-valley height ( tR ) is the total roughness in the sum of these two, or the 

vertical distance from the deepest valley to the highest peak. The Average 

Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height ( zR ) is the sum of the height of the highest 

peak ( 1P ) plus the deepest valley depth ( 1V ) within a sampling length ( L ) (see 

Figure 3.13). 
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Figure 3.13 Schematic diagram of average maximum peak-to-valley height ( zR ). 

 

3.3 Factors Affecting Surface Quality 

The surface quality of ultra-precision raster milling is affected by various 

process factors, such as spindle speed, feed rate, tool nose radius, step distance, 

and swing distance using the horizontal and vertical cutting strategies. Step 

distance and swing distance are two critical factors affecting the surface quality 

in ultra-precision raster milling, as compared with ultra-precision diamond 

turning and conventional milling. Since different cutting mechanics have to be 

considered in the study of surface generation, the cutting mechanics, kinematics 

and dynamic characteristics of the cutting processes in ultra-precision raster 

milling are significantly different from those in ultra-precision diamond turning 

and conventional milling. 
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3.3.1 Step Distance 

As shown in Figure 3.14, the step distance (ε ) is a particular distance to be 

moved between two successive cuttings before the tool feed rate cuts in. 

 

 

Figure 3.14 Step distance during horizontal and vertical cutting. 

 

Due to the cutting mechanics of ultra-precision raster milling, the step 

distance increases with increasing distance between two successive rows of 

cutting. This may result in an increase of the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness 

qR  and the maximum peak-to-valley height tR . As a result, the larger the step 

distance, the greater the surface roughness parameters (see Figure 3.15). 
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(a)        (b)    

Figure 3.15 Effect of step distance on surface roughness under (a) horizontal and (b) 

vertical cuttings, respectively. 

 

As a result, it is interesting to note that the step distance is the critical factor 

affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. In fact, the 

experimental results in Section 4.2.6 indicate that the surface roughness 

parameters (i.e. qR  and tR ) also become larger with increasing step distance 

irrespective of work materials and cutting strategies. Figure 3.16 shows the effect 

of the step distance on the 3D surface topography of aluminum alloy and copper 

alloy cut under horizontal cutting. The difference between the surface roughness 

tR  and qR  becomes exceptionally large as the step distance increases. 

 

3.3.2 Swing Distance 

As shown in Figure 3.17, a circular motion locus of the spindle occurs 

during the rotation of the spindle as observed in the top view. The radius of the 
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circular motion locus is called the swing distance ( R ). In other words, the swing 

distance ( R ) is also the distance between the tool tip and the centre of the 

spindle. Due to the cutting mechanics of ultra-precision raster milling, the swing 

distance increases with an increase in the RMS roughness qR  and the maximum 

peak-to-valley height tR . As shown in Figure 3.18, the larger the swing distance 

is, the smaller the surface roughness parameters are. 

 

Step Distance Workpiece 

Material 0.01 mm 0.1 mm 

Aluminum 
Alloy 

 

 qR = 17.26 nm; tR = 117.27 nm qR = 273.59 nm; tR = 2084.00 nm 

Copper 
Alloy 

  

 qR = 17.27 nm; tR = 93.10 nm qR = 281.10 nm; tR = 1500.00 nm 
 

 

 
 

 

Figure 3.16  Effect of step distance on 3D surface topography illustration of aluminum alloy 

and copper alloy under horizontal cutting (dimension: 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm). 
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Figure 3.17 Swing distance. 

 

 
Figure 3.18 Effect of swing distance on surface roughness in x-z plane. 

 

3.3.3 Runout Errors 

Runout errors in a machine tool cannot be avoided in the milling operation; 

there are axial and radial runout errors due to manufacturing errors in making the 

body and tip of the machine tool (Baek et al. 1997). In other words, the runout 

error is the amount a machine tool moves in and out away from its true centre as 
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it is rotated. There are two types of runout. Axial runout is the total deviation of 

the axial reference surface noted during one revolution of the workpiece. Radial 

runout is the total variation in a direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation of 

an indicated surface from a plane surface of revolution. In ultra-precision raster 

milling, axial runout affects the tool feed rate ( c ) while radial runout affects the 

depth of cut ( d ) in the feed direction of the workpiece. Figure 3.19 shows the 

effect of the axial and radial runout errors in the machine tool on surface 

roughness profile. Since the relative axial runout value of the machine tool tip 

per spindle revolution is not zero, it may change the tool feed rate ( c ). As a 

result, the surface roughness of the raster milled surface is mainly affected by the 

tool feed rate. 

As shown in Figure 3.19 (a), the first cutting through to the tenth are 

engaged in turn to generate the surface profile. Cuttings 2, 4 and 5 are affected by 

the axial runout. After the second cut, point a is determined by both the first and 

second cuts while the second and third cuts determine point b after the third cuts. 

Then point c is decided by the profiles of the third and forth cuts which is the 

highest maximum peak-to-valley height, whereas the lowest maximum 

peak-to-valley height is point d which is determined by the forth and fifth cuts 

after the fifth cut. 
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     (a)          (b) 

Figure 3.19 Schematic diagram of surface roughness profile with (a) axial runout and (b) 

radial runout. 

 

In Figure 3.19 (b), the first through the tenth cuttings are also engaged in 

turn in generating the surface profile. Cuts 2, 4 and 7 are affected by the radial 

runout. The largest depth of cut at points f and h are determined by the second 

and seventh cuts, respectively; while the forth cut determines the smallest depth 

of cut at point g. 

Figure 3.20 shows the geometric relationship between the ith and i+1th 

cutting, that is, those having the relative axial and radial runout errors in the 

cutter body. Since the axial and radial runout errors occur, the centre of the ith 

cutting moves from O to O’. Moreover, the Z’ axis passes the centre of the ith 
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spindle revolution when the runout of the ith cutting is zero. According to the 

experimental results, tool marks caused by axial and radial runout errors are also 

observed, respectively. Figure 3.21 shows the experimental results of surface 

roughness parameters measured by the WYKO NT8000 Optical Profiling 

System. 

 
 

Figure 3.20 Theoretical surface profile with axial and radial runout. 

 

3.3.4 Surface Lay 

Surface lay is the orientation of the surface pattern that describes the 

direction of the dominating pattern of the machining method. It refers to the 

predominant direction of the surface texture. In ultra-precision raster milling, 

unidirectional lays are observed irrespective of the work materials and cutting 
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strategies that are shown in Figure 3.22. In ultra-precision raster milling, the 

effect of the spindle speed on the surface lay of aluminum alloy and copper alloy 

under horizontal and vertical cuttings are shown in Figures 3.23 and 3.24, 

respectively. 

 
 
Work Material  
= Aluminum Alloy 
 
Cutting Strategy  
= Vertical Cutting 
 
Spindle Speed  
= 1000 rpm 
Feed Rate  
= 60 mm/min 
Depth of Cut  
= 3 µm 
Tool Nose Radius  
= 2.54 mm 
Swing Distance  
= 23 mm 
Step Distance  
= 0.01 mm 
 

 

(a) 
 
Work Material  
= Aluminum Alloy 
 
Cutting Strategy  
= Horizontal Cutting 
 
Spindle Speed  
= 4000 rpm 
Feed Rate  
= 20 mm/min 
Depth of Cut  
= 3 µm 
Tool Nose Radius  
= 2.54 mm 
Swing Distance  
= 23 mm 
Step Distance  
= 0.01 mm 
 

 

(b) 
Figure 3.21 Tool marks caused by axial and radial runout errors. 

 

As compared with the spindle speed conditions of 1000 rpm and 5000 rpm 

in the raster milling of aluminium and copper alloys, the form of the surface lay 

at the higher spindle speed condition is more distinctive than that at the lower 

Tool Marks caused by Radial Runout Errors 

Tool Marks caused by an Axial Runout Errors 
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spindle speed condition under vertical cutting. The form of the surface lay, 

however, at the lower spindle speed condition is more distinctive than that at the 

higher spindle speed condition under horizontal cutting. Moreover, a better finish 

may look rough if it has a strong lay; while a rougher surface will look more 

uniform if it has no lay. 

 
 
Work Material  
= Aluminum Alloy 
 
Cutting Strategy  
= Horizontal Cutting 
 
Spindle Speed  
= 4000 rpm 
Feed Rate  
= 60 mm/min 
Depth of Cut  
= 3 µm 
Tool Nose Radius  
= 2.54 mm 
Swing Distance  
= 23 mm 
Step Distance  
= 0.01 mm 
 

 
(a) 

 
Work Material  
= Aluminum Alloy 
 
Cutting Strategy  
= Vertical Cutting 
 
Spindle Speed  
= 4000 rpm 
Feed Rate  
= 60 mm/min 
Depth of Cut  
= 3 µm 
Tool Nose Radius  
= 2.54 mm 
Swing Distance  
= 23 mm 
Step Distance  
= 0.01 mm 
 

 
 

 
(b) 

Figure 3.22  Surface lays observed in the raster milled surface of aluminum alloy under (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting. 
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 Horizontal Cutting Vertical Cutting 

(a) 

  

(b) 

  
 

Figure 3.23 Effect of spindle speed on surface lay of (a) 1000 rpm and (b) 5000 rpm of 

aluminum alloy under horizontal and vertical cutting (dimension: 0.636 mm x 

0.477 mm). 

 

 Horizontal Cutting Vertical Cutting 

(a) 

  

(b) 

  
 

Figure 3.24 Effect of spindle speed on surface lay of (a) 1000 rpm and (b) 5000 rpm of 

copper alloy under horizontal and vertical cutting (dimension: 0.636 mm x 

0.477 mm). 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Investigation of the Factors Affecting 

the Surface Quality in Ultra-precision Raster 

Milling 
 

In ultra-precision raster milling, the surface quality of a machine surface is 

affected by process factors and material factors, respectively. The process factors 

involve the cutting conditions, the cutting strategies, and the relative vibration 

between the tool and the workpiece which are related to the cutting geometry and 

the dynamic characteristics of the cutting process. The material factors include 

material property and the swelling of the work materials. 

A better understanding of the effect of these factors and their interactions on 

the surface roughness is of prime importance for the further development of 

ultra-precision machining technology and the better designs of machines to meet 

the need for high precision in the future (Cheung and Lee, 2000). The surface 

quality of a raster milled surface depends largely on the selection of the cutting 

conditions and cutting strategies. However, the achievement of a super finished 

surface still relies heavily on the experience and skills of the machine operators 

who use  an expensive trial and error approach when new materials, new 

designs of surfaces or new machine tools are used. Moreover, the factors 
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affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling are more 

complicated than in single-point diamond turning and conventional milling. As 

discussed in Chapter 3, the additional cutting parameters involved in the cutting 

processes include step distance and swing distance. 

This chapter presents an experimental investigation of the process factors 

affecting the surface roughness in ultra-precision raster milling. Experimental 

results indicate that the influence due to the process factors can be minimized 

through a proper selection of the operational settings and through better control 

of the dynamic characteristics of the machine. Based on these findings, some 

suggestions are proposed for the optimization of the surface quality in 

ultra-precision raster milling. 

 

4.1  Experimental Procedures 

In the present study, a series of face cutting tests was conducted on 

aluminum alloy and copper alloy under various cutting conditions and cutting 

strategies. Six groups of cutting tests were conducted (i.e. Group A1 to A6) for 

studying the effect of spindle speed, feed rate, depth of cut, tool nose radius, 

swing distance and step distance on the surface generation in ultra-precision 

raster milling, respectively. The cutting conditions are tabulated in Table 4.1. 
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Since it is necessary to better understand the fundamental cutting mechanics and 

surface generation mechanism of ultra-precision raster milling, the investigations 

were conducted in the conditions with only one factor varying and all other 

factors unchanged. The surface roughness parameters under investigation are the 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness ( qR ) and the maximum peak-to-valley 

height ( tR ), respectively. Two cutting strategies are used in the cutting tests: 

horizontal and vertical cutting. 

 

Table 4.1 Setting of cutting conditions in the experiment. 

 Factors Under Investigation 

Group A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 

Cutting 
Condition 

Spindle Speed 
( v ) 

Feed Rate 
( f ) 

Depth of 
Cut ( d ) 

Tool Nose 
Radius ( r ) 

Swing 
Distance ( R ) 

Step Distance 
(ε ) 

v  

(rpm) 

1000, 2000, 

3000, 4000, 

5000 

4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 

f  

(mm/min) 
60 

20, 40, 60, 

80, 100 
60 60 60 60 

d  

(µµµµm) 
3 3 

1, 5, 10, 

15, 20 
3 3 3 

r  

(mm) 
2.54 2.54 2.54 

0.78, 1.78, 

2.79, 3.81 
2.54 2.54 

R  

(mm) 
23 23 23 23 23, 28, 33, 38 23 

ε  

(µµµµm) 
10 10 10 10 10 

10, 25, 50, 

75, 100 

 

4.1.1  Geometry of Workpiece 

Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1 show the specifications and geometries of the work 
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materials being used, respectively. As shown in Figure 4.2, there are 30 equally 

spaced rectangular sections made at the top of the workpiece. They are arranged 

in 2 rows and 15 columns. The dimension of each section is 3 mm (length) x 5 

mm (width) x 1 mm (height) and each is machined by one set of cutting 

condition and one cutting strategy. 

 

Table 4.2 Specifications of the work materials being used. 

No. Work Materials Specifications 

1 Aluminum Alloy 

Aluminum Alloy (Al6061) with Chemical 
Composition in Percentage in weight of Al: 
Balance, Cu: 0.28, Si: 0.6, Mg: 1.0, and Cr: 
0.20. 

2 Copper Alloy 
Copper Alloy with Chemical Composition in 
Percentage in weight of Cu: Balance, Al: 0.24, 
Fe: 0.20, Zn: 0.4, and Pb: 0.12. 

 

The design of the workpiece has several advantages as shown below:  

(i) Regular pattern of all machined surfaces is easy and clear to classify 

which machined surface under what cutting condition and which cutting 

strategy are used. 

(ii) The surface can be machined under the different cutting conditions in one 

setup. 

(iii) Each machined surface is easily measured by any measuring equipment 
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since it has a large and flat base to place on the measurement work table. 

(iv) Due to the geometry of the workpiece, the accuracy for measuring the 

surface roughness can be increased. 

 
(a)                                     (b) 

Figure 4.1 Geometries of (a) aluminum alloy and (b) copper alloy workpiece. 

 

 
Figure 4.2 Dimensions of the workpiece (unit: mm). 

 

4.1.2  Experimental Setup 

All cutting tests were performed on a five-axis CNC ultra-precision 

freeform machining system (Freeform 705G from Precitech Inc., USA) as shown 
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in Figure 4.3. Precitech Freeform® 705G machine is a high performance, which 

has an ultra-precision three-axis computer controlled machine center suitable for 

esoteric optical and mechanical component manufacture (Precitech, 2003). The 

machine’s modular multi-axis motion allows for three dimensional freeform 

milling, grinding and two-axis diamond turning. The machine utilizes three linear 

axes (X, Y, Z), in conjunction with optional rotational axes (A, B, C). The linear 

axes are suspended on hydrostatic oil bearing slide ways, fitted with a thermally 

mounted linear glass scale for 8.6 nm positioning feedback. Rotary motion for 

workpiece mounting is provided through the use of an optional heavy-duty air 

bearing spindle. The specifications of this ultra-precision freeform machining 

system (Freeform 705G from Precitech Inc., USA) are attached in Appendix I. 

 

 
(a)                                 (b) 

Figure 4.3  Ultra-precision raster milling machine: (a) appearance and (b) machining area 

(Freeform 705G from Precitech Inc., USA) 

 

The surface roughness of the machined surfaces was examined by a WYKO 

NT 8000 Optical Profiling System which offers a quick, easy and reliable way of 
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characterizing many different surfaces and samples. This is shown in Figure 4.4 

(Page, 2003). In addition, WYKO® VISION® software offers a wide range of 

analysis and graphical display choices. This system consists of several key 

components which work together to provide information on the sample. These 

components include: 

(i) A WYKO profiler head mounted on a z-axis and automated tip/tilt cradle; 

(ii) Various magnification objectives mounted on a turret; 

(iii) A vibration-isolation table and a motorized x/y sample stage; 

(iv) A computer, preloaded with Microsoft® Windows XP and WYKO Vision 

software. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Wyko NT8000 optical profiling system (Photo source: VEECO Metrology 

Group). 

 

With the measurement of each machined surface, surface roughness 
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parameters were determined by using an effective magnification of 10X within 

an effective field of view of 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm per measurement. A detail of 

the measurement machine setting is attached in Appendix II. Moreover, 5 

repeated measurements were taken for horizontal and vertical directions, 

respectively. Hence, the average value was taken to be the measured surface 

roughness parameters. 

 

4.2  Results and Discussion 

4.2.1  Effect of Spindle Speed 

The cutting tests were conducted under Group A1 conditions (see Table 4.1) 

that indicated the step size of change of spindle speed with 1000 rpm. The effect 

of the spindle speed on surface roughness is shown in Figure 4.5. As shown in 

Figure 4.6, three-dimensional surface topographies of the measured surfaces for 

aluminum alloy and copper alloy raster milled under various spindle speeds and 

horizontal and vertical cutting, respectively. According to the normal feed rate of 

60 mm/min, tool feed rate from 1000 rpm to 5000 rpm is calculated and 

summarized in Table 4.3. 

As shown in Figure 4.5, the RMS roughness qR  under vertical cutting 

slightly increases irrespective of the work materials being cut while it decreases 
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under horizontal cutting. Moreover, the RMS roughness qR  for both alloys 

under the same cutting strategy is found to be similar. All the experimental 

results for both alloys are practically flat; there are no significant differences (i.e. 

0.08nm to 3 nm) between them, no matter which cutting strategies are used. 

Expected for spindle speed condition of 5000 rpm, RMS roughness qR  in the 

horizontal cutting is greater than that in the vertical cutting irrespective of the 

work materials being cut. At spindle speed of 5000 rpm, the RMS roughness qR  

values are almost the same irrespective of the work material and cutting 

strategies being used. It is observed in Figure 4.6 that there are no considerable 

distinctions between the two alloys when various cutting strategies are used. 

 

Table 4.3 Tool feed rate under Group A1 condition. 

Spindle Speed, v  (rpm) 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 

Tool Feed Rate (mm/rev) 

c  = f / v  
0.06 0.03 0.02 0.015 0.012 

 

4.2.2  Effect of Feed Rate 

The cutting tests were conducted under Group A2 conditions as shown in 

Table 4.1. The effect of feed rate on surface roughness is shown in Figure 4.7. 

Figure 4.8 shows three-dimensional surface topographies of the measured 

surfaces for aluminum alloy and copper alloy raster milled under various feed 
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rates in horizontal and vertical cutting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.5  Effect of spindle speed on (a) maximum peak-to-valley height tR  and (b) 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR . 
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(A1) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Aluminum Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

   
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

   
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

   
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

   
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 

   
Figure 4.6(a)  3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on spindle speed conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of aluminum alloy. 
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(A1) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Copper Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

   
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

   
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

   
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

   
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 

   
Figure 4.6(b)  3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on spindle speed conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of copper alloy. 
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Figure 4.7 Effect of feed rate on (a) maximum peak-to-valley height tR  and (b) 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR . 
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(A2) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Aluminum Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

   
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

   
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

   
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 

   
(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 

   
Figure 4.8(a) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on feed rate conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of aluminum alloy. 
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(A2) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Copper Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

   
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

   
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

   
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 

   
(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 

   
Figure 4.8(b) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on feed rate conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of copper alloy. 
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The step size of change of feed rate is 20 mm/min. According to the normal 

spindle speed of 4000 rpm, the tool feed rate from 20 mm/min to 100 mm/min is 

calculated and tabulated in Table 4.4. As shown in Figure 4.8(b), the surface 

roughness parameters are found to increase slightly as the feed rate increases. 

Aluminum alloy seems to cause greater root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR  

than does copper alloy under various feed rates in vertical cutting. In horizontal 

cutting, a smaller difference of the surface roughness between the copper alloy 

and aluminum alloy is found under various feed rates. 

Nevertheless, the difference is found to increase with increasing feed rate in 

the horizontal cutting, and with decreasing feed rate in the vertical cutting. 

Moreover, the aluminum alloy is found to have a higher surface roughness tR  

than copper alloy in the horizontal cutting. Similar results are observed for the 

vertical cutting except at a feed rate of 40 mm/min. 

 

4.2.3  Effect of Depth of Cut 

The cutting tests were conducted under Group A3 conditions as shown in 

Table 4.1. The step size of change of depth of cut is 1 µm. Figure 4.9 shows the 

effect of depth of cut on the surface roughness. Figure 4.10 shows three 

dimensional surface topographies of the measured surfaces for aluminum alloy 

and copper alloy raster milled under various depths of cut in horizontal and 
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vertical cutting.  

 
Table 4.4 Tool feed rate under Group A2 condition. 

Feed Rate, f (mm/min) 20 40 60 80 100 

Tool Feed Rate (mm/rev) 

c  = f / v  0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 

 

Since there are some incomplete tool marks on the raster milled surface, 

there is a sudden surge of the value of surface roughness tR  at depth of cut of 

10 µm in horizontal cutting of aluminum alloy. Moreover, it is interesting to note 

that the depth of cut has no significant effect on surface roughness parameters 

qR  and tR , irrespective of which work materials or cutting strategies are used. 

No systematic relationship is found between the depth of cut and the surface 

roughness parameters. 

 

4.2.4  Effect of Tool Nose Radius 

The cutting tests were conducted under Group A4 conditions as shown in 

Table 4.1. The step size of change of tool nose radius is approximately 1 mm. 

Figure 4.11 shows the effect of tool nose radius on the surface roughness. Figure 

4.12 shows the three-dimensional surface topographies for the measured surfaces 

for aluminum alloy and copper alloy raster milled under various tool nose radii in 

horizontal and vertical cutting.  
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Figure 4.9  Effect of depth of cut on (a) maximum peak-to-valley height tR  and (b) 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR . 
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(A3) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Aluminum Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

   
(ii) Depth of Cut = 5 �m 

   
(iii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

   
(iv) Depth of Cut = 15 �m 

   
(v) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 

   
Figure 4.10(a)  3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on depth of cut conditions in   

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of aluminum alloy. 
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(A3) 
 

 

 
 

 

Work Material = Copper Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

   
(ii) Depth of Cut = 5 �m 

   
(iii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

   
(iv) Depth of Cut = 15 �m 

   
(v) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 

   
Figure 4.10(b) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on depth of cut conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of copper alloy. 
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Figure 4.11  Effect of tool nose radius on (a) maximum peak-to-valley height tR  and (b) 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR . 
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(A4) 

 

Work Material = Aluminum Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

   
 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

   
 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

   
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 

   
 

Figure 4.12(a) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on tool nose radius conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of aluminum alloy. 
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(A4) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Copper Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

   
 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

   
 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

   
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 

   
 

Figure 4.12(b) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on tool nose radius conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of copper alloy. 
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Figure 4.13 Effect of swing distance on (a) maximum peak-to-valley height tR  and (b) 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR . 
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(A5) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Aluminum Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

   
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

   
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

   
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 38 mm 

   
 

Figure 4.14(a) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on swing distance conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of aluminum alloy. 
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(A5) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Copper Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

   
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

   
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

   
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 38 mm 

   
 
Figure 4.14(b) 3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on swing distance conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of copper alloy. 
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Under horizontal cutting, the copper alloy appears to have a slightly greater 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR  than that for the aluminium alloy 

except for a tool nose radius of 0.78 mm. As shown in Figure 4.12, the size of 

cusps at the tool nose radius of 0.78 mm is smaller and shallower than those at 

tool nose radii of 1.78 mm, 2.79 mm and 3.81 mm in the horizontal cutting of 

both alloys. During machining copper alloy, qR  increases approximately from 

10 nm to 25 nm as the tool nose radius increases from 0.78 mm to 1.78 mm. The 

difference of qR  was within 5 nm among all the tool nose radii during 

machining aluminium alloy.  

However, the difference of the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR  

among all tool nose radii was small under vertical cutting irrespective of which 

work materials are employed. Moreover, the copper alloy is found to have a 

higher surface roughness tR  than that for aluminum alloy in the horizontal 

cutting with a larger tool nose radius. The result is significantly different from 

those in the vertical cutting except at a tool nose radius of 3.81 mm. 

 

4.2.5  Effect of Swing Distance 

The cutting tests were conducted under Group A6 conditions as summarized 

in Table 4.1. The indicated interval of change of swing distance is 5 mm. Figure 

4.13 shows the effect of swing distance on the surface roughness. Figure 4.14 
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shows the effect of swing distance on the three-dimensional surface topographies 

on raster milling aluminum and copper alloys in horizontal and vertical cutting. 

Irrespective of which cutting strategy is used, the surface roughness of aluminum 

alloy is slightly greater than that for copper alloy except for swing distance at 38 

mm in the vertical cutting. As the swing distance increases, the surface roughness 

increases. Except at a swing distance condition of 38 mm, a significant change of 

surface roughness qR  and tR  is observed. As the swing distance increases, the 

stiffness decreases. Surface roughness may be affected by relative vibration 

between the machine tool and the workpiece. It is interesting to note that smaller 

surface roughness occurs under a swing distance of 28 mm in the vertical cutting 

and 33 mm in the horizontal cutting. 

 

4.2.6  Effect of Step Distance 

The cutting tests were conducted under Group A6 conditions as shown in 

Table 4.1. Figure 4.15 shows the effect of step distance on the surface roughness. 

Figure 4.16 shows the three-dimensional surface topographies in raster milling 

aluminum and copper alloys under various step distances in horizontal and 

vertical cutting. As shown in Figure 4.17, irrespective to the work materials 

being cut, the surface roughness is found to increase significantly with increasing 

step distance for the horizontal cutting while it is relatively smaller for vertical 
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cutting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.15 Effect of step distance on (a) maximum peak-to-valley height tR  and (b) 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR . 
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(A6) 

 

 

 

 

Work Material = Aluminum Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

   
(ii) Step Distance = 0.025 mm 

   
(iii) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 

   
(iv) Step Distance = 0.075 mm 

   
(v) Step Distance = 0.1 mm 

   
Figure 4.16(a)  3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on step distance conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of aluminum alloy. 
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(A6) 
 

 

 

 

Work Material = Copper Alloy 
Cutting Strategy = Horizontal and Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

   
(ii) Step Distance = 0.025 mm 

   
(iii) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 

   
(iv) Step Distance = 0.075 mm 

   
(v) Step Distance = 0.1 mm 

   
Figure 4.16(b)  3-dimensional surface topography diagrams on step distance conditions in 

horizontal (left side) and vertical cutting of copper alloy. 
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Figure 4.17 Schematic diagrams on step distance conditions of 0.01 mm and 0.1 mm in 

horizontal of aluminum alloy and copper alloy. 

 

The surface roughness tR  and qR  for both alloys are similar under 

horizontal and vertical milling except for the highest step distance (i.e. the actual 

results deviate sharply at step distance = 100 µm for both alloys). The values of 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR  are almost the same for both horizontal 

and vertical cutting under various step distances. In the present study, it is 

observed that there is a significant increase of surface roughness tR  and qR  in 

the horizontal cutting as the step distance changes from 50 µm to 100 µm. As a 

result, it is interesting to note that the step distance is one of the critical factors 

affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. 
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4.3  Summary 

An investigation of the process factors affecting the surface quality in 

ultra-precision raster milling has been conducted. It is found that the surface 

quality of a machined surface is affected by the process factors and cutting 

strategies. The influence due to process factors can be minimized or even 

eliminated through a proper selection of cutting conditions and cutting strategy. 

The results indicate that the step distance is one of the critical factors affecting 

the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. The present study provides a 

better understanding of the effect of these factors and their interactions on the 

surface generation which is of prime importance for the future development of 

ultra-precision raster milling. 
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Chapter 5 

A Study of Critical Ranges of Cutting Parameters for 

the Optimization of Surface Quality 

 

This chapter describes an experimental investigation for optimizing the 

surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. It has long been recognized that 

optimum cutting conditions should be selected to optimize the economics of 

machining operations, as assessed by productivity, total manufacturing cost per 

component or some other suitable criteria. 

Traditionally, the selection of cutting conditions for metal machining mainly 

rely on the experience of the machine operators. In the present study, a series of 

face cutting tests was conducted on aluminum alloy and copper alloy under 

various cutting conditions and cutting strategies. Table 5.1 summarizes the 

cutting conditions used in the experiments. The specifications and geometries of 

the work materials are shown in Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1, respectively. Group B1, 

B2, B3, B4, B5, and B6 involve the cutting tests for studying the effect of spindle 

speed, feed rate, depth of cut, tool nose radius, swing distance and step distance 

on the surface roughness under horizontal and vertical cutting strategies in the 

ultra-precision raster milling. In the experiments, the optimization of cutting 
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parameters in ultra-precision raster milling was studied with respect to the 

minimum surface roughness criterion. Hence, the critical range for each cutting 

parameter was determined. 

 

Table 5.1 Setting of cutting conditions in the experiment. 

 Factors Under Investigation 

Group B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 

Cutting 
Condition 

Spindle 
Speed ( v ) 

Feed Rate 
( f ) 

Depth of 
Cut ( d ) 

Tool Nose 
Radius ( r ) 

Swing 
Distance 

( R ) 

Step 
Distance 

(ε ) 

v  (rpm) 

1000, 2000, 

3000, 4000, 

5000, 6000 

4000 4000 4000 4000 4000 

f  

(mm/min) 
60 

20, 40, 60, 80, 

100, 120, 140, 

160, 180, 200 

60 60 60 60 

d  (µµµµm) 3 3 
1, 10, 20, 

30, 40, 50 
3 3 3 

r  (mm) 2.54 2.54 2.54 
0.78, 1.78, 

2.54, 2.79, 

3.81 

2.54 2.54 

R  (mm) 23 23 23 23 
23, 28, 33, 

35, 38 
23 

ε  (µµµµm) 10 10 10 10 10 

10, 20, 30, 

40, 50, 60, 

70, 80 

 

5.1 Critical Range of Spindle Speed 

According to the normal feed rate of 60 mm/min, spindle speed from 1000 

rpm to 6000 rpm, the tool feed rate is calculated as shown in Table 5.2. The basic 

requirement of the ultra-precision raster milling machine on spindle speed is up 
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to 5000 rpm, but spindle speed of 6000 rpm was also carried out in the 

experiment for verification. The critical range of spindle speeds is shown in 

Figure 5.1. According to the results of two work materials in the horizontal 

cutting (see Figure 5.1 (a)), the RMS roughness qR  varies slightly (i.e. 

approximately 15 – 19 nm) in spindle speed range from 1000 rpm to 5000 rpm. 

However, the minimum and maximum values of RMS roughness qR  (i.e. 13.10 

nm and 30.06 nm) on aluminium alloy and copper alloy occurred at the spindle 

speed of 6000 rpm. The smallest value of qR  on copper alloy was about 16 nm 

at a spindle speed of 5000 rpm; the bigger value of qR  on aluminium alloy was 

nearly 19 nm at spindle speed of 1000 rpm. 

 

Table 5.2 Tool feed rate under Group B1 condition. 

Spindle Speed (rpm) 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 

Tool Feed Rate (mm/rev) 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.015 0.012 0.01 

 

 The results for vertical cutting were quite different from those obtained for 

horizontal cutting. With respect to the two work materials, there is a small 

variation of surface roughness (i.e. 1 – 2 nm) among all spindle speeds in vertical 

cutting (see Figure 5(b)). Moreover, extreme results are found in the horizontal 

cutting in that the smallest surface roughness on aluminum alloy and the largest 

surface roughness on copper alloy were also found at spindle speed of 6000 rpm, 
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but they are not found in vertical cutting. If the spindle speed condition of 6000 

rpm in the horizontal cutting is ignored, the surface roughness tends to be stable 

(i.e. difference is within 2 nm only), with respect to the two work materials. 

Moreover, the transition point is only found at the spindle speed of 5000 rpm in 

the horizontal cutting of copper alloy. 

The results show that spindle speed is not a critical factor affecting surface 

quality in ultra-precision raster milling although better surface finish can be 

achieved with a higher spindle speed. As a result, the critical range of spindle 

speed is recommended to be from 1000 rpm to 5000 rpm and a higher spindle 

speed should be selected, as the tool feed rate decreases with increasing spindle 

speed with respect to the minimum surface roughness criterion. Figure 5.1 shows 

the surface generation at the minimum and maximum surface roughness for both 

alloys in two cutting strategies. Distinctive patterns of surface generation are 

observed at the spindle speed of 6000 rpm for both alloys in the horizontal 

cutting. It is interesting to note that relatively deeper and larger cusps are found 

on the raster milled surface for copper alloy while those on aluminum are 

relatively smaller and shallower. In the vertical cutting, the patterns of surface 

generation at spindle speed between 1000 rpm and 6000 rpm for both alloys are 

quite similar and they have approximately the same surface roughness. 
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5.2 Critical Range of Feed Rate 

With a normal spindle speed of 4000 rpm and a feed rate which varies from 

20 mm/min to 200 mm/min, the tool feed rate is calculated as shown in Table 5.3. 

The critical range of feed rate on RMS roughness qR  in the horizontal and 

vertical cutting strategies is shown in Figure 5.2(a) and (b), respectively. The 

RMS roughness qR  for horizontal cutting copper allow is found to increase 

significantly (i.e. maximum value = 77.27 nm) as the feed rate increases from 

120 mm/min to 160 mm/min while that does not occur for aluminium alloy. After 

the machining under the same cutting condition for five times, this phenomenon 

was still observed. Machine vibration may appear under feed rate conditions of 

120, 140 and 160 mm/min. Further investigation is suggested to be conducted for 

verifying this phenomenon. Two transition points are found at the feed rate of 

100 mm/min and 180 mm/min in the horizontal cutting of copper alloy. 

Moreover, the smallest values of surface roughness on aluminum alloy are found 

at the feed rate conditions of 160 mm/min for aluminum alloy and 20 mm/min 

for copper alloy, respectively. The largest surface roughness on aluminum alloy 

is found to be 21 nm at the feed rate of 100 mm/min. 

It is interesting note in Figure 5.2 (b) that the results of the smallest surface 

roughness on aluminum alloy and copper alloy in the vertical cutting are similar 
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to that in the horizontal cutting at feed rates of 160 mm/min and 20 mm/min. It is 

found that the required time for cutting aluminum alloy is much shorter than that 

for copper alloy under the same surface roughness criterion (i.e. about 10 nm). 

With respect to the two work materials, the highest RMS roughness qR  is found 

at a feed rate of 120 mm/min which is also a transition point.  

 
Table 5.3 Tool feed rate under Group B2 condition. 

Feed Rate (mm/min) 20 40 60 80 100 

Tool Feed Rate (mm/rev) 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025 

Feed Rate (mm/min) 120 140 160 180 200 

Tool Feed Rate (mm/rev) 0.03 0.035 0.04 0.045 0.05 

 

The results indicate that the feed rate is also not a critical factor affecting the 

surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling, although the critical range and 

some critical points are found for the optimization of surface roughness. In the 

horizontal cutting, it is recommended that the critical range of feed rate be from 

20 mm/min to 100 mm/min for copper alloy, and from 20 mm/min to 200 

mm/min for aluminum alloy. In the vertical cutting, it is recommended the 

critical range of feed rate be from 20 mm/min to 200 mm/min for both alloys 

except at feed rate of 120 mm/min.  
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(a) 

 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.1  Critical range of spindle speed conditions on surface roughness qR  in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting, respectively. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.2  Critical range of feed rate conditions on surface roughness qR  in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting, respectively. 
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Irrespective of the cutting strategies, the critical feed rate is 20 mm/min for 

copper alloy and 160 mm/min for aluminum alloy with respect to the minimum 

surface roughness criterion. The patterns of surface generation for the minimum 

and the maximum surface roughness for both alloys in two cutting strategies are 

shown in Figure 5.2. As the minimum surface roughness of two work materials 

are compared, the patterns of surface generation are similar at the feed rate of 

160 mm/min for copper alloy, and there are no conspicuous cusp patterns or 

surface lay found on the raster milled surface of copper alloy, irrespective of 

which cutting strategies were used. On the other hand, relatively finer surface 

cusps are found at the feed rate of 20 mm/min for aluminum alloys in both 

cutting strategies. 

 

5.3 Critical Range of Depth of Cut 

With respect to work materials and cutting strategies, the critical range of 

depth of cut on surface roughness is shown in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b). In the 

horizontal cutting, the smaller RMS roughness qR  on cutting aluminum alloy is 

found at greater depth of cut from 30 µm to 50 µm. In contrast, smaller RMS 

roughness qR  on cutting copper alloy is found at smaller depth of cut from 1 

µm to 30 µm.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.3  Critical range of depth of cut conditions on surface roughness qR  in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting, respectively. 
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Moreover, a significant transition point is found at a depth of cut condition 

of 30 µm in horizontal cutting of copper alloy. Since copper alloy is harder than 

aluminum alloy, greater cutting force may be generated during machining at a 

greater depth of cut. As a result, larger relative vibration between machine tool 

and workpiece may be resulted. As shown in Figure 5.3(b), smaller surface 

roughness is found at a greater depth of cut irrespective of which work materials 

are used in the vertical cutting. The smallest value of RMS roughness qR  for 

both alloys in the vertical cutting is found at the depth of cut of 50 µm. 

As a result, the critical range in the horizontal cutting is recommended to be 

from 30 µm to 50 µm for aluminum alloy while that for copper alloy is from 1 

µm to 30 µm. The critical range for both alloys in vertical cutting is 

recommended to be from 1 µm to 50 µm. To meet the minimum surface 

roughness criterion, the depth of cut should be selected within the range from 30 

µm to 50 µm except for copper alloy in the horizontal cutting. Moreover, the 

most commonly used depth of cut is found to be 30 µm with respect to work 

materials and cutting strategies. 

Figure 5.3 shows the patterns of surface generation for the minimum and the 

maximum surface roughness for both alloys in two cutting strategies. No 

distinctive patterns of surface cusps are found for copper alloy at the depth of cut 
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conditions of 40 µm in the horizontal cutting and 50 µm in the vertical cutting, 

while they have a relatively finer surface finish. Regardless of the cutting 

strategies being used, relatively deeper and larger cusps are found on the raster 

milled surface with the maximum surface roughness and relatively smaller and 

shallower cusps are found on the machined surface with the minimum surface 

roughness. 

 

5.4 Critical Range of Tool Nose Radius 

The critical range of tool nose radius on RMS roughness qR  under the two 

cutting strategies is shown in Figure 5.4. As shown in Figure 5.4, the minimum 

RMS roughness qR  is found at the smallest tool nose radius (i.e. 0.78 mm), 

regardless of the kind of work materials and cutting strategies used. In horizontal 

cutting, the difference between all tool nose radii for aluminum alloy and the tool 

nose radii for copper alloy is approximately 8 nm and 16 nm as shown in Figure 

5.4(a). The results for both alloys in vertical cutting are extremely similar. As 

shown in Figure 5.4 (b), the difference between all tool nose radii is within 5 nm 

only. No transition point is found in any tool nose radii. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.4 Critical range of tool nose radius conditions on surface roughness qR  in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting, respectively. 
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As a result, a tool nose radius of 0.78 mm is highly recommended for both 

alloys in both cutting strategies in order to meet the minimum surface roughness 

criterion. This is particularly good for the horizontal cutting of copper alloy. 

Furthermore, the other tool nose radii are also relevant for both alloys cut with 

the two cutting strategies except for the horizontal cutting of copper alloy. Figure 

5.4 shows the patterns of surface generation at the minimum and the maximum 

surface roughness for both alloys in two cutting strategies. It is observed that 

there are no distinctive cusp patterns found on any of the machine surfaces for 

either alloys using the two cutting strategies. 

 

5.5 Critical Range of Swing Distance 

 The critical range of swing distance on RMS roughness qR  conditions 

under the two cutting strategies is shown in Figure 5.5. The cutting tests were 

conducted under Group B5 conditions as summarized in Table 5.1. The swing 

distance depends mainly on the length of the machine tool and the geometry of 

the spindle. The minimum and the maximum swing distances are 23 mm and 38 

mm, respectively. Moreover, the transition point of RMS roughness was 

observed at the swing distance condition of 33 mm for both alloys in the 

horizontal cutting (see Figure 4.13). 

As shown in Figure 5.5, the RMS roughness for both alloys cut using two 
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cutting strategies are quite similar, and all the transition points for both alloys in 

two cutting strategies are at a swing distance condition of 38 mm. Moreover, the 

minimum surface roughness under the two cutting strategies is found at the 

swing distance of 35 mm except for the horizontal cutting of copper alloy. 

Irrespective of which work materials and cutting strategies are used, all 

maximum surface roughness occurs at a swing distance of 38 mm. The swing 

distance should be selected from 23 mm to 35 mm based on the minimum 

surface roughness criterion.  

Moreover, the common swing distance is found to be 35 mm. Figure 5.5 

shows the patterns of surface generation at the minimum and the maximum 

surface roughness for both alloys in two cutting strategies. Relatively distinctive 

cusps patterns and surface lays are found at the machine surface with a higher 

surface roughness, but they are not found at a lower surface roughness. 

 

5.6 Critical Range for Step Distance 

As shown in Figure 5.6(a), the RMS roughness qR  values in the horizontal 

cutting of aluminium alloy and copper allow are extremely close except at the 

step distance condition of 0.04 mm. The smallest RMS roughness qR  occurs at 

the step distance of 0.01 mm and 0.04 mm on aluminum alloy and copper alloy, 

respectively.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Figure 5.5  Critical range of swing distance conditions on surface roughness qR  in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting, respectively. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.6  Critical range of step distance conditions on surface roughness qR  in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting, respectively. 
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Similarly, the RMS roughness qR  values in the vertical cutting of 

aluminium alloy and copper alloy are extremely close except for the step distance 

of 0.04 mm as shown in Figure 5.6(b). However, the minimum surface roughness 

occurs at the step distance of 0.01 mm under both cutting strategies. The 

transition points are found at step distance of 0.04 mm for both alloys in the 

horizontal cutting. In the vertical cutting of aluminum alloy, the transition points 

are found at a step distance of 0.03 mm while that for copper alloy is 0.04 mm. 

The critical range of step distance is from 0.01 mm to 0.04 mm for both alloys in 

the horizontal cutting and vertical cutting aluminium alloy. In vertical cutting 

copper alloy, it is between 0.01 mm and 0.03 mm. 

Figure 5.6 shows the patterns of surface generation for the minimum and the 

maximum surface roughness for both alloys using the two cutting strategies. 

Similar to swing distance situation described above, relatively distinctive cusps 

patterns and surface lays are found at the machine surface with a higher surface 

roughness, but they are not found at a lower surface roughness. Moreover, 

relatively deeper and larger cusps are found on the raster milled surface with a 

higher surface roughness. Relatively smaller and shallower cusps are found on 

the machined surface with a lower surface roughness irrespective of which work 

materials and cutting strategies are used. 
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5.7 Summary 

The critical ranges of cutting parameters for the optimization of surface 

quality in ultra-precision raster milling, regardless of which work materials and 

cutting strategies are used, have been investigated. Table 5.4 summarizes the 

recommended cutting conditions for each cutting parameter. Moreover, the 

patterns of surface generation are observed and discussed. It is interesting to note 

that there are transition points at which the patterns of surface generation changes 

with the cutting parameters. This provides an important means for the 

optimization of the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. 

 

Table 5.4 Critical range of each cutting parameter for the optimization of surface quality. 

Critical Range Cutting 
Parameters under 

Investigation 
Work Materials Horizontal 

Cutting 
Vertical 
Cutting 

Recommended 
Cutting 

Conditions 

Aluminum Alloy Spindle Speed  

(rpm) Copper Alloy 
1000 – 5000 1000 – 5000 

Aluminum Alloy 20 – 200  Feed Rate 

(mm/min) Copper Alloy 20 – 100 

20 – 200 

(exclude 120) 
20 – 100 

Aluminum Alloy 30 – 50 Depth of Cut 

(µm) Copper Alloy 1 – 30  

1 – 50 

1 – 50 
30 

Aluminum Alloy 0.78, 1.78, 2.79, 3.81 Tool Nose Radius 

(mm) 
Copper Alloy 0.78 

0.78, 1.78, 

2.79, 3.81 

0.78 

Aluminum Alloy Swing Distance 

(mm) Copper Alloy 
23 – 35 35 

Aluminum Alloy 0.01 – 0.04 Step Distance 

(mm) Copper Alloy 0.01 – 0.03 
0.01 – 0.03 
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Chapter 6 

Theoretical Analysis and Optimization of Surface 

Generation 

 

Basically, the surface roughness profiles along the feed direction and raster 

direction are determined by the tool geometry, swing distance, step distance and 

tool feed rate. The cutting mechanics and surface generation mechanism in 

ultra-precision raster milling have been described in Chapter 3. Based on the 

results in Chapter 4, the factors affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision 

raster milling under ideal conditions can be summarized as shown in Figure 6.1. 

Among various factors which affect the surface roughness of a raster milled 

workpiece, the dominant factors are spindle speed, feed rate, tool nose radius, 

step distance and swing distance. 

Moreover, the critical ranges of each of the cutting parameters for the 

optimization of surface quality have been found and are summarized in Table 5.4. 

With respect to the cutting strategies, a theoretical model of the surface 

roughness in ultra-precision raster milling has been constructed and is described 

in this chapter. Based on these theoretical and experimental investigations, an 

optimization system for the surface finish in ultra-precision raster milling has 
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also been designed and implemented. Two experiments were performed to verify 

the performance of the system under various cutting conditions and cutting 

strategies. Furthermore, a good agreement has been found between the 

experimental and theoretical results. 

 

 
Figure 6.1  Factors affecting surface generation in ultra-precision raster milling under 

ideal condition. 

 

6.1 Theoretical Model of Surface Roughness  

According to the theoretical and experimental investigations described in 

Chapters 3, 4 and 5, the cutting mechanics, surface generation mechanisms, 

factors affecting surface quality and critical ranges of cutting parameters are 
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studied under various cutting conditions and cutting strategies and use of 

different work materials. In this Chapter, a theoretical model of the surface 

roughness in ultra-precision raster milling is discussed. 

 

6.1.1 Root-Mean-Square Roughness ( qR ) 

An ideal roughness profile for each sweep of a surface cusp on the raster 

milled surface in the X-Z plane and Y-Z plane is shown in Figure 6.2. As shown 

in Figure 6.2(a), the sweep trajectory is a circular curve with the centre OA and 

radius AB for one sweep in X-Z plane while R  is the swing distance. The 

circular curve function in X-Z plane can be expressed as: 

 

RxzxRRxz ≤−−= )()( 22         (6.1) 

 

For another sweep in the Y-Z plane, as shown in Figure 6.2(b), the sweep 

trajectory is a circular curve with the centre OC and radius CD and r  is the tool 

nose radius. Then the circular curve function in Y-Z plane can be expressed as:  

 

RyzyRRyz ≤−−= )()( 22         (6.2) 

 

Based on Equations (6.1) and (6.2), the circular curve function in X-Z plane 

and Y-Z plane can be rewritten as: 
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Y-Z plane 

Similarly, the circular curve function in Y-Z plane can be expressed as: 

 

r
y

yz
2
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2
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where 0≅
R
x

 , since Rx << . 

 

Thus, the equation of cutting cusp surface is given in Equation (6.5): 

r
y

R
x

z
22
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+=             (6.5) 
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where R  is the swing distance in mm, and r  is the tool nose radius in mm. 

 

 
(a)            (b) 

 

Figure 6.2  An ideal roughness profile for each sweep of a surface cusp on the raster Milled 

surface in (a) x-z plane and (b) y-z plane. 

 

As shown in Figure 6.3(a), the feed direction, the raster direction and the 

spindle rotation direction in the horizontal cutting is along the X-axis, Y-axis and 

B-axis. Figure 6.3(b) shows that the feed direction, the raster direction and the 

spindle rotation direction in the vertical cutting are along the Y-axis, X-axis and 

B-axis. Surface roughness profiles for the machined surface in both cutting 

strategies are also formed by the repetition of the tool tip profile at intervals of 

the tool feed rate ( c ) along the feed direction and at intervals of the step distance 

(ε ) along the raster direction under ideal cutting conditions. 
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(a) 

 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.3  An ideal roughness profile for a surface cusp on the raster milled surface in (a) 

horizontal cutting and (b) vertical cutting. 

 

By substituting the tool feed rate ( c ) and intervals of step distance (ε ) into 

the Equation (6.5), the equations for the cutting cusp surface in the horizontal 

and vertical cutting can be derived as below: 
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rR
c

z
22

22 ε+=             (6.6) 

and 

r
c

R
z

22

22

+= ε
            (6.7) 

 

In ultra-precision raster milling, the arithmetic roughness ( aR ) and the RMS 

roughness ( qR ) are the mean value (
x

z ) and the root-mean-square (RMS) value 

of the cusp height ( zσ ). Based on the Equations (3.7) and (3.8) in Chapter 3, the 

arithmetic roughness ( aR ) and the RMS roughness ( qR ) can be rewritten as: 
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where z  is the equation of the cutting cusp surface, c  is the tool feed rate that 

is equal to the feed rate ( f ) in mm per min / spindle speed ( v ) in rpm, r  is the 

tool nose radius in mm and ε  is the step distance in mm. 

By substitution, the arithmetic roughness ( aR ) in the horizontal and vertical 

cutting, can be determined based on Equations (6.6) and (6.8) as: 
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(i) Horizontal Cutting 
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(ii) Vertical Cutting 
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where c  is the tool feed rate that is equal to the feed rate ( f ) in mm per min / 

spindle speed ( v ) in rpm, r  is the tool nose radius in mm and ε  is the step 

distance in mm. By substitution, the RMS roughness ( qR ) can be determined 

based on Equations (6.5) and (6.9) as: 
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(6.14) 
 

where z  is the equation of the cutting cusp surface, c  is the tool feed rate that 

is equal to the feed rate ( f ) in mm per min / spindle speed ( v ) in rpm, r  is the 

tool nose radius in mm and ε  is the step distance in mm. 

Furthermore, the RMS roughness ( qR ) in horizontal and vertical cutting can 

be expressed using the Equations (6.6), (6.7) and (6.14) as: 
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(i) Horizontal Cutting 
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(ii) Vertical Cutting 
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Finally, 2

4

2

4

720720 r
c

R
Rq += ε

 (6.16) 

 

Irrespective of which cutting strategy is used, the surface roughness 

parameters in ultra-precision raster milling are root-mean-square (RMS) 

roughness ( qR ) and maximum peak-to-valley height ( tR ). Due to the cutting 

mechanics of ultra-precision raster milling, tR  consists of maximum 

peak-to-valley height in the feed direction ( feedtR , ) and maximum peak-to-valley 

height in the raster direction ( rastertR , ), respectively. 

 

6.1.2 Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height ( tR ) 

Another surface roughness parameter under investigation is the maximum 

peak-to-valley height ( tR ). Since the maximum peak-to-valley height parameter 

is simply the difference between the highest peak and the lowest valley in the 

sampling area (Whitehouse, 1994), the maximum peak-to-valley height ( tR ) of 

the surface roughness profiles in both horizontal and vertical cutting strategies 

depend on whether the maximum peak-to-valley height in the feed direction or in 

the raster direction is the larger. 

Due to the cutting mechanics, surface generation mechanism and cutting 

strategies in ultra-precision raster milling, the maximum peak-to-valley height 

( tR ) should be investigated in two directions, namely the feed direction ( feedtR , ) 
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and in the raster direction ( rastertR , ), as shown in Figures 6.4 and 6.5. 

 

 

Figure 6.4  Maximum peak-to-valley heights in the feed direction (top view) and in the 

raster direction (side view) under horizontal cutting. 

 

 
Figure 6.5  Maximum peak-to-valley heights in the feed direction (side view) and in the 

raster direction (top view) under vertical cutting. 

 

The maximum peak-to-valley height for each sweep of a surface cusp on the 

raster milled surface in the X-Z plane and Y-Z planes is shown in Figure 6.6. As 
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shown in Figure 6.6(a), for one sweep in X-Z plane, R  is the swing distance, 

RODOBOA === , and OCODCDRt −== . Then the length of OC in X-Z 

plane can be expressed as: 

 

22 ACOAOC −=           (6.17) 

 

Thus,  

 

22 xRRRt −−=           (6.18) 

 

   
 (a) (b) 

Figure 6.6  Maximum peak-to-valley heights for each sweep of a surface cusp on the raster 

milled surface in the x-z plane and y-z plane. 

 

By substituting tool feed rate ( c ) into the Equation (6.18), the equations of 

maximum peak-to-valley height in the feed direction under horizontal cutting 

conditions can then be expressed as: 

 

22
_ )2(cRRR feedt −−=         (6.19) 
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By substituting step distance (ε ) into the Equation (6.18), the equations of 

maximum peak-to-valley height in the raster direction under vertical cutting 

conditions can then be expressed as: 

 

22
_ )2(ε−−= RRR rastert         (6.20) 

 

As shown in Figure 6.6 (b), for one sweep in y-z plane, r  is the step 

distance, rOHOFOE === , and OGOHGHRt −== . Then the length of OG 

in Y-Z plane can be expressed as: 

 

22 EGOEOG −=           (6.21) 

 

Thus,  

 

22 yrrRt −−=           (6.22) 

 

By substituting step distance (ε ) into the Equation (6.22), the equations of 

the maximum peak-to-valley height in the raster direction under horizontal 

cutting conditions can then be expressed as: 

 

22
_ )2(ε−−= rrR rastert         (6.23) 

 

By substituting tool feed rate ( c ) into the Equation (6.22), the equations of 

maximum peak-to-valley height in feed direction under the vertical cutting 
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conditions can then be expressed as: 

 

22
_ )2(crrR feedt −−=         (6.24) 

 

Based on the Equations (6.19), (6.20), (6.23) and (6.24), the maximum 

peak-to-valley heights in the feed direction ( feedtR , ) and in the raster direction 

( rastertR , ) under the horizontal cutting strategy can be derived as, 
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2
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where c  is tool feed rate that is equal to feed rate ( f ) in mm per min / spindle 

speed ( v ) in rpm, R  is the swing distance in mm, r  is the tool nose radius in 

mm and ε  is the step distance in mm. Moreover, the maximum peak-to-valley 

heights in the feed direction ( feedtR , ) and in the raster direction ( rastertR , ) using the 

vertical cutting strategy can be derived as, 
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where c  is tool feed rate that is equal to feed rate ( f ) in mm per min / spindle 

speed ( v ) in rpm, R  is the swing distance in mm, r  is the tool nose radius in 

mm and ε  is the step distance in mm. 

Equations (6.15), (6.16), (6.25), (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) provide 

quantitative relationships among tool feed rate ( c ), tool nose radius ( r ), step 

distance (ε ), swing distance ( R ) and surface roughness. They are based on the 

assumption that there is no relative vibration between the tool and the workpiece. 

However, in practice, the tool positions usually vary relative to the workpiece 

due to the tool-workpiece vibration induced during machining. As vibration 

occurs during machining, surface modulations are formed in both the cutting and 

the tool feed directions. This modifies the surface roughness profile and hence 

significantly increases the surface roughness of the workpiece. 

 

6.1.3 Surface Roughness Parameters Being Considered as a Trochoid 

As shown in Figure 6.7 (Hall, 1992), a trochoid is a curve described by a 

fixed point as a circle rolls along a straight line. As a circle of radius a rolls 

without slipping along a line L, the center C moves parallel to L, and every other 

point P in the rotating plane rigidly attached to the circle traces the curve called 

the trochoid. Let CP = b. If P lies inside the circle (b < a), on its circumference 

(b = a), or outside (b > a), the trochoid is described as being curtate, common, or 
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prolate, respectively. Moreover, parametric equations of the trochoid, along a line 

can be derived as follows, 

�
	

�



�

−=

−=

)30.6()cos(

)29.6()sin(

θ

θθ

bay

bax

where � is the variable angle through which the circle rolls. A curtate trochoid is 

traced by a pedal when a bicycle is pedaled along a straight line. A prolate or 

extended trochoid is traced by the tip of a paddle when a boat is driven with 

constant velocity by paddle wheels; this curve contains loops. A common 

trochoid, also called a cycloid, has cusps at the points where P touches the L. 

 

 
Figure 6.7 A trochoid is described as being (a) curtate, (b) common, or (c) prolate, 

respectively 

 

It is known that a tool path in milling operation is generated by the 
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combination of cutter rotation and linear feed. As a result, a rater milled surface 

swept by the cutter point is not a circular arc but a curve representing part of a 

“trochoid”. Trochoid is described by a fixed point P of tool trip as the spindle 

rotates along the feed direction as shown in Figure 6.8. As a motion locus of 

spindle with swing distance R rotates without slipping along the feed direction, 

the center O of spindle moves parallel to the feed direction, and every other point 

P in the feed direction rigidly attached to the circle traces the curve called the 

trochoid. Thus, R = CP.  

 

Figure 6.8 A trochoid of the tool tip in feed direction 

 

Parametric equations of the trochoid, along the feed direction in 

ultra-precision raster milling can be derived as follows, 
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where V is spindle speed in rpm; R is swing distance in mm; f is feed rate in 
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mm/min; t is time in minutes; and �t = 2�Vt that is the variable angle through 

which the spindle rotates. Next, the cusp height in feed direction at the first 

intersection of the tool trochoid (t = t0) is found, 
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Thus,  
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Now, confine 
2

0 0

π<< t , the Equation (6.34) is a transcendental equation, 

which has no analytic solution.  
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Then, the Equation (6.34) can be rewritten as 

ω
πω ftRtf =⋅⋅+⋅ 00  (6.35) 

 

Solve the Equation (6.35) to obtain 
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By substitution, based on Equation (6.31) and (6.36), the height of cusp 

( feedh ) being considered as trochoid in feed direction can be obtained as 

))cos(1( 0tRh feed ⋅−= ω
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−=  (6.37) 

 

By substituting spindle speed (V), feed rate (f), swing distance (R) into the 

Equations (6.25) and (6.37),  

 

feedtR ,  = 1.2228 x 10-6 mm = 1.2228 nm 

feedh  = 1.2226 x 10-6 mm = 1.2226 nm 

 

where V = 4000 rpm, f = 60 mm/min, R = 23 mm. So the deviation of these two 

surface parameters feedtR ,  and feedh  is  
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Due to nanometric surface roughness in ultra-precision raster milling, 

0.0164% is really slight deviation which may be ignored. Thus, a circular arc is 

used to derive the equations of surface roughness parameters ( qR , feedtR ,  and 

rastertR , ) in the theoretical analysis, instead of the curve “trochoid”. 

 

6.2 Optimization of Surface Generation 

In this section, an optimization system is presented for optimizing the 

surface generation in ultra-precision raster milling. The system is built based on 

the theoretical models in section 6.1. It is used to search for the optimal cutting 

conditions with an incremental step size within a pre-defined range of process 

parameters and following different cutting strategies based on the minimum 

surface roughness criteria. The output of optimization system are the suggested 

optimum cutting conditions and the performance characteristic diagrams which 

depict the variation of surface roughness with the process parameters being 

investigated. A series of experiments were performed to verify the performance 

of the system under various cutting conditions and cutting strategies. 

A framework of the optimization system is shown in Figure 6.9. Basically, 

the optimization model is composed of three components which include input 

module, optimization model and output module. A prototype of a software 
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package has been developed for the implementation of the system by using 

Matlab. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 The framework of the optimization system. 

 

A schematic flow diagram for the optimization system is shown in Figure 

6.10. First of all, the minimum surface roughness criterion, range and interval for 

the cutting parameters, cutting strategy, as well as work material and its 

dimension are fed into the optimization system through the input module. The 

default values of the input values are critical ranges determined as described in 

Chapter 5. Next, the optimization model constructs an array of the cutting 

conditions being considered that is built based on an iterative algorithm and the 

theoretical models. With the application of the optimization model, the optimum 
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cutting conditions would be predicted without the need for conducting massive 

trial and error cutting tests. 

 

 
Figure 6.10 A schematic flow diagram for the optimization system. 

 

The iterative algorithm searches for the optimal cutting solution with the 

incremental interval within the pre-defined range of process parameters for 
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various cutting strategies. The iterative algorithm is based on the minimum 

surface roughness criterion and the minimum machining time criterion. The 

default critical ranges for each cutting parameter can be used for finding the 

appropriate cutting condition(s) that are based on the experimental investigation 

in Chapter 5. The results of the optimization model are fed to the output module 

in which a series of performance characteristics diagrams, suggested optimal 

cutting conditions and recommended cutting strategy are constructed and 

provided by the optimization model. 

 

6.3 Experimental Verification 

The optimization model was evaluated through a series of cutting 

experiments. The experiments were divided into two groups, i.e. Groups C1 and 

C2. Group C1 is simulation experiments while Group C2 is cutting experiments. 

 

6.3.1 Simulation Experiments 

The performance of the optimization system has been verified through a 

series of simulation tests in Group C1. By using the optimization model, a series 

of performance characteristics diagrams was generated under various cutting 

conditions and cutting strategies. It is mainly used for the determination of the 

optimum cutting conditions under various cutting strategies which could ensure 
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the attainment of the desired level of surface roughness. The cutting conditions 

being investigated are tabulated in Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1 Cutting conditions for Group C1. 

Cutting Parameters Range Interval Normal Cutting Strategies 

Spindle Speed (rpm) 1000 – 6000 250 4000 

Feed Rate (mm/min) 10 – 210 10 60 

Tool Nose Radius (mm) 0.254 – 5.334 0.254 2.54 

Step Distance (µm) 5 – 105 5 10 

Swing Distance (mm) 20 – 60 2 23 

Depth of Cut (µm) 1 – 41 2 3 

Horizontal and  

Vertical Cutting 

 

6.3.2 Cutting Experiments 

In Group C2, a series of cutting experiments was conducted to verify a 

parametric analysis of the performance of the system under various cutting 

conditions and cutting strategies. They were carried out on a five-axis CNC 

ultra-precision freeform machining system (Freeform 705G) from Precitech Inc., 

USA. The surface roughness (i.e. qR  and tR ) of the machined surfaces was 

examined by a Wyko NT 8000 optical profiling system. In the experiment, the 

face cutting tests were conducted on aluminum alloy and copper alloy under 

various cutting conditions by the horizontal and vertical cutting strategies. This 

involves the study of the effect of spindle speed, feed rate, tool nose radius, step 
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distance, swing distance and depth of cut on the surface roughness. A total of 48 

sets of cutting conditions were investigated in the experiment; they are 

summarized in Table 6.2. 

 
Table 6.2 Cutting conditions for Group C2. 

Cutting 

Parameters 
Range Normal 

Cutting 

Strategies 
Work Materials 

Spindle Speed 

(rpm) 

1000, 2000, 

3000, 4000, 5000 
4000 

Feed Rate 

(mm/min) 

20, 40, 60, 80, 

100 
60 

Tool Nose 

Radius (mm) 

0.78, 1.78, 

2.79, 3.81 
2.54 

Step Distance 

(µm) 

10, 25, 50, 75, 

100 
10 

Swing 

Distance (mm) 
23, 28, 33, 38 23 

Depth of Cut 

(µm) 
1, 5, 10, 15, 20 3 

Horizontal 

and 

Vertical 

Cutting 

(i) Aluminum alloy (Al6061) 

(ii) Copper alloy with 

chemical composition in 

percentage in weight of 

Cu: bal., Al:0.24, Fe:0.20, 

Zn:0.4, and Pb:0.12. 

 

6.4  Results and Discussion 

 

6.4.1 Group C1: Analysis of the performance of the system under various 

cutting conditions and cutting strategies 

As shown in Figure 6.11, the performance characteristics diagrams for 

different combinations of step distance and (a) spindle speed, (b) feed rate, (c) 

tool nose radius and (d) swing distance on root-mean-square (RMS) roughness 

qR  under horizontal cutting, the surface roughness are found to increase as the 
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step distance increases under various combinations of spindle speed, feed rate 

and swing distance. There is a good agreement between the experimental 

findings and the simulation results. For the horizontal cutting of ultra-precision 

raster milling, the step distance is one of the most critical factors affecting the 

surface finish. Moreover, the different combinations of step distance and tool 

nose radius are shown in Figure 6.11(c). The surface roughness is found to 

increase substantially as the step distance increases and as the tool nose radius 

decreases. The surface roughness decreases as the step distance decreases. Also, 

there are optimum ranges of step distance and tool nose radius that would 

generate an even better surface finish. 

Figure 6.12 shows the performance characteristics diagrams for various 

combinations of (a) spindle speed and feed rate, (b) spindle speed and tool nose 

radius and (c) feed rate and tool nose radius on root-mean-square (RMS) 

roughness qR  when the vertical cutting is adopted. According to the results of 

all combinations of spindle speed, feed rate and tool nose radius, the surface 

roughness is found to get better as the spindle speed decreases and as the feed 

rate decreases and when tool nose radius increases. This is quite different from 

the results in the horizontal cutting. As shown in Figure 6.12, there are optimum 

ranges among spindle speed, feed rate and tool nose radius that can generate 
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preferred better surface finishes. 

 

 

(To be continued) 

(a) 

(b) 
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Figure 6.11  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of step distance and 

(a) spindle speed, (b) feed rate, (c) tool nose radius and (d) swing distance on 

root-mean-square (RMS) using horizontal cutting. 

(c) 

(d) 
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(To be continued) 

(b) 
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Figure 6.12 Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of (a) spindle speed 

and feed rate, (b) spindle speed and tool nose radius and (c) feed rate and tool 

nose radius on root-mean-square (RMS) roughness using vertical cutting. 

 

6.4.2 Group C2: Parametric analysis of the performance of the system 

under various cutting conditions and cutting strategies 

Figure 6.13 shows the effect of step distance on the surface roughness. 

Irrespective of whether the work materials are of aluminum alloy or of copper 

alloy, the surface roughness is found to increase substantially as the step distance 

increases when using the horizontal cutting strategy while the surface roughness 

is found to increase relatively less as the spindle speed increases when using the 

vertical cutting strategy. As the step distance increases, the distance between two 

successive rows of cutting becomes larger and this may result in an increase of 

(c) 
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the root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and the maximum peak-to-valley height.  
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Figure 6.13 Effect of step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 

maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting, 

respectively. 
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Figure 6.14  Effect of feed rate on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 

maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting, 

respectively. 
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Figure 6.15 Effect of depth of cut on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 

maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting, 

respectively. 
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Moreover, all surface roughness parameters qR  and tR  are found to make 

a good prediction under various step distances using Equations (6.15), (6.16), 

(6.25), (6.26), (6.27) and (6.28) except for the step distance of 100 µm. From this, 

it is interesting to note that the step distance is the critical factor affecting the 

surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling. Figure 6.14 shows the effect of 

feed rate on the surface roughness. It is interesting to note that the 

root-mean-square (RMS) roughness qR  increases with increasing feed rate, 

irrespective of which kinds of work material or cutting strategies are being used. 

Equations (6.15) and (6.16) are also found to give a better estimation of the 

surface roughness. Figure 6.15 shows the effect of depth of cut on the surface 

roughness. There is no systematic relationship found among the depth of cut, the 

cutting strategies and the surface roughness. It is interesting to note that there is a 

discrepancy between the theoretical results and the experimental results. This 

may be caused by material factors (i.e. swelling), cutting force, vibration 

between machine tool and work material, etc. There is a need to further 

investigate the kinematics and dynamic characteristics in ultra-precision raster 

milling. 
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6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a theoretical analysis of surface roughness is undertaken. A 

number of theoretical models are derived to quantity the surface roughness in 

terms of various surface roughness parameters such as peak-to-valley height 

value, arithmetic roughness and root-mean-square value under different cutting 

strategies. This provides an important means and forms the base for the 

development of an optimization model and of a system for the determination of 

optimum cutting conditions in ultra-precision raster milling. 

An optimization system is presented for the optimization of surface 

generation in ultra-precision raster milling. This system is used to search for the 

optimal cutting conditions with an incremental step size within a pre-defined 

range of process parameters for different cutting strategies based on the 

minimum surface roughness criteria. A series of cutting experiments has been 

conducted to verify the performance of the system. In the simulation experiment, 

the results indicate that the system can predict well the trend of the surface 

roughness parameters by the use of the performance characteristics diagrams in 

ultra-precision raster milling. Due to ideal condition being considered, there are 

deviations between some of experimental and theoretical values. Since the levels 

of the surface roughness are depicted in contour levels in the performance 
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characteristics diagrams, the permissible performance characteristics diagrams 

can provide an essential means for optimizing the setup conditions in the 

ultra-precision raster milling. 

A series of performance characteristics diagrams has been constructed by 

the system with various combinations of spindle speed, feed rate, tool nose radius, 

step distance and swing distance in the horizontal and vertical cutting strategies. 

It is interesting to note that the critical factors affecting the surface quality in 

ultra-precision raster milling is quite different for the horizontal and for the 

vertical cutting strategies. According to the simulation experiment, the step 

distance is the most significant factors for optimizing the surface quality of raster 

milled surface in the horizontal cutting. The bet match of step distance and tool 

nose radius is also found to generate preferred better surface finish with the same 

cutting strategy. In the vertical cutting, the simualted results (i.e. Figure 6.12) 

show that there are optimum ranges among spindle speed, feed rate and tool nose 

radius that can generate preferred better surface finish. 
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Chapter 7 

Overall Conclusion 

 

A better understanding of the surface generation of the raster milled surface 

is of prime importance for the further development of ultra-precision raster 

milling and for the development of better designs of machines to meet the need 

for high precision in the future. In this thesis the cutting mechanics and surface 

generation mechanism in ultra-precision raster milling have been examined, and 

the theoretical analysis of surface roughness parameters (i.e. qR  and tR ) under 

two cutting strategies has been carried out. 

A comprehensive investigation into the process factors affecting the surface 

quality in ultra-precision raster milling has been conducted. The quality of a 

raster milled surface is found to be affected by the process factors, such as 

spindle speed, feed rate, depth of cut, tool nose radius, step distance and swing 

distance which are related closely to the cutting geometry and dynamic 

characteristics of the cutting system. The cutting mechanism, kinematics and 

dynamic characteristics of ultra-precision raster milling are more complex and 

different, as compared with single point diamond turning and the conventional 

milling. For example, the step distance, swing distance and two cutting strategies 
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are additional factors which affect the surface generation in raster milling. In the 

present study, it is interesting to note that the swing distance and step distance are 

found to be the critical factors affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision 

raster milling. The results show that the influences due to process factors can be 

minimized or even eliminated through a proper selection of operational settings 

of the machine. This is especially true for step distance. 

In addition, a study of critical ranges of cutting parameters has been 

conducted for the optimization of surface quality on aluminum alloy and copper 

alloy. Irrespective of which work materials and cutting strategies are used, the 

critical ranges of cutting parameters have been determined through a series of 

cutting experiments. 

Based on theoretical and experimental investigations, a theoretical analysis 

of the surface roughness in ultra-precision raster milling under ideal condition 

has been conducted and theoretical models for the determination of the surface 

roughness parameters have been derived based on the cutting mechanics, surface 

generation mechanism, factors affecting the surface quality and critical ranges of 

cutting parameters under various cutting conditions and cutting strategies. The 

surface roughness parameters under investigation are root-mean-square 

roughness ( qR ) and maximum peak-to-valley height ( tR ) in the horizontal 
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cutting and vertical cutting, respectively. 

Based on the results, experimental findings and theoretical analysis, an 

optimization system has been developed and implemented by using the software 

MATLAB. The system takes into account the effect of cutting mechanics, surface 

generation mechanism, tool geometry, process parameters, and cutting strategies. 

It is used to search for the optimal cutting conditions with an incremental step 

size within a pre-defined range of process parameters for different cutting 

strategies based on the minimum surface roughness criteria. A series of 

simulation and cutting experiments has been conducted to verify the performance 

of the system. 

In the simulation experiments, a series of performance characteristics 

diagrams has been constructed by the system under various combinations of 

spindle speed, feed rate, tool nose radius, step distance and swing distance in the 

horizontal and vertical cutting strategies. It is interesting to find that the critical 

factors affecting the surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling are quite 

different for the two cutting strategies. Since the levels of the surface roughness 

are depicted in contour levels in the performance characteristics diagrams, the 

permissible performance characteristics diagrams can provide an essential means 

for optimizing the setup conditions in ultra-precision raster milling. In the cutting 
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experiments, results indicate that the system can predict well the tredn of the 

surface roughness parameters by the use of the performance characteristics 

diagrams in ultra-precision raster milling. With the ideal cutting condition, there 

are deviations between some of the experimental and theoretical values. 

Since ultra-precision raster milling is a costly, complex and enabling 

technology, the optimization system can assist in exploring and determining the 

optimal cutting conditions without the need for expensive and time consuming 

trial and error tests. It also helps to identify the best surface quality that can be 

achieved under a particular dynamic condition. This not only satisfies the surface 

finish requirement of the workpiece but also saves machining time. The 

optimization system contributes significantly to our understanding of the cutting 

process and creates a pre-condition for increased efficiency while ensuring high 

surface quality at the same time. 
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Chapter 8 

Suggestions for Further Work 

 

Ultra-precision machining technology especially ultra-precision raster 

milling, is an emerging and manufacturing technology for the fabrication of high 

precision and high quality components (i.e. optical components) with 

sub-micrometric form accuracy and nanometric surface finish without the need 

for any additional post-processing. Since the cutting mechanics, kinetics and 

dynamics characteristics of ultra-precision raster milling are more complex and 

significantly different, as compared with those of single point diamond turning 

and conventional milling, our understanding of basic phenomena in the surface 

generation in ultra-precision raster milling is still far from perfect. Therefore, the 

following topics are suggested for further research:- 

 

8.1  Investigation of Other Factors Affecting Surface Generation 

Factors affecting the surface quality in the ultra-precision raster milling 

include tool geometry, feed rate, material properties, spindle rotational errors and 

relative vibration between the tool and the workpiece. Generally, these factors 

can be classified into process factors and material factors. The former involves 

the cutting conditions such as spindle speed, feed rate, tool geometry and relative 
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vibration between the tool and the workpiece. These factors are related closely to 

the cutting geometry and the dynamic characteristics of a cutting system. The 

material factors considered are material anisotropy, swelling and crystallographic 

orientation of the work materials. 

Investigation into the effect of the critical process factors (i.e. swing 

distance and step distance) on surface roughness in ultra-precision raster milling, 

which focused mainly on geometrical characteristics, has been conducted. 

However, still in need of investigation is the contribution to surface quality made 

by the kinematics and dynamic characteristics of raster milling. 

 

8.2  Form Generation and Form Error Prediction 

Freeform surfaces are large-scale surface topologies with shapes generally 

possessing non-rotational symmetry which are crucial to the development of 

complex and micro-optical-electro-mechanical devices used in many photonics 

and telecommunication products such as F-theta lenses for laser printers. The 

superior surface finish and form accuracy of ultra-precision raster milling allows 

the technology to be widely adopted for the manufacturing of a variety of 

precision mechanical and optical parts with freeform surfaces. Indeed, the 

surface quality in ultra-precision raster milling is determined by both form 

accuracy and surface finish. In the present study, the focus of surface generation 
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is put on surface finish. There is also a need for the study of the form generation 

in raster milling. A study of factors affecting the form error, theoretical modelling 

of form errors and compensation methods for the form error correction in 

freeform surface generation, is proposed to be done in the further work. 

 

8.3  Consideration of Work Materials 

In the present study, face cutting tests have been conducted on aluminum 

alloy and copper alloy under various cutting conditions, using various cutting 

strategies in the ultra-precision raster milling. The material removal process is 

not only governed by the cutting tool but also by the work materials. Work 

materials must be chosen to give an acceptable machinability on which a 

nanometric surface finish can be achieved. Up to now, typical work materials 

used in ultra-precision machining (i.e. single point diamond turning) can be 

classified into four main types which include ductile materials (i.e. copper and 

aluminum); brittle materials (i.e. silicon and germanium); single crystal materials 

(i.e. KDP) and amorphous materials (i.e. electroless nickel and PMMA).  

Ultra-precision raster milling (UPRM) is frequently employed for the machining 

of ductile materials such as aluminum and copper, not for other types of work 

materials. Further work has to be done to employ UPRM for the machining of 

brittle materials, single crystal materials and amorphous materials. Materials 
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factors also play an essential role in the surface generation. The effect of 

materials swelling, residual stress and crystallographic orientation of the 

workpiece would need to be investigated. 

 

8.4  Characterization of Surface Generation 

Due to the geometrical complexity of the optical freeform surfaces, there is 

as yet no surface characterization method that measures the form accuracy of the 

ultra-precision freeform surfaces with micrometer to submicrometer and surface 

finish in the nanometer range. Some surface parameters have been proposed by 

the ISO project for evaluating the surface quality of 3D surfaces; however their 

applicability of practical inspection is limited to optical surfaces possessing 

rotational symmetry. The high precision requirement of the ultra-precision 

freeform surfaces also inevitably introduces outliers in the measured data that 

would significantly affect the accuracy and the performance of this surface 

characterization method. The development of freeform surface characterization 

methods and tools are of prime importance in the advancement of freeform 

surface metrology and the study of surface generation in raster milling. It will 

help to characterize the surface generation in ultra-precision freeform surfaces. 
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Appendix I 
Specification of Precitech Freeform 705G 
 
Introducing the Freeform® 700G, a versatile, multi-axis machine platform specifically designed for the grinding/milling 

of three dimensional or freeform optics, optical molds, and mechanical components.  

Key Features 

•  Slide Travel: X-350mm (14") Y-150mm (6") Z-250mm (10") 

•  Maximum Feedrate: 1500mm/min. (59"/min.)  

•  Process Capability:  

-  Water Tight Machine Grinding X, Z  

-  Water Tight Machine SPDT X, Z  

-  Raster Milling X, Y, Z, B  

-  Linear Grooving X, Y, Z  

-  Diamond Ruling X, Y, Z  

 

Sealed natural granite base eliminating machine contamination. 

Self leveling dual chamber isolation system minimizing vibration influences during machine operation. 

Linear motor driven, hydrostatic oil bearing slideways with advanced stiffness characteristics for the ultimate in 

performance. 

8.6 or 1.4nm feedback resolution for improved velocity control. 

Slot-type thrust bearing spindle design available up to 5,000 RPM. 

Qnx® real time OS for advanced programming capacity.  

1.0nm programming resolution for increased throughput. 

Optional rotational axes and grinding spindles available for advanced capabilities. 

Adjustable & Flycutting Toolholders  Milling Attachments 

Aspheric grinding systems 50,000/15,000 RPM  On-Machine Gage & Amplifier 

Aspheric Programming Software Optical and LVDT Tool Setting Systems 

FTS Fast Tool Servo Slow Tool Servo Positioning C-Axis  

HydroRound Rotary B-Axis UltraComp™ On-Machine Metrology 
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Appendix II 
Measurement Setting of WYKO NT 8000 Optical Profiling System 
(PSI and VSI Mode) 
 

There are two basic categories of measurements made with the Wyko® 
NT8000. 
 
(i)  PSI Mode 

PSI Calibration uses a super smooth mirror as a sample. 
- By taking measurements on a super smooth surface, Wyko® Vision® 

may make adjustments to PZT (Piezoelectric Transducer)* so it shifts the 
fringes properly. 
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* PZT (Piezoelectric Transducer) is translator device in the phase shifter within the interferometer. It contains crystals 

that expand in response to a computer-controlled voltage. The PZT moves the mirror in the path of the test beam to 

produce a series of shifts in the interference pattern. 
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(ii)  VSI Mode 
VSI Calibration uses a step height as a sample. 
- By taking measurements on a step height, Wyko® Vision® may make 

adjustments to the scanning-motor speed.  
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Experimental Results for Aluminum Alloy in Group A1 to A6 
 

(A1) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(A2) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 

  
(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 
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(A3) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
(ii) Depth of Cut = 5 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 15 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 
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(A4) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  

 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  

 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  

 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(A5) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 
 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(A6) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
(ii) Step Distance = 0.025 mm 

  
(iii) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 

  
(iv) Step Distance = 0.075 mm 

  
(v) Step Distance = 0.1 mm 
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(A1) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
 
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
 
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
 
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
 
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(A2) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 

  
 
(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 
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(A3) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 5 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 15 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 
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(A4) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  

 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  

 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  

 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(A5) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(A6) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.025 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.075 mm 

   
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.1 mm 
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(A1) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(A2) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 

  
 
(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 
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(A3) 
 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 5 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 15 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 
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(A4) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  

 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  

 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(A5) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(A6) 
 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.025 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.075 mm 

  
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.1 mm 
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(A1) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
 
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
 
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
 
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
 
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(A2) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 

  
 
(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 
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(A3) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 5 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 15 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 
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(A4) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  

 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  

 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(A5) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(A6) 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.025 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.075 mm 

  
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.1 mm 
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Appendix V 
Experimental Results for Aluminum Alloy in Group B1 to B6 
 

(B1) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 

Spindle Speed 
 

Range = 1000 – 6000 rpm 
Interval = 1000 rpm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(vi) Spindle Speed = 6000 rpm 

  
 

(B2) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Feed Rate 
 

Range = 20 – 200 mm/min 
Interval = 20 mm/min 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 
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(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 

  
(vi) Feed Rate = 120 mm/min 

  
(vii) Feed Rate = 140 mm/min 

  
(viii) Feed Rate = 160 mm/min 

  
(ix) Feed Rate = 180 mm/min 

  
(x) Feed Rate = 200 mm/min 
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(B3) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Depth of Cut 
 

1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 �m 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 30 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 40 �m 
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(vi) Depth of Cut = 50 �m 

  
 

(B4) 
 

  

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  
 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  
 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(B5) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Swing Distance 
 

23, 28, 33, 35, 38 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 35 mm 

  
 
(v) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(B6) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Step Distance 
 

0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 
0.07, 0.08 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.02 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.03 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.04 mm 

  
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 
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(vi) Step Distance = 0.06 mm 

  
 
(vii) Step Distance = 0.07 mm 

  
 
(viii) Step Distance = 0.08 mm 
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(B1) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Spindle Speed 
 

Range = 1000 – 6000 rpm 
Interval = 1000 rpm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

 
 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
 
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
 
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
 
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
 
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(vi) Spindle Speed = 6000 rpm 

  
 

(B2) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Feed Rate 
 

Range = 20 – 200 mm/min 
Interval = 20 mm/min 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

  
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 
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(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 

  
(vi) Feed Rate = 120 mm/min 

  
(vii) Feed Rate = 140 mm/min 

  
(viii) Feed Rate = 160 mm/min 

  
(ix) Feed Rate = 180 mm/min 

  
(x) Feed Rate = 200 mm/min 
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(B3) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Depth of Cut 
 

1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 �m 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 30 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 40 �m 
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(vi) Depth of Cut = 50 �m 

  
 
 

(B4) 
 

  

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

  
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  
 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  
 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(B5) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 

Swing Distance 
 

23, 28, 33, 35, 38 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 35 mm 

  
 
(v) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(B6) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 

Step Distance 
 

0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 
0.07, 0.08 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

  
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.02 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.03 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.04 mm 

  
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 
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(vi) Step Distance = 0.06 mm 

  
 
(vii) Step Distance = 0.07 mm 

  
 
(viii) Step Distance = 0.08 mm 
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Appendix VI 
Experimental Results for Copper Alloy in Group B1 to B6 
 

(B1) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Spindle Speed 
 

Range = 1000 – 6000 rpm 
Interval = 1000 rpm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(vi) Spindle Speed = 6000 rpm 

  
 

(B2) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
 
Feed Rate 
 

Range = 20 – 200 mm/min 
Interval = 20 mm/min 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

  
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 
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(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 

  
(vi) Feed Rate = 120 mm/min 

  
(vii) Feed Rate = 140 mm/min 

  
(viii) Feed Rate = 160 mm/min 

  
(ix) Feed Rate = 180 mm/min 

  
(x) Feed Rate = 200 mm/min 
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(B3) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Depth of Cut 
 

1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 �m 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 30 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 40 �m 
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(vi) Depth of Cut = 50 �m 

  
 

(B4) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Tool Nose Radius 
 

0.78, 1.78, 2.79, 2.81 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

  
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  
 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  
 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(B5) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Swing Distance 
 

23, 28, 33, 35, 38 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 35 mm 

  
 
(v) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(B6) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Step Distance 
 

0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 
0.07, 0.08 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Horizontal Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.02 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.03 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.04 mm 

  
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 
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(vi) Step Distance = 0.06 mm 

  
 
(vii) Step Distance = 0.07 mm 

  
 
(viii) Step Distance = 0.08 mm 
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(B1) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
Spindle Speed 
 

Range = 1000 – 6000 rpm 
Interval = 1000 rpm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Spindle Speed = 1000 rpm 

  
 
(ii) Spindle Speed = 2000 rpm 

  
 
(iii) Spindle Speed = 3000 rpm 

  
 
(iv) Spindle Speed = 4000 rpm 

  
 
(v) Spindle Speed = 5000 rpm 
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(vi) Spindle Speed = 6000 rpm 

  
 

(B2) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
Feed Rate 
 

Range = 20 – 200 mm/min 
Interval = 20 mm/min 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Feed Rate = 20 mm/min 

  
 
(ii) Feed Rate = 40 mm/min 

  
 
(iii) Feed Rate = 60 mm/min 

  
 
(iv) Feed Rate = 80 mm/min 
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(v) Feed Rate = 100 mm/min 

  
(vi) Feed Rate = 120 mm/min 

  
(vii) Feed Rate = 140 mm/min 

  
(viii) Feed Rate = 160 mm/min 

  
(ix) Feed Rate = 180 mm/min 

  
(x) Feed Rate = 200 mm/min 
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(B3) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Depth of Cut 
 

1, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 �m 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm 

  
 
(i) Depth of Cut = 1 �m 

  
 
(ii) Depth of Cut = 10 �m 

  
 
(iii) Depth of Cut = 20 �m 

  
 
(iv) Depth of Cut = 30 �m 

  
 
(v) Depth of Cut = 40 �m 
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(vi) Depth of Cut = 50 �m 

  
 

(B4) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Tool Nose Radius 
 

0.78, 1.78, 2.79, 2.81 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Tool Nose Radius = 0.78 mm 

  
 
(ii) Tool Nose Radius = 1.78 mm 

  
 
(iii) Tool Nose Radius = 2.79 mm 

  
 
(iv) Tool Nose Radius = 3.81 mm 
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(B5) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation 
  
Swing Distance 
 

23, 28, 33, 35, 38 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Swing Distance = 23 mm 

  
 
(ii) Swing Distance = 28 mm 

  
 
(iii) Swing Distance = 33 mm 

  
 
(iv) Swing Distance = 35 mm 

  
 
(v) Swing Distance = 38 mm 
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(B6) 
 

 

Factor under Investigation  
 
Step Distance 
 

0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.06, 
0.07, 0.08 mm 

Cutting Strategy = Vertical Cutting 
Effective magnification = 10X 
Effective field of view = 0.636 mm x 0.477 mm  

 
 
(i) Step Distance = 0.01 mm 

  
 
(ii) Step Distance = 0.02 mm 

  
 
(iii) Step Distance = 0.03 mm 

  
 
(iv) Step Distance = 0.04 mm 

  
 
(v) Step Distance = 0.05 mm 
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(vi) Step Distance = 0.06 mm 

  
 
(vii) Step Distance = 0.07 mm 

  
 
(viii) Step Distance = 0.08 mm 
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Appendix VII 
Performance Characteristics Diagrams of Simulation Experiments 
 
(i)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 

and feed rate on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) maximum 
peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(i)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and feed rate on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) maximum 
peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(ii)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and tool nose radius on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 

 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(ii)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and tool nose radius on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(iii)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and swing distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 

 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(iii)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and swing distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(iv)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(iv)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of spindle speed 
and step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(v)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of feed rate and 
tool nose radius on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(v)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of feed rate and 
tool nose radius on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(vi)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of feed rate and 
swing distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(vi)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of feed rate and 
swing distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(vii)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of feed rate and 
step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) maximum 
peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(vii)  Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of feed rate and 
step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) maximum 
peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(viii) Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of tool nose radius 
and swing distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(viii) Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of tool nose radius 
and swing distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(ix) Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of tool nose radius 
and step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(ix) Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of tool nose radius 
and step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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(x) Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of swing distance 
and step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(a) RMS Roughness, Rq 
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(x) Performance characteristics diagrams showing the effect of swing distance 
and step distance on (a) root-mean-square (RMS) roughness and (b) 
maximum peak-to-valley height using horizontal and vertical cutting 

 

 
 

Horizontal Cutting 

Vertical Cutting 

(b) Maximum Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt 
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Appendix VIII 
Programme Code for Optimization System 
 
 

menu.m 
 
 
clear 
 
clc 
 
clf reset   
 
 
set(gcf,'Color',[0.95,0.95,0.95]);  
 
set(gcf,'position',[300,300,615,520]);                            
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontsize',10);                             
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontname','arial');                         
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolhorizontal','right');                        
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolbackgroundcolor','w'); 
 
str = 'Cutting Parameter';                             
 
set(gcf,'name',str,'numbertitle','off');                            
 
 
%-----Default Cutting Condition-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
load CutCon_opt.mat; 
 
exp_Ra_min_i = num2str(exp_Ra_min_opt); 
exp_Ra_max_i = num2str(exp_Ra_max_opt); 
exp_Ra_in_i = num2str(exp_Ra_in_opt); 
 
sp_min_i = num2str(sp_min_opt); 
sp_max_i = num2str(sp_max_opt); 
sp_in_i = num2str(sp_in_opt); 
 
fr_min_i = num2str(fr_min_opt); 
fr_max_i = num2str(fr_max_opt); 
fr_in_i = num2str(fr_in_opt); 
 
tnr_min_i = num2str(tnr_min_opt); 
tnr_max_i = num2str(tnr_max_opt); 
tnr_in_i = num2str(tnr_in_opt); 
 
swd_min_i = num2str(swd_min_opt); 
swd_max_i = num2str(swd_max_opt); 
swd_in_i = num2str(swd_in_opt); 
 
std_min_i = num2str(std_min_opt); 
std_max_i = num2str(std_max_opt); 
std_in_i = num2str(std_in_opt); 
 
%------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
fr2_opt_i = num2str(fr2_opt); 
 
dc_opt_i = num2str(dc_opt); 
 
TL_opt_i = num2str(TL_opt); 
 
TW_opt_i = num2str(TW_opt); 
 
step_d_value_opt = 0; 
 
H_cusps_value_opt = 0; 
 
V_cusps_value_opt = 0; 
 
one_way_value_opt = 0; 
 
both_ways_value_opt = 0; 
 
save CutCon_opt01 sp_min_i sp_max_i sp_in_i fr_min_i fr_max_i fr_in_i tnr_min_i tnr_max_i tnr_in_i swd_min_i swd_max_i swd_in_i 
std_min_i std_max_i std_in_i fr2_opt_i dc_opt_i TL_opt_i TW_opt_i step_d_value_opt H_cusps_value_opt V_cusps_value_opt 
one_way_value_opt both_ways_value_opt exp_Ra_min_i exp_Ra_max_i exp_Ra_in_i; 
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%-----Banner------------------------------------------------- 
 
banner_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,490,616,25],... 
    'fontsize',15,... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'backgroundcolor','b',... 
    'string','Optimization Model'); 
 
frame0 = uicontrol('style','frame',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.9 0.95 1],...         
    'position',[13,435,590,40]); 
 
exp_Ra_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,445,220,20],... 
    'horizontal','right',...    
    'fontweight','bold',...     
    'backgroundcolor',[0.9 0.95 1],...     
    'string','Expected Surface Roughness (nm)'); 
 
exp_Ra_min_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[260,443,50,20],... 
    'horizontal','right',...    
    'fontweight','bold',...   
    'backgroundcolor',[0.9 0.95 1],...     
    'string','Min.'); 
 
exp_Ra_min = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[320,445,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',exp_Ra_min_i,... 
    'callback','get(exp_Ra_min,"string");'); 
 
exp_Ra_max_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[420,443,50,20],... 
    'horizontal','right',...    
    'fontweight','bold',...   
    'backgroundcolor',[0.9 0.95 1],...     
    'string','Max.'); 
 
exp_Ra_max = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[480,445,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',exp_Ra_max_i,... 
    'callback','get(exp_Ra_max,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Frame for Window----------------------------------- 
 
frame1 = uicontrol('style','frame',... 
    'position',[13,120,590,290]); 
 
frame1_name = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[25,400,170,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'string','Cutting Condition Setting'); 
     
frame2 = uicontrol('style','frame',... 
    'position',[13,15,492,80]); 
 
frame2_name = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[25,85,165,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'string','Cutting Strategy Setting'); 
 
 
%-----Frame 1 - Cutting Condition----------------------- 
 
parameter_bg = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,210,180,155],...  
    'background',[0.95 0.95 0.95]); 
 
range_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[210,380,210,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...  
    'background',[0.8 0.8 0.8],... 
    'string','Range'); 
 
range_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
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    'position',[210,210,100,170],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'fontweight','bold',...    
    'background',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Min.'); 
 
range_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[310,210,120,170],... 
    'horizontal','center',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...  
    'background',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Max.'); 
 
interval_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[420,210,90,170],... 
    'horizontal','center',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...  
    'background',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Interval'); 
 
optional_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[510,210,70,170],... 
    'horizontal','center',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...  
    'background',[0.9 0.9 1],...     
    'string','Optional'); 
 
 
%-----Spindle Speed---------------------------------------- 
 
spindle_s_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,340,165,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Spindle Speed (rpm)'); 
 
spindle_s_min = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[210,340,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',sp_min_i,... 
    'callback','get(spindle_s_min,"string");'); 
 
spindle_s_max = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[320,340,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',sp_max_i,... 
    'callback','get(spindle_s_max,"string");'); 
 
spindle_s_in = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[430,340,70,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',sp_in_i,... 
    'callback','get(spindle_s_in,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Feed Rate---------------------------------------------- 
 
feed_r_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,310,165,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Feed Rate (mm/min)'); 
 
feed_r_min = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[210,310,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',fr_min_i,... 
    'callback','get(feed_r_min,"string");'); 
 
feed_r_max = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[320,310,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',fr_max_i,... 
    'callback','get(feed_r_max,"string");'); 
 
feed_r_in = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[430,310,70,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',fr_in_i,... 
    'callback','get(feed_r_in,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Tool Nose Radius------------------------------------ 
 
toolnose_r_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,280,165,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Tool Nose Radius (mm)'); 
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toolnose_r_min = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[210,280,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',tnr_min_i,... 
    'callback','get(toolnose_r_min,"string");'); 
 
toolnose_r_max = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[320,280,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',tnr_max_i,... 
    'callback','get(toolnose_r_max,"string");'); 
 
toolnose_r_in = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[430,280,70,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',tnr_in_i,... 
    'callback','get(toolnose_r_in,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Swing Distance--------------------------------------- 
 
swing_d_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,250,165,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Swing Distance (mm)'); 
 
swing_d_min = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[210,250,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',swd_min_i,... 
    'callback','get(swing_d_min,"string");'); 
 
swing_d_max = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[320,250,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',swd_max_i,... 
    'callback','get(swing_d_max,"string");'); 
 
swing_d_in = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[430,250,70,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',swd_in_i,... 
    'callback','get(swing_d_in,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Step Distance----------------------------------------- 
 
step_d_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[30,220,165,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.95 0.95 0.95],...     
    'string','Step Distance (mm)'); 
 
step_d_min = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[210,220,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',std_min_i,... 
    'callback','get(step_d_min,"string");'); 
 
step_d_max = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[320,220,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',std_max_i,... 
    'callback','get(step_d_max,"string");'); 
 
step_d_in = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[430,220,70,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',std_in_i,... 
    'callback','get(step_d_in,"string");'); 
 
step_d_check_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','checkbox',... 
    'position',[520,220,50,20],... 
    'string','Auto',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0.9 0.9 1],... 
    'callback','get(step_d_check_opt,"value");'); 
 
 
%-----Retract Feed Rate (Fast)----------------------------- 
 
feed_r2_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[15,170,180,20],... 
    'string','Retract Feed Rate (mm/min)'); 
 
 
feed_r2_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
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    'position',[210,170,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',fr2_opt_i,... 
    'callback','get(feed_r2_opt,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Depth of Cut------------------------------------------- 
 
depth_c_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[15,140,180,20],... 
    'string','Depth of Cut (um)'); 
 
depth_c_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[210,140,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',dc_opt_i,... 
    'callback','get(depth_c_opt,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Length of Cut in X (Feed direction)------------------------------------------- 
 
TL_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[320,170,120,20],... 
    'string','Lenght of Cut (mm)'); 
 
TL_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[455,170,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',TL_opt_i,... 
    'callback','get(TL_opt,"string");'); 
 
 
%-----Width of Cut in Y (Raster direction)------------------------------------------- 
 
TW_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[320,140,120,20],... 
    'string','Width of Cut (mm)'); 
 
TW_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','edit',... 
    'position',[455,140,100,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string',TW_opt_i,... 
    'callback','get(TW_opt,"string");'); 
 
 
 
%-----Frame 2 - Cutting Strategy-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
%-----Feed Cusps (Horizontal or Vertical)-------------------------------------------- 
 
feed_cusps_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[15,55,100,20],... 
    'string','Feed Cusps'); 
 
H_cusps_radio_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','radio',... 
    'position',[150,55,100,20],... 
    'string','Horizontal',... 
    'callback','get(H_cusps_radio_opt,"value");'); 
 
V_cusps_radio_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','radio',... 
    'position',[280,55,100,20],... 
    'string','Vertical',... 
    'callback','get(V_cusps_radio_opt,"value");'); 
 
 
 
%-----Cutting Way (One or Both)---------------------------------------------------- 
 
way_text = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[15,25,100,20],... 
    'string','Cutting Ways'); 
 
one_way_radio_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','radio',... 
    'position',[150,25,110,20],... 
    'string','Only One Way',... 
    'callback','get(one_way_radio_opt,"value");'); 
 
both_ways_radio_opt = uicontrol(gcf,'style','radio',... 
    'position',[280,25,100,20],... 
    'string','Both Ways',... 
    'callback','get(both_ways_radio_opt,"value");'); 
 
 
%-----End of frame 1 and 2------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
%-----Calculate Button---------------------------------------------------------------- 
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calculate = uicontrol(gcf,'style','push',... 
    'position',[520,75,80,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',... 
    'string','Calculate',... 
    'callback','check02;'); 
 
 
%-----Refresh Button------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
Reset = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ... 

'Position', [520,45,80,20],... 
'String', 'Reset',... 

      'callback','clf;menu02;');   
 
 
%-----Close Button-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
close_button = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ... 

'Position', [520,15,80,20],... 
'String', 'Close',... 

            'callback','close_win');                            
 
 
%-----Set Calledit------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
set(exp_Ra_min,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_
r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(exp_Ra_max,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_
r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(spindle_s_min,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,fee
d_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_
d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(spindle_s_max,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,fee
d_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_
d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(spindle_s_in,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_
r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(feed_r_min,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(feed_r_max,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(feed_r_in,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r_i
n,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_ma
x,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(feed_r2_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(depth_c_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(toolnose_r_min,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,fee
d_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_
d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(toolnose_r_max,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,fe
ed_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step
_d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(toolnose_r_in,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed
_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d
_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(swing_d_min,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed
_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d
_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(swing_d_max,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed
_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d
_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
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set(swing_d_in,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(step_d_min,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(step_d_max,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r
_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_
max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(step_d_in,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r_i
n,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_ma
x,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(TL_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r_in,f
eed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_max,s
tep_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(TW_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,feed_r_in,
feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,step_d_max,
step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'); 
 
set(step_d_check_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_max,
feed_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,ste
p_d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_opt)'
); 
 
set(H_cusps_radio_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_ma
x,feed_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,s
tep_d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_op
t)'); 
 
set(V_cusps_radio_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_ma
x,feed_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,s
tep_d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_op
t)'); 
 
set(one_way_radio_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_ma
x,feed_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,s
tep_d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_op
t)'); 
 
set(both_ways_radio_opt,'callback','calledit02(exp_Ra_min,exp_Ra_max,spindle_s_min,spindle_s_max,spindle_s_in,feed_r_min,feed_r_m
ax,feed_r_in,feed_r2_opt,depth_c_opt,toolnose_r_min,toolnose_r_max,toolnose_r_in,swing_d_min,swing_d_max,swing_d_in,step_d_min,
step_d_max,step_d_in,TL_opt,TW_opt,step_d_check_opt,H_cusps_radio_opt,V_cusps_radio_opt,one_way_radio_opt,both_ways_radio_o
pt)'); 
 
 
%-----------------------------------------------End of Program-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

close_win.m 
 
close_button = questdlg('Ready to quit?', ... 
                            'Exit Program','Yes','No','No'); 
switch close_button 
            case 'Yes', 
              %disp('Exiting MATLAB'); 
              close 
               
            case 'No', 
              return 
 
end 
 
 
%-----------------------------------------------End of Program-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

check02.m 
 
 
load CutCon_opt01 sp_min_i sp_max_i sp_in_i fr_min_i fr_max_i fr_in_i tnr_min_i tnr_max_i tnr_in_i swd_min_i swd_max_i swd_in_i 
std_min_i std_max_i std_in_i fr2_opt_i dc_opt_i TL_opt_i TW_opt_i step_d_value_opt H_cusps_value_opt V_cusps_value_opt 
one_way_value_opt both_ways_value_opt exp_Ra_min_i exp_Ra_max_i exp_Ra_in_i; 
 
exp_Ra_min = str2num(exp_Ra_min_i); 
exp_Ra_max = str2num(exp_Ra_max_i); 
exp_Ra_in = 0; 
 
sp_min = str2num(sp_min_i); 
sp_max = str2num(sp_max_i); 
sp_in = str2num(sp_in_i); 
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fr_min = str2num(fr_min_i); 
fr_max = str2num(fr_max_i); 
fr_in = str2num(fr_in_i); 
 
tnr_min = str2num(tnr_min_i); 
tnr_max = str2num(tnr_max_i); 
tnr_in = str2num(tnr_in_i); 
 
swd_min = str2num(swd_min_i); 
swd_max = str2num(swd_max_i); 
swd_in = str2num(swd_in_i); 
 
std_min = str2num(std_min_i); 
std_max = str2num(std_max_i); 
std_in = str2num(std_in_i); 
 
 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
fr2_opt = str2num(fr2_opt_i); 
 
dc_opt = str2num(dc_opt_i)/1000;                             
 
TLL = str2num(TL_opt_i); 
 
TWW = str2num(TW_opt_i); 
 
 
if H_cusps_value_opt == 0 & V_cusps_value_opt == 0 & one_way_value_opt == 0 & both_ways_value_opt == 0; 
        errordlg('Please select the "Feed Cusps" and "Cutting Ways"!!!','Missed Input'); 
     
else if H_cusps_value_opt == 0 & V_cusps_value_opt == 0; 
        errordlg('Please select the "Feed Cusps"!!!','Missed Input'); 
     
else if one_way_value_opt == 0 & both_ways_value_opt == 0; 
        errordlg('Please select the "Cutting Ways"!!!','Missed Input'); 
     
else if H_cusps_value_opt == 1 & V_cusps_value_opt == 1 & one_way_value_opt == 1 & both_ways_value_opt == 1; 
        errordlg('Please select ONLY ONE Feed Cusps and Cutting Ways!!!','Invalid Input'); 
         
else if H_cusps_value_opt == 1 & V_cusps_value_opt == 1; 
        errordlg('Please select ONLY ONE Feed Cusps!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
else if one_way_value_opt == 1 & both_ways_value_opt == 1; 
        errordlg('Please select ONLY ONE Cutting Ways!!!','Invalid Input'); 
         
         
    else if isempty(exp_Ra_min) | isempty(exp_Ra_max);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Expected Surface Roughness"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
    else if isempty(sp_min) | isempty(sp_max) | isempty(sp_in);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Spindle Speed"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
    else if isempty(fr_min) | isempty(fr_max) | isempty(fr_in);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Feed Rate"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
    else if isempty(tnr_min) | isempty(tnr_max) | isempty(tnr_in);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Tool Nose Radius"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
    else if isempty(swd_min) | isempty(swd_max) | isempty(swd_in);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Swing Distance"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
    else if isempty(std_min) | isempty(std_max) | isempty(std_in);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Step Distance"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                                    
    else if isempty(fr2_opt);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Retract Feed Rate"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
    else if isempty(dc_opt);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Depth of Cut"!!!','Invalid Input');             
 
    else if isempty(TLL);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Length of Cut in X"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
    else if isempty(TWW);  
            errordlg('Please input the valid "Width of Cut in Y"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                                    
    else if sp_min < 200 | sp_min > 10000;    
            errordlg('Please input the range of "Spindle Speed" from 200 to 10,000 rpm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
        else if sp_max < 200 | sp_max > 10000;    
                errordlg('Please input the range of "Spindle Speed" from 200 to 10,000 rpm!!!','Invalid Input');  
 
            else if sp_in < 0 | sp_in > 5000;    
                    errordlg('Please input the interval of "Spindle Speed" from 0 to 5,000 rpm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
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                else if sp_in > sp_max; 
                        errordlg('Interval of "Spindle Speed" MUST be smaller than the maximum value of "Spindle 
Speed"!!!','Invalid Input') 
                         
                    else if sp_min == sp_max & sp_in ~= 0; 
                            errordlg('When the interval of "Spindle Speed" is equal to 0, the maximum and minimum value of 
"Spindle Speed" MUST be equal!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                             
                        else if (sp_min/50) ~= fix(sp_min/50) | (sp_max/50) ~= fix(sp_max/50) | (sp_in/50) ~= fix(sp_in/50); 
                                errordlg('Please input the multiple of 50 rpm for the "Spindle Speed"!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                                 
                            else if ((sp_max - sp_min)/sp_in) ~= fix((sp_max - sp_min)/sp_in);    
                                    errordlg('Please input the valid interval of "Spindle Speed"!!!','Invalid Input');   
             
                     
    else if fr_min < 5 | fr_min > 500;   
            errordlg('Please input the range of "Feed Rate" from 0 to 500 mm/min!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
        else if fr_max < 5 | fr_max > 500;   
                errordlg('Please input the range of "Feed Rate" from 0 to 500 mm/min!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
            else if fr_in < 0 | fr_in > 250;   
                    errordlg('Please input the interval of "Feed Rate" from 0 to 250 mm/min!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
                else if fr_in > fr_max; 
                        errordlg('Interval of "Feed Rate" MUST be smaller than the maximum value of "Feed Rate"!!!','Invalid 
Input') 
                         
                    else if fr_min == fr_max & fr_in ~= 0; 
                            errordlg('When the interval of "Feed Rate" is equal to 0, the maximum and minimum value of "Feed 
Rate" MUST be equal!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                             
                        else if (fr_min/5) ~= fix(fr_min/5) | (fr_max/5) ~= fix(fr_max/5) | (fr_in/5) ~= fix(fr_in/5); 
                                errordlg('Please input the multiple of 5 mm/min for the "Feed Rate"!!!','Invalid Input');         
                                 
                            else if ((fr_max - fr_min)/fr_in) ~= fix((fr_max - fr_min)/fr_in);    
                                    errordlg('Please input the valid interval of "Feed Rate"!!!','Invalid Input');   
 
                                     
    else if tnr_min < 2.28 | tnr_min > 2.8;   
            errordlg('Please input the range of "Tool Nose Radius" from 2.28 to 2.8 mm/min!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
        else if tnr_max < 2.28 | tnr_max > 2.8;   
                errordlg('Please input the range of "Tool Nose Radius" from 2.28 to 2.8 mm/min!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                 
            else if tnr_min == tnr_max & tnr_in ~= 0; 
                    errordlg('When the interval of "Tool Nose Radius" is equal to 0, the maximum and minimum value of "Tool Nose 
Radius" MUST be equal!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
                else if tnr_in ~= 0.26;   
                        errordlg('The Standard Interval of "Tool Nose Radius" MUST be equal to 0.26 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
                    else if tnr_in > tnr_max; 
                            errordlg('Interval of "Tool Nose Radius" MUST be smaller than the maximum value of "Tool Nose 
Radius"!!!','Invalid Input') 
 
                            else if ((tnr_max - tnr_min)/tnr_in) ~= fix((tnr_max - tnr_min)/tnr_in);    
                                    errordlg('Please input the valid interval of "Tool Nose Radius"!!!','Invalid Input');   
                                 
 
    else if swd_min < 17 | swd_min > 25;   
            errordlg('Please input the range of "Swing Distance" from 17 to 25 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
        else if swd_max < 17 | swd_max > 25;   
                errordlg('Please input the range of "Swing Distance" from 17 to 25 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
            else if swd_in < 0 | swd_in > 4;   
                    errordlg('Please input the interval of "Swing Distance" from 0 to 4 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
                else if swd_in > swd_max; 
                        errordlg('Interval of "Swing Distance" MUST be smaller than the maximum value of "Swing 
Distance"!!!','Invalid Input') 
                         
                    else if swd_min == swd_max & swd_in ~= 0; 
                            errordlg('When the interval of "Swing Distance" is equal to 0, the maximum and minimum value of 
"Swing Distance" MUST be equal!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                             
                        else if (swd_min/0.5) ~= fix(swd_min/0.5) | (swd_max/0.5) ~= fix(swd_max/0.5) | (swd_in/0.5) ~= 
fix(swd_in/0.5); 
                                errordlg('Please input the multiple of 0.5 mm for the "Swing Distance"!!!','Invalid Input');     
                                 
                            else if ((swd_max - swd_min)/swd_in) ~= fix((swd_max - swd_min)/swd_in);    
                                    errordlg('Please input the valid interval of "Feed Rate"!!!','Invalid Input');   
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    else if std_min < 0.0001 | std_min > 0.5;   
            errordlg('Please input the range of "Step Distance" from 0.0001 to 0.5 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
        else if std_max < 0.0001 | std_max > 0.5;   
                errordlg('Please input the range of "Step Distance" from 0.0001 to 0.5 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
             
            else if std_in < 0 | std_in > 0.24995;   
                    errordlg('Please input the interval of "Step Distance" from 0 to 0.24995 mm!!!','Invalid Input'); 
 
                else if std_in > std_max; 
                        errordlg('Interval of "Step Distance" MUST be smaller than the maximum value of "Step 
Distance"!!!','Invalid Input') 
                         
                    else if std_min == std_max & std_in ~= 0; 
                            errordlg('When the interval of "Step Distance" is equal to 0, the maximum and minimum value of "Step 
Distance" MUST be equal!!!','Invalid Input'); 
                             
                        else if (std_min/0.0001) ~= fix(std_min/0.0001) | (std_max/0.0001) ~= fix(std_max/0.0001) | (std_in/0.0001) 
~= fix(std_in/0.0001); 
                                errordlg('Please input the multiple of 0.0001 mm for the "Step Distance"!!!','Invalid Input');     
                                 
                                %else if (std_max - std_min)/std_in ~= fix((std_max - std_min)/std_in);    
                                    %errordlg('Please input the valid interval of "Step Distance"!!!','Invalid Input');   
 
                                     
    else if fr2_opt < 0 | fr2_opt > 500;    
            errordlg('Please input the range of "Retract Feed Rate" from 0 to 500 mm/min!!!'); 
 
             
 
            else if step_d_value == 1 & H_cusps_value == 1 & both_ways_value == 1; 
                figure;plot09a; 
         
                else if step_d_value == 1 & H_cusps_value == 1 & one_way_value == 1; 
                 figure;plot09b; 
             
            else if step_d_value_opt == 0 & H_cusps_value_opt == 1 & both_ways_value_opt == 1; 
                figure;opt09c; 
                 
                else if step_d_value == 0 & H_cusps_value == 1 & one_way_value == 1; 
                 figure;plot09d; 
                     
                     
                else if step_d_value == 1 & V_cusps_value == 1 & both_ways_value == 1; 
                 figure;plot09e; 
                         
                else if step_d_value == 1 & V_cusps_value == 1 & one_way_value == 1; 
                 figure;plot09f; 
                             
                else if step_d_value == 0 & V_cusps_value == 1 & both_ways_value == 1; 
                 figure;plot09g; 
                                 
                else if step_d_value == 0 & V_cusps_value == 1 & one_way_value == 1; 
                 figure;plot09h; 
 
 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; 
end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end; end 
 
 
%-----------------------------------------------End of Program-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

plot09a.m 
 
 
%-----Auto x, Horizontal, BOTH of Ways-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
clf reset                                                 
 
set(gcf,'Color',[0.95,0.95,0.95]); 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                            
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontsize',10);                           
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontname','arial');                         
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolhorizontal','center');                       
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set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolbackgroundcolor','w'); 
 
%-----Transfer Character to Number for Calculation (unit: mm)-------------------------------------- 
 
load CutCon01; 
 
s = str2num(sss_i); 
f = str2num(fff_i); 
f2 = str2num(ff2_i); 
d = str2num(ddd_i)*10^-3;                       
r = str2num(rrr_i); 
R = str2num(RRR_i); 
TL = str2num(LLL_i);                           
TW = str2num(WWW_i);                        
 
 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
c = f/s;                                                
 
OL = 0.5;                                                 
 
OW = 0.2;                                                  
 
 
%-----Calculation for ONLY ONE Cutting Profile (FEED)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
 
h = R - 0.5*(sqrt((2*R)^2 - c^2));                              
 
theta_feed = asin(0.5*c/R);                                   
 
t_feed = [(1.5*pi-theta_feed):theta_feed/10:(1.5*pi+theta_feed)]';     
 
cp_o_one_feed = R*exp(i*t_feed);                              
 
cp_r_one_feed = cp_o_one_feed + R*i + 0.5*c;                   
 
 
%-----Calculated x---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
x = 2*(sqrt(h*(2*r - h)));                                     
 
L = 0.0636;                                                 
W = 0.0477; 
 
no_c = fix(L/c); 
no_x = fix(W/x); 
 
 
%-----Surface Roughness (Ra) Calculation---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ra = sqrt(((c^4)/(720*(R^2)))+((x^4)/(720*(r^2))));              
 
 
%------formalu in Variable------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
[mmm_feed,nnn_feed] = size(cp_r_one_feed); 
 
cp_r_feed = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,1);                       
 
for n_feed = [0:no_c-1]'; 
    mm_feed = n_feed*mmm_feed+1; 
    nn_feed = (n_feed+1)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for meina_feed = 1:(no_c); 
        cp_r_feed(mm_feed(meina_feed,1):nn_feed(meina_feed,1),1) = cp_r_one_feed + n_feed(meina_feed,1)*c;  
    end  
end 
 
 
%-----Calculation for ONLY ONE Cutting Profile (RASTER)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
 
theta_raster = asin(0.5*x/r);                                         % Angle for each cutting profile 
 
t_raster = [(1.5*pi-theta_raster):theta_raster/10:(1.5*pi+theta_raster)]';       % Range for One Period 
 
cp_o_one_raster = r*exp(i*t_raster);                                   % One Cutting Profile 
 
cp_r_one_raster = cp_o_one_raster + r*i + 0.5*x;                       % Place at the right location from (0,0) 
 
 
%------formalu in Variable--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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[mmm_raster,nnn_raster] = size(cp_r_one_raster); 
 
cp_r_raster = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,1);                              
 
for n_raster = [0:no_x-1]'; 
    mm_raster = n_raster*mmm_raster+1; 
    nn_raster = (n_raster+1)*mmm_raster; 
     
    for meina_raster = 1:(no_x); 
        cp_r_raster(mm_raster(meina_raster,1):nn_raster(meina_raster,1),1) = cp_r_one_raster + n_raster(meina_raster,1)*x;  
    end  
end 
 
 
%-----Name of Window--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
str01 = 'Surface Roughness in Feed Direction';                                        
 
str02 = 'Surface Roughness in Raster Direction';          
 
str03 = 'Surface Generation in Feed Direction';                                        
 
str04 = 'Surface Generation in Raster Direction';               
 
str05 = 'Surface Topography of Workpiece';                               
 
 
%-----Plot 2D (Ideal Profile in FEED)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
figA = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,50,450,290]);               
 
plot(cp_r_feed); 
 
set(gcf,'name',str01,'numbertitle','off');                        
 
axis([0,10*c,-0.2*h,1.2*h]); 
 
grid on; 
 
Title_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...    
    'string','Simulated Ideal Cutting Profiles for Workpiece in Feed Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
xlabel('\bfMachined Distance (mm)'); 
 
ylabel('\bfTool Height (mm)'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig A----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameA1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                  
 'Position', [550,170,230,170],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameA1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                  
 'Position', [560,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Estimated Results');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
A1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
A1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
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A1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
A1_str05 = 'Advancement of Tool per rev.'; 
A1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(c),' mm/rev.']; 
 
c_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
c_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig A----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameA2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                       
 'Position', [550,25,230,120],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameA2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...           
 'Position', [560,135,110,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Strategy');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A2_str01 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
A2_str02 = ['= Horizontal']; 
 
fcusps_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,105,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fcusps_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,85,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...         
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A2_str03 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
A2_str04 = ['= Both of Ways']; 
 
CW_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
CW_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,35,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame 1 and 2 in FigA--------------------------------------- 
 
pause;                                             
 
clf; 
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%-----Plot 2D (Ideal Profile in RASTER)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                      
 
figB = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,50,450,290]);               
 
plot(cp_r_raster); 
 
set(gcf,'name',str02,'numbertitle','off');                           
 
axis([0,10*x,-0.2*h,1.2*h]); 
 
grid on; 
 
Title_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Ideal Cutting Profiles for Workpiece in Raster Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
xlabel('\bfMachined Distance (mm)'); 
 
ylabel('\bfTool Height (mm)'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig B----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameB1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                  
 'Position', [550,170,230,170],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameB1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                 
 'Position', [560,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Estimated Results');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
B1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
B1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B1_str05 = 'Step Distance, x'; 
B1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um']; 
 
 
x_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
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    'string',B1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig B----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameB2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                  
 'Position', [550,25,230,120],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameB2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                   
 'Position', [560,135,110,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Strategy');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B2_str01 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
B2_str02 = ['= Horizontal']; 
 
fcusps_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,105,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fcusps_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,85,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...         
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B2_str03 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
B2_str04 = ['= Both of Ways']; 
 
CW_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
CW_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,35,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame 1 and 2 in FigB--------------------------------------- 
 
 
pause;                                               
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----X,Z (FEED)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
XZ_feed = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,2);                      
 
XZ_feed(:,1) = imag(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
XZ_feed(:,2) = real(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
 
%-----Y,Z (RASTER)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
YZ_raster = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,2);                     
 
YZ_raster(:,1) = imag(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
YZ_raster(:,2) = real(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
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%-----3D Plot (FEED)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                            
 
figC = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,30,630,310]);              
 
XYZ_feed = zeros((no_x+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed,3); 
 
for b_feed = [0:(no_x)]';                                      
    aa_feed = b_feed*(no_c)*mmm_feed+1; 
    bb_feed = (b_feed+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for XZ = 1:(no_x+1);                                                
        XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),1) = XZ_feed(:,1); 
        XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),2) = XZ_feed(:,2); 
         
        for ZZZ_feed = [0:x:(no_x)*x]';                                   
            XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),3) = ZZZ_feed(XZ,1); 
             
                for xyz_feed = 1:(no_x+1);                                 
                    A_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),3); 
                    B_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),2); 
                    C_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),1); 
                    plot3(A_feed,B_feed,C_feed); 
                    hold on; 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'name',str03,'numbertitle','off');                         
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h]); 
 
 
Title_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Cutting Profiles on the Machined Surface for Workpiece in Feed Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[440 20],... 
    'rotation',14,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[140 20],... 
    'rotation',-36,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameC1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                 
 'Position', [570,270,220,70],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameC1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...          
 'Position', [580,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Simulation Status');   
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%----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C1_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
C1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
area_text_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,300,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',C1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
area_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,280,190,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',C1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame in FigC--------------------------------------- 
 
pause; 
 
clf; 
 
%-----3D Plot (RASTER)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                                
 
figD = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,30,630,310]);               
 
XYZ_raster = zeros((no_c+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster,3); 
 
for b_raster = [0:(no_c)]';                                            
    aa_raster = b_raster*(no_x)*mmm_raster+1; 
    bb_raster = (b_raster+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster; 
     
    for YZ = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
        XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),1) = YZ_raster(:,1); 
        XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),2) = YZ_raster(:,2); 
         
        for ZZZ_raster = [0:c:(no_c)*c]';                                    
            XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),3) = ZZZ_raster(YZ,1); 
             
                for xyz_raster = 1:(no_c+1);                               
                    A_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),3); 
                    B_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),2); 
                    C_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),1); 
                    plot3(B_raster,A_raster,C_raster); 
                    hold on; 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'name',str04,'numbertitle','off');                               
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h]); 
 
 
Title_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Cutting Profiles on the Machined Surface for Workpiece in Raster Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[440 20],... 
    'rotation',14,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[140 20],... 
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    'rotation',-36,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig D----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameD1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                      
 'Position', [570,270,220,70],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameD1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                  
 'Position', [580,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Simulation Status');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
D1_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
D1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
Ra_text_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,300,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',D1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,280,190,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',D1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame in FigD--------------------------------------- 
 
pause; 
 
clf; 
 
%-----Calculation in Fig E--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
TT = (((2*OL + TL)/f)*((2*OW + TW)/x))/60;                   
 
 
%-----X,Z for ALL (FEED)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
XZ_feed_h = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,2);                      
 
XZ_feed_h(:,1) = imag(cp_r_feed(:,1)) + (h - h);                   
 
XZ_feed_h(:,2) = real(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
 
%-----3D Plot for ALL (FEED)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
XYZ_feed_h = zeros((no_x+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed,3); 
 
for b_feed_h = [0:(no_x)]';                                                             
    aa_feed_h = b_feed*(no_c)*mmm_feed+1; 
    bb_feed_h = (b_feed+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for XZ_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                                    
        XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),1) = XZ_feed_h(:,1); 
        XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),2) = XZ_feed_h(:,2); 
         
        for ZZZ_feed_h = [0:x:(no_x)*x]';                                              
            XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),3) = ZZZ_feed_h(XZ_h,1); 
             
                for xyz_feed_h = 1:(no_x+1);                  
                    A_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),3); 
                    B_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),2); 
                    C_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),1); 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
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%-----All (Frame of Surface Topography)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
figE = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,380,720,320]);               
 
for xyz_feed_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                        
    A_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),3); 
    B_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),2); 
    C_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),1); 
    plot3(A_feed_h,B_feed_h,C_feed_h); 
    hold on; 
                     
    for xyz_raster = 1:(no_c+1);                                   
        A_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),3); 
        B_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),2); 
        C_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),1); 
        plot3(B_raster,A_raster,C_raster); 
        hold on; 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,100,800,750]);                      
 
set(gcf,'name',str05,'numbertitle','off');                                
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h]); 
 
 
Title_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,715,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Surface Topography for Workpiece',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[530 30],... 
    'rotation',12,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[160 30],... 
    'rotation',-32,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [20,10,250,330],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
E1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
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    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
E1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
E1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text01_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[20,200,250,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','In Feed Direction',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str05 = 'Advancement of Tool per rev.'; 
E1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(c),' mm/rev.']; 
 
c_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,170,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
c_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,150,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text02_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[20,120,250,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','In Raster Direction',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str07 = 'Recommended Step Distance, x'; 
E1_str08 = ['= ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um']; 
 
x_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,70,210,40],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str07,... 
    'fontsize',12,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,40,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str08,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...  
    'fontsize',16,... 
    'fontangle','italic',... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
frameE2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                               
 'Position', [269,10,231,330],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
 
Name_frameE12 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [20,330,480,22],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0],... 
    'fontsize',13,... 
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    'foregroundcolor','w',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Results of Simulation');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E2_str01 = 'Length of Cut in Feed Direction'; 
E2_str02 = ['= ',num2str(TL),' mm';]; 
 
LT_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TL_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
E2_str03 = 'Width of Cut in Raster Direction'; 
E2_str04 = ['= ',num2str(TW),' mm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text03_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[270,200,230,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','Cutting Strategy',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E2_str05 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
E2_str06 = ['= Horizontal']; 
 
fc_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,170,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fc_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,150,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E2_str07 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
E2_str08 = ['= Both of Ways']; 
 
cw_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,120,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
cw_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,100,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str08,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text04_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[270,90,230,1],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'backgroundcolor','black'); 
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E2_str09 = 'Estimated Cutting Time'; 
E2_str10 = ['= ',num2str(TT),' hours']; 
 
TT_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str09,... 
    'fontsize',12,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TT_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,20,200,30],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str10,... 
    'fontsize',16,... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
%-----Frame3 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE3 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [520,70,260,280],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameE3 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                               
 'Position', [520,330,260,22],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0],... 
    'fontsize',12,... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Condition Setting');   
 
%------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E3_str01 = ['Spindle Speed = ',num2str(s),' rpm']; 
E3_str02 = ['Feed Rate = ',num2str(f),' mm/min';]; 
E3_str03 = ['Retract Feed Rate = ',num2str(f2),' mm/min';]; 
E3_str04 = ['Depth of Cut = ',num2str(d*1000),' um';]; 
E3_str05 = ['Tool Nose Radius = ',num2str(r),' mm';]; 
E3_str06 = ['Swing Distance = ',num2str(R),' mm';]; 
E3_str07 = ['Step Distance = ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um';]; 
 
 
s_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
f_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str02,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
f2_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,260,220,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
d_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,240,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str04,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
r_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,220,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
R_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str06,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text05_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
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    'position',[520,140,260,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','Simulation Setting',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E3_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
E3_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
area_text_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,110,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
area_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,90,190,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E3_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
Reset = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ...                              
 'Position', [600,20,80,20],... 
 'String', 'Menu',... 
    'callback','clc;clear;clf reset;menu01;');   
 
 
close_button = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ...                       
 'Position', [700,20,80,20],... 
 'String', 'Close',... 
    'callback','close_win');                                                 
 
 
%-----------------------------------------------End of Program-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 

plot09c.m 
 
 
%-----Non-Auto x, Horizontal, Both Ways--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
clf                                                           
 
clear  
 
clc 
 
set(gcf,'Color',[0.95,0.95,0.95]); 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                               
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontsize',10);                              
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontname','arial');                         ‘ 
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolhorizontal','center');                       
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolbackgroundcolor','w'); 
 
 
%-----Transfer Character to Number for Calculation (unit: mm)-------------------------- 
 
load CutCon01; 
 
s = str2num(sss_i); 
 
f = str2num(fff_i); 
 
f2 = str2num(ff2_i); 
 
d = str2num(ddd_i)/1000;                                            
 
r = str2num(rrr_i); 
 
R = str2num(RRR_i); 
 
x = str2num(xxx_i); 
 
TL = str2num(LLL_i);                                                 
 
TW = str2num(WWW_i);                                                 
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%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
c = f/s;                                                             
 
OL = 0.5;                                                              
 
OW = 0.2;                                                            
 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
L = 0.0636;                                                          
 
W = 0.0477; 
 
 
no_c = fix(L/c); 
 
no_x = fix(W/x); 
 
 
%-----Surface Roughness (Ra) Calculation---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ra = sqrt(((c^4)/(720*(R^2)))+((x^4)/(720*(r^2)))); 
 
 
%-----Calculation for ONLY ONE Cutting Profile (FEED)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
h_feed = R - 0.5*(sqrt((2*R)^2 - c^2));                             
 
theta_feed = asin(0.5*c/R);                                               
 
t_feed = [(1.5*pi-theta_feed):theta_feed/10:(1.5*pi+theta_feed)]';                  
 
cp_o_one_feed = R*exp(i*t_feed);                                                     
 
cp_r_one_feed = cp_o_one_feed + R*i + 0.5*c;                                            
 
 
%------formalu in Variable------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[mmm_feed,nnn_feed] = size(cp_r_one_feed); 
 
cp_r_feed = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,1);                                     
 
for n_feed = [0:no_c-1]'; 
    mm_feed = n_feed*mmm_feed+1; 
    nn_feed = (n_feed+1)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for meina_feed = 1:(no_c); 
        cp_r_feed(mm_feed(meina_feed,1):nn_feed(meina_feed,1),1) = cp_r_one_feed + n_feed(meina_feed,1)*c;  
    end  
end 
 
 
%-----Calculation for ONLY ONE Cutting Profile (RASTER)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
h_raster = r - 0.5*(sqrt((2*r)^2 - x^2));                            
 
theta_raster = asin(0.5*x/r);                                               
 
t_raster = [(1.5*pi-theta_raster):theta_raster/10:(1.5*pi+theta_raster)]';                      
 
cp_o_one_raster = r*exp(i*t_raster);                                                     
 
cp_r_one_raster = cp_o_one_raster + r*i + 0.5*x;                                             
 
%------formalu in Variable--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[mmm_raster,nnn_raster] = size(cp_r_one_raster); 
 
cp_r_raster = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,1);                                    
 
for n_raster = [0:no_x-1]'; 
    mm_raster = n_raster*mmm_raster+1; 
    nn_raster = (n_raster+1)*mmm_raster; 
     
    for meina_raster = 1:(no_x); 
        cp_r_raster(mm_raster(meina_raster,1):nn_raster(meina_raster,1),1) = cp_r_one_raster + n_raster(meina_raster,1)*x;  
    end  
end 
 
%-----Name of Window--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
str01 = 'Cutting Profiles in Feed Direction';                                        
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str02 = 'Cutting Profiles in Raster Direction';          
 
str03 = 'Surface Generation in Feed Direction';                                        
 
str04 = 'Surface Generation in Raster Direction';               
 
str05 = 'Surface Topography of Workpiece';                                      
 
 
%-----Plot 2D (Ideal Profile in FEED)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
figA = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,50,450,290]);              
 
plot(cp_r_feed); 
 
set(gcf,'name',str01,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
axis([0,10*c,-0.2*h_feed,1.2*h_feed]); 
 
grid on; 
 
Title_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...    
    'string','Simulated Ideal Cutting Profiles for Workpiece in Feed Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
xlabel('\bfMachined Distance (mm)'); 
 
ylabel('\bfTool Height (mm)'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig A----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameA1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,170,230,170],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameA1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Estimated Results');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
A1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
A1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h_feed*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A1_str05 = 'Advancement of Tool per rev.'; 
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A1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(c),' mm/rev.']; 
 
c_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
c_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig A----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameA2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,25,230,120],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameA2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,135,110,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Strategy');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A2_str01 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
A2_str02 = ['= Horizontal']; 
 
fcusps_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,105,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fcusps_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,85,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...         
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A2_str03 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
A2_str04 = ['= Both of Ways']; 
 
CW_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
CW_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,35,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame 1 and 2 in FigA--------------------------------------- 
 
pause;                                                                                  
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----Plot 2D (Ideal Profile in RASTER)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                              % Position and Size of Window 
 
figB = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,50,450,290]);             %set the location of figure on the window 
 
plot(cp_r_raster); 
 
set(gcf,'name',str02,'numbertitle','off');                             % Display the title name at the Window top 
 
axis([0,10*x,-0.2*h_raster,1.2*h_raster]); 
 
grid on; 
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Title_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Ideal Cutting Profiles for Workpiece in Raster Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
xlabel('\bfMachined Distance (mm)'); 
 
ylabel('\bfTool Height (mm)'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig B----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameB1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,170,230,170],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameB1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Estimated Results');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
B1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
B1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h_raster*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B1_str05 = 'Step Distance (x)'; 
B1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um']; 
 
x_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig B----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameB2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,25,230,120],... 
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    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameB2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,135,110,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Strategy');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B2_str01 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
B2_str02 = ['= Horizontal']; 
 
fcusps_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,105,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fcusps_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,85,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...         
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B2_str03 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
B2_str04 = ['= Both of Ways']; 
 
CW_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
CW_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,35,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame 1 and 2 in FigB--------------------------------------- 
 
pause;                                                                                   
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----X,Z (FEED)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
XZ_feed = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,2);                                                        
 
XZ_feed(:,1) = imag(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
XZ_feed(:,2) = real(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
 
%-----Y,Z (RASTER)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
YZ_raster = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,2);                                                          
 
YZ_raster(:,1) = imag(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
YZ_raster(:,2) = real(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
 
%-----3D Plot (FEED)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                              % Position and Size of Window 
 
figC = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,30,630,310]);             %set the location of figure on the window 
 
XYZ_feed = zeros((no_x+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed,3); 
 
for b_feed = [0:(no_x)]';                                                                   
    aa_feed = b_feed*(no_c)*mmm_feed+1; 
    bb_feed = (b_feed+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for XZ = 1:(no_x+1);                                                                       
        XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),1) = XZ_feed(:,1); 
        XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),2) = XZ_feed(:,2); 
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        for ZZZ_feed = [0:x:(no_x)*x]';                                                     
            XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),3) = ZZZ_feed(XZ,1); 
             
                for xyz_feed = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
                    A_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),3); 
                    B_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),2); 
                    C_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),1); 
                    plot3(A_feed,B_feed,C_feed); 
                    hold on; 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'name',str03,'numbertitle','off');                             
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]);                                                          
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_feed]); 
 
 
Title_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Cutting Profiles on the Machined Surface for Workpiece in Feed Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[440 20],... 
    'rotation',14,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[140 20],... 
    'rotation',-36,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameC1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameC1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [580,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Simulation Status');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C1_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
C1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
area_text_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,300,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',C1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
area_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,280,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',C1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
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%-----End of Frame in FigC--------------------------------------- 
 
pause; 
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----3D Plot (RASTER)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                               
 
figD = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,30,630,310]);              
 
XYZ_raster = zeros((no_c+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster,3); 
 
for b_raster = [0:(no_c)]';                                                                    
    aa_raster = b_raster*(no_x)*mmm_raster+1; 
    bb_raster = (b_raster+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster; 
     
    for YZ = 1:(no_c+1);                                                                       
        XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),1) = YZ_raster(:,1); 
        XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),2) = YZ_raster(:,2); 
         
        for ZZZ_raster = [0:c:(no_c)*c]';                                                      
            XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),3) = ZZZ_raster(YZ,1); 
             
                for xyz_raster = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
                    A_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),3); 
                    B_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),2); 
                    C_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),1); 
                    plot3(B_raster,A_raster,C_raster); 
                    hold on; 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'name',str04,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_raster]); 
 
 
Title_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Cutting Profiles on the Machined Surface for Workpiece in Raster Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[440 20],... 
    'rotation',14,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[140 20],... 
    'rotation',-36,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig D----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameD1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                             %-----Refresh Button------- 
 'Position', [570,270,210,70],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameD1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
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 'Position', [580,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Simulation Status');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
D1_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
D1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
Ra_text_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,300,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',D1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,280,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',D1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame in FigD--------------------------------------- 
 
pause; 
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----Calculation in Fig E--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
TT = (((2*OL + TL)/f)*((2*OW + TW)/x))/60;                                                      
 
 
%-----Match All the Intersection--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    XZ_feed_h = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,2);                                                          
    XZ_feed_h(:,1) = imag(cp_r_feed(:,1)) + (h_raster - h_feed); 
    XZ_feed_h(:,2) = real(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
     
else YZ_raster_h = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,2);                                                       
    YZ_raster_h(:,1) = imag(cp_r_raster(:,1)) + (h_feed - h_raster); 
    YZ_raster_h(:,2) = real(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
end 
 
 
%-----3D Plot for ALL (FEED)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    XYZ_feed_h = zeros((no_x+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed,3); 
     
    for b_feed_h = [0:(no_x)]';                                                                  
        aa_feed_h = b_feed_h*(no_c)*mmm_feed+1; 
        bb_feed_h = (b_feed_h+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed; 
         
        for XZ_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                                        
            XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),1) = XZ_feed_h(:,1); 
            XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),2) = XZ_feed_h(:,2); 
             
            for ZZZ_feed_h = [0:x:(no_x)*x]';                                                      
                XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),3) = ZZZ_feed_h(XZ_h,1); 
                 
                for xyz_feed_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
                    A_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),3); 
                    B_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),2); 
                    C_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),1); 
                    %plot3(A_feed_h,B_feed_h,C_feed_h); 
                    %hold on; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
 
else XYZ_raster_h = zeros((no_c+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster,3); 
     
    for b_raster_h = [0:(no_c)]';                                                                    
        aa_raster_h = b_raster_h*(no_x)*mmm_raster+1; 
        bb_raster_h = (b_raster_h+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster; 
         
        for YZ_h = 1:(no_c+1);                                                                        
            XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(YZ_h,1):bb_raster_h(YZ_h,1),1) = YZ_raster_h(:,1); 
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            XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(YZ_h,1):bb_raster_h(YZ_h,1),2) = YZ_raster_h(:,2); 
             
            for ZZZ_raster_h = [0:c:(no_c)*c]';                                                      
                XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(YZ_h,1):bb_raster_h(YZ_h,1),3) = ZZZ_raster_h(YZ_h,1); 
                 
                for xyz_raster_h = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
                    A_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),3); 
                    B_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),2); 
                    C_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),1); 
                    %plot3(B_raster_h,A_raster_h,C_raster_h); 
                    %hold on; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
    
 
%-----All (Frame of Surface Topography)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
figE = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,380,720,320]);             %set the location of figure on the window 
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    for xyz_feed_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                 
        A_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),3); 
        B_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),2); 
        C_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),1); 
        plot3(A_feed_h,B_feed_h,C_feed_h); 
        hold on; 
        for xyz_raster = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
            A_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),3); 
            B_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),2); 
            C_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),1); 
            plot3(B_raster,A_raster,C_raster); 
            hold on; 
        end 
    end 
     
else  
    for xyz_feed = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
        A_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),3); 
        B_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),2); 
        C_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),1); 
        plot3(A_feed,B_feed,C_feed); 
        hold on; 
        for xyz_raster_h = 1:(no_c+1);                                                 
            A_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),3); 
            B_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),2); 
            C_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),1); 
            plot3(B_raster_h,A_raster_h,C_raster_h); 
            hold on; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,100,800,750]);                               
 
set(gcf,'name',str05,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_raster]); 
else 
    axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_feed]); 
end 
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
Title_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,715,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Surface Topography for Workpiece',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[530 30],... 
    'rotation',12,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
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set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[160 30],... 
    'rotation',-32,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [20,10,250,330],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
E1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text01_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[20,250,250,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','In Feed Direction',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
E1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h_feed*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,220,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str05 = 'Advancement of Tool per rev.'; 
E1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(c),' mm/rev.']; 
 
c_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,170,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
c_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,150,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text02_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[20,120,250,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','In Raster Direction',... 
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    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str07 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
E1_str08 = ['= ',num2str(h_raster*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,90,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,70,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str08,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str09 = 'Step Distance, x'; 
E1_str10 = ['= ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um']; 
 
x_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,40,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str09,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,20,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str10,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [269,10,231,330],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameE12 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                             
 'Position', [20,330,480,22],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0],... 
    'fontsize',13,... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Results of Simulation');   
 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E2_str01 = 'Length of Cut in Feed Direction'; 
E2_str02 = ['= ',num2str(TL),' mm';]; 
 
TL_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TL_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
E2_str03 = 'Width of Cut in Raster Direction'; 
E2_str04 = ['= ',num2str(TW),' mm']; 
 
TW_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TW_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
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    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text03_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[270,200,230,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','Cutting Strategy',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E2_str05 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
E2_str06 = ['= Horizontal']; 
 
fc_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,170,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fc_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,150,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E2_str07 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
E2_str08 = ['= Both of Ways']; 
 
cw_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,120,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
cw_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,100,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str08,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text04_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[270,90,230,1],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'backgroundcolor','black'); 
 
 
 
E2_str09 = 'Estimated Cutting Time'; 
E2_str10 = ['= ',num2str(TT),' hours']; 
 
TT_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str09,... 
    'fontsize',12,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TT_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,20,200,30],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str10,... 
    'fontsize',16,... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame3 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE3 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [520,70,260,280],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameE3 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [520,330,260,22],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0],... 
    'fontsize',12,... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Condition Setting');   
 
%------------------------------------------------------- 
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E3_str01 = ['Spindle Speed = ',num2str(s),' rpm']; 
E3_str02 = ['Feed Rate = ',num2str(f),' mm/min';]; 
E3_str03 = ['Retract Feed Rate = ',num2str(f2),' mm/min';]; 
E3_str04 = ['Depth of Cut = ',num2str(d*1000),' um';]; 
E3_str05 = ['Tool Nose Radius = ',num2str(r),' mm';]; 
E3_str06 = ['Swing Distance = ',num2str(R),' mm';]; 
E3_str07 = ['Step Distance = ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um';]; 
 
 
s_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
f_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str02,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
f2_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,260,220,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
d_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,240,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str04,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
r_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,220,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
R_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str06,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text05_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[520,140,260,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','Simulation Setting',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E3_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
E3_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
area_text_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,110,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
area_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,90,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E3_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
Reset = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ...                              
 'Position', [600,20,80,20],... 
 'String', 'Menu',... 
    'callback','clc;clear;clf reset;menu01;');   
 
 
close_button = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ...                      %-----Close Button--------- 
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 'Position', [700,20,80,20],... 
 'String', 'Close',... 
    'callback','close_win');                                                % Just close the window 
 
 
%-----------------------------------------------End of Program------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
 

plot09h.m 
 
 
%-----Non-Auto x, Vertical, ONLY One Ways--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
clf                                                           
 
clear  
 
clc 
 
set(gcf,'Color',[0.95,0.95,0.95]); 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                               
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontsize',10);                              
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolfontname','arial');                          
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolhorizontal','center');                       
 
set(gcf,'defaultuicontrolbackgroundcolor','w'); 
 
 
%-----Transfer Character to Number for Calculation (unit: mm)-------------------------- 
 
load CutCon01; 
 
s = str2num(sss_i); 
 
f = str2num(fff_i); 
 
f2 = str2num(ff2_i); 
 
d = str2num(ddd_i)/1000;                                             
 
r = str2num(rrr_i); 
 
R = str2num(RRR_i); 
 
x = str2num(xxx_i); 
 
TL = str2num(LLL_i);                                                 
 
TW = str2num(WWW_i);                                                 
 
%----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
c = f/s;                                                             
 
OL = 0.5;                                                            
 
OW = 0.2;                                                            
 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
L = 0.0636;                                                          
 
W = 0.0477; 
 
 
no_c = fix(L/c); 
 
no_x = fix(W/x); 
 
 
%-----Surface Roughness (Ra) Calculation---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Ra = sqrt(((c^4)/(720*(r^2)))+((x^4)/(720*(R^2)))); 
 
 
%-----Calculation for ONLY ONE Cutting Profile (FEED)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
h_feed = r - 0.5*(sqrt((2*r)^2 - c^2));                              
 
theta_feed = asin(0.5*c/r);                                               
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t_feed = [(1.5*pi-theta_feed):theta_feed/10:(1.5*pi+theta_feed)]';                  
 
cp_o_one_feed = r*exp(i*t_feed);                                                     
 
cp_r_one_feed = cp_o_one_feed + r*i + 0.5*c;                                             
 
 
%------formalu in Variable------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[mmm_feed,nnn_feed] = size(cp_r_one_feed); 
 
cp_r_feed = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,1);                                     
 
for n_feed = [0:no_c-1]'; 
    mm_feed = n_feed*mmm_feed+1; 
    nn_feed = (n_feed+1)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for meina_feed = 1:(no_c); 
        cp_r_feed(mm_feed(meina_feed,1):nn_feed(meina_feed,1),1) = cp_r_one_feed + n_feed(meina_feed,1)*c;  
    end  
end 
 
 
%-----Calculation for ONLY ONE Cutting Profile (RASTER)-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  
 
h_raster = R - 0.5*(sqrt((2*R)^2 - x^2));                            
 
theta_raster = asin(0.5*x/R);                                               
 
t_raster = [(1.5*pi-theta_raster):theta_raster/10:(1.5*pi+theta_raster)]';                      
 
cp_o_one_raster = R*exp(i*t_raster);                                                     
 
cp_r_one_raster = cp_o_one_raster + R*i + 0.5*x;                                          ) 
 
 
%------formalu in Variable--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
[mmm_raster,nnn_raster] = size(cp_r_one_raster); 
 
cp_r_raster = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,1);                                     
 
for n_raster = [0:no_x-1]'; 
    mm_raster = n_raster*mmm_raster+1; 
    nn_raster = (n_raster+1)*mmm_raster; 
     
    for meina_raster = 1:(no_x); 
        cp_r_raster(mm_raster(meina_raster,1):nn_raster(meina_raster,1),1) = cp_r_one_raster + n_raster(meina_raster,1)*x;  
    end  
end 
 
 
%-----Name of Window--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
str01 = 'Cutting Profiles in Feed Direction';                                        
 
str02 = 'Cutting Profiles in Raster Direction';          
 
str03 = 'Surface Generation in Feed Direction';                                        
 
str04 = 'Surface Generation in Raster Direction';               
 
str05 = 'Surface Topography of Workpiece';                                      
 
 
%-----Plot 2D (Ideal Profile in FEED)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
figA = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,50,450,290]);              
 
plot(cp_r_feed); 
 
set(gcf,'name',str01,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
axis([0,10*c,-0.2*h_feed,1.2*h_feed]); 
 
grid on; 
 
Title_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...    
    'string','Simulated Ideal Cutting Profiles for Workpiece in Feed Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
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xlabel('\bfMachined Distance (mm)'); 
 
ylabel('\bfTool Height (mm)'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig A----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameA1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,170,230,170],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameA1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Estimated Results');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
A1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
A1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
A1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h_feed*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A1_str05 = 'Advancement of Tool per rev.'; 
A1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(c),' mm/rev.']; 
 
c_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
c_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig A----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameA2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,25,230,120],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameA2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,135,110,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Strategy');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
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A2_str01 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
A2_str02 = ['= Vertical']; 
 
fcusps_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,105,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fcusps_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,85,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...         
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
A2_str03 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
A2_str04 = ['= Only One Way']; 
 
CW_text_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',A2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
CW_figA = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,35,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',A2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame 1 and 2 in FigA--------------------------------------- 
 
pause;                                                                                  
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----Plot 2D (Ideal Profile in RASTER)----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                               
 
figB = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,50,450,290]);              
 
plot(cp_r_raster); 
 
set(gcf,'name',str02,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
axis([0,10*x,-0.2*h_raster,1.2*h_raster]); 
 
grid on; 
 
 
Title_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Ideal Cutting Profiles for Workpiece in Raster Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
xlabel('\bfMachined Distance (mm)'); 
 
ylabel('\bfTool Height (mm)'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig B----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameB1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,170,230,170],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameB1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Estimated Results');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
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B1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
B1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
B1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h_raster*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B1_str05 = 'Step Distance (x)'; 
B1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um']; 
 
x_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig B----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameB2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [550,25,230,120],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameB2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [560,135,110,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Strategy');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
B2_str01 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
B2_str02 = ['= Vertical']; 
 
fcusps_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,105,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fcusps_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,85,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...         
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
B2_str03 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
B2_str04 = ['= Only One Way']; 
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CW_text_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',B2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
CW_figB = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[570,35,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',B2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame 1 and 2 in FigB--------------------------------------- 
 
pause;                                                                                  
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----X,Z (FEED)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
XZ_feed = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,2);                                                          
 
XZ_feed(:,1) = imag(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
XZ_feed(:,2) = real(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
 
 
%-----Y,Z (RASTER)--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
YZ_raster = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,2);                                                          
 
YZ_raster(:,1) = imag(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
YZ_raster(:,2) = real(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
 
%-----3D Plot (FEED)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                              % Position and Size of Window 
 
figC = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,30,630,310]);             %set the location of figure on the window 
 
XYZ_feed = zeros((no_x+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed,3); 
 
for b_feed = [0:(no_x)]';                                                                    
    aa_feed = b_feed*(no_c)*mmm_feed+1; 
    bb_feed = (b_feed+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed; 
     
    for XZ = 1:(no_x+1);                                                                        
        XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),1) = XZ_feed(:,1); 
        XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),2) = XZ_feed(:,2); 
         
        for ZZZ_feed = [0:x:(no_x)*x]';                                                      
            XYZ_feed(aa_feed(XZ,1):bb_feed(XZ,1),3) = ZZZ_feed(XZ,1); 
             
                for xyz_feed = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
                    A_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),3); 
                    B_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),2); 
                    C_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),1); 
                    plot3(A_feed,B_feed,C_feed); 
                    hold on; 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'name',str03,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]);                                                          
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_feed]); 
 
 
Title_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Cutting Profiles on the Machined Surface for Workpiece in Feed Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
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%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[440 20],... 
    'rotation',14,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[140 20],... 
    'rotation',-36,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig C----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameC1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                             - 
 'Position', [570,270,210,70],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameC1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [580,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Simulation Status');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
C1_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
C1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
area_text_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,300,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',C1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
area_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,280,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',C1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----End of Frame in FigC--------------------------------------- 
 
pause; 
 
clf; 
 
 
%-----3D Plot (RASTER)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,300,800,400]);                               
 
figD = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,30,630,310]);              
 
XYZ_raster = zeros((no_c+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster,3); 
 
for b_raster = [0:(no_c)]';                                                                    
    aa_raster = b_raster*(no_x)*mmm_raster+1; 
    bb_raster = (b_raster+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster; 
     
    for YZ = 1:(no_c+1);                                                                        
        XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),1) = YZ_raster(:,1); 
        XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),2) = YZ_raster(:,2); 
         
        for ZZZ_raster = [0:c:(no_c)*c]';                                                      
            XYZ_raster(aa_raster(YZ,1):bb_raster(YZ,1),3) = ZZZ_raster(YZ,1); 
             
                for xyz_raster = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
                    A_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),3); 
                    B_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),2); 
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                    C_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),1); 
                    plot3(B_raster,A_raster,C_raster); 
                    hold on; 
                end 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
set(gcf,'name',str04,'numbertitle','off');                             
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_raster]); 
 
 
Title_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,365,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Cutting Profiles on the Machined Surface for Workpiece in Raster Direction',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[440 20],... 
    'rotation',14,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[140 20],... 
    'rotation',-36,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig D----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameD1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [570,270,210,70],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameD1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [580,330,120,20],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1],... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Simulation Status');   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
D1_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
D1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
Ra_text_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,300,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',D1_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[590,280,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',D1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
%-----End of Frame in FigD--------------------------------------- 
 
pause; 
 
clf; 
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%-----Calculation in Fig E--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
TT = ((((2*OL + TL)/f) + ((2*OL + TL)/f2))*((2*OW + TW)/x))/60;                                                      
 
 
%-----Match All the Intersection--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    XZ_feed_h = zeros((no_c)*mmm_feed,2);                                                          
    XZ_feed_h(:,1) = imag(cp_r_feed(:,1)) + (h_raster - h_feed); 
    XZ_feed_h(:,2) = real(cp_r_feed(:,1)); 
     
else YZ_raster_h = zeros((no_x)*mmm_raster,2);                                                      
    YZ_raster_h(:,1) = imag(cp_r_raster(:,1)) + (h_feed - h_raster); 
    YZ_raster_h(:,2) = real(cp_r_raster(:,1)); 
 
end 
 
 
%-----3D Plot for ALL (FEED)---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    XYZ_feed_h = zeros((no_x+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed,3); 
     
    for b_feed_h = [0:(no_x)]';                                                                  
        aa_feed_h = b_feed_h*(no_c)*mmm_feed+1; 
        bb_feed_h = (b_feed_h+1)*(no_c)*mmm_feed; 
         
        for XZ_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                                        
            XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),1) = XZ_feed_h(:,1); 
            XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),2) = XZ_feed_h(:,2); 
             
            for ZZZ_feed_h = [0:x:(no_x)*x]';                                                      
                XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(XZ_h,1):bb_feed_h(XZ_h,1),3) = ZZZ_feed_h(XZ_h,1); 
                 
                for xyz_feed_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
                    A_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),3); 
                    B_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),2); 
                    C_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),1); 
                    %plot3(A_feed_h,B_feed_h,C_feed_h); 
                    %hold on; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
 
else XYZ_raster_h = zeros((no_c+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster,3); 
     
    for b_raster_h = [0:(no_c)]';                                                                    
        aa_raster_h = b_raster_h*(no_x)*mmm_raster+1; 
        bb_raster_h = (b_raster_h+1)*(no_x)*mmm_raster; 
         
        for YZ_h = 1:(no_c+1);                                                                        
            XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(YZ_h,1):bb_raster_h(YZ_h,1),1) = YZ_raster_h(:,1); 
            XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(YZ_h,1):bb_raster_h(YZ_h,1),2) = YZ_raster_h(:,2); 
             
            for ZZZ_raster_h = [0:c:(no_c)*c]';                                                      
                XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(YZ_h,1):bb_raster_h(YZ_h,1),3) = ZZZ_raster_h(YZ_h,1); 
                 
                for xyz_raster_h = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
                    A_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),3); 
                    B_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),2); 
                    C_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),1); 
                    %plot3(B_raster_h,A_raster_h,C_raster_h); 
                    %hold on; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
    
 
%-----All (Frame of Surface Topography)------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
figE = axes('unit','pixels','position',[60,380,720,320]);             
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    for xyz_feed_h = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
        A_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),3); 
        B_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),2); 
        C_feed_h = XYZ_feed_h(aa_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1):bb_feed_h(xyz_feed_h,1),1); 
        plot3(A_feed_h,B_feed_h,C_feed_h); 
        hold on; 
        for xyz_raster = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
            A_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),3); 
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            B_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),2); 
            C_raster = XYZ_raster(aa_raster(xyz_raster,1):bb_raster(xyz_raster,1),1); 
            plot3(B_raster,A_raster,C_raster); 
            hold on; 
        end 
    end 
     
else  
    for xyz_feed = 1:(no_x+1);                                                  
        A_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),3); 
        B_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),2); 
        C_feed = XYZ_feed(aa_feed(xyz_feed,1):bb_feed(xyz_feed,1),1); 
        plot3(A_feed,B_feed,C_feed); 
        hold on; 
        for xyz_raster_h = 1:(no_c+1);                                                  
            A_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),3); 
            B_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),2); 
            C_raster_h = XYZ_raster_h(aa_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1):bb_raster_h(xyz_raster_h,1),1); 
            plot3(B_raster_h,A_raster_h,C_raster_h); 
            hold on; 
        end 
    end 
end 
 
 
set(gcf,'position',[50,100,800,750]);                               
 
set(gcf,'name',str05,'numbertitle','off');                              
 
if h_raster > h_feed 
    axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_raster]); 
else 
    axis([-0.1*W 1.1*W -0.1*L 1.1*L 0 1.5*h_feed]); 
end 
 
grid on; 
 
view([-32,78]); 
 
Title_figD = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[0,715,801,24],... 
    'fontsize',14,... 
    'horizontalalignment','center',...        
    'string','Simulated Surface Topography for Workpiece',... 
    'fontweight','bold',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0]'); 
 
%-----XYZ-Axis Label--------------------------------------------------- 
 
set(get(gca,'XLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Raster Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[530 30],... 
    'rotation',12,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'YLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Feed Distance (mm)',... 
    'position',[160 30],... 
    'rotation',-32,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
set(get(gca,'ZLabel'),... 
    'units','pixels',... 
    'String','Surface Height (mm)',... 
    'position',[-30 180],... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame1 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE1 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [20,10,250,330],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E1_str01 = 'Arithmetic Roughness, Ra'; 
E1_str02 = ['= ',num2str(Ra*10^6,3),' nm';]; 
 
Ra_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str01,... 
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    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Ra_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text01_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[20,250,250,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','In Feed Direction',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str03 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
E1_str04 = ['= ',num2str(h_feed*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,220,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str05 = 'Advancement of Tool per rev.'; 
E1_str06 = ['= ',num2str(c),' mm/rev.']; 
 
c_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,170,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
c_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,150,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text02_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[20,120,250,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','In Raster Direction',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str07 = 'Max. Peak-to-Valley Height, Rt'; 
E1_str08 = ['= ',num2str(h_raster*10^6,3),' nm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,90,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,70,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str08,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E1_str09 = 'Step Distance, x'; 
E1_str10 = ['= ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um']; 
 
x_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,40,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E1_str09,... 
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    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[40,20,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E1_str10,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
%-----Frame2 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE2 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [269,10,231,330],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameE12 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [20,330,480,22],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0],... 
    'fontsize',13,... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Results of Simulation');   
 
 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E2_str01 = 'Length of Cut in Feed Direction'; 
E2_str02 = ['= ',num2str(TL),' mm';]; 
 
LT_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TL_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
E2_str03 = 'Width of Cut in Raster Direction'; 
E2_str04 = ['= ',num2str(TW),' mm']; 
 
Rt_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,250,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
Rt_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,230,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str04,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text03_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[270,200,230,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','Cutting Strategy',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E2_str05 = 'Type of Feed Cusps'; 
E2_str06 = ['= Vertical']; 
 
fc_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,170,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
fc_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,150,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str06,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E2_str07 = 'Type of Cutting Way'; 
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E2_str08 = ['= Only One Way']; 
 
cw_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,120,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
cw_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,100,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str08,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text04_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[270,90,230,1],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'backgroundcolor','black'); 
 
 
 
E2_str09 = 'Estimated Cutting Time'; 
E2_str10 = ['= ',num2str(TT),' hours']; 
 
TT_text_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,55,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E2_str09,... 
    'fontsize',12,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
TT_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[290,20,200,30],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E2_str10,... 
    'fontsize',16,... 
    'foregroundcolor','b',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
%-----Frame3 of Fig E----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
frameE3 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'frame', ...                              
 'Position', [520,70,260,280],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[1 1 1]);   
 
Name_frameE3 = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'text', ...                              
 'Position', [520,330,260,22],... 
    'backgroundcolor',[0 0 0],... 
    'fontsize',12,... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...     
    'fontweight','bold',...     
 'String', 'Cutting Condition Setting');   
 
%------------------------------------------------------- 
 
E3_str01 = ['Spindle Speed = ',num2str(s),' rpm']; 
E3_str02 = ['Feed Rate = ',num2str(f),' mm/min';]; 
E3_str03 = ['Retract Feed Rate = ',num2str(f2),' mm/min';]; 
E3_str04 = ['Depth of Cut = ',num2str(d*1000),' um';]; 
E3_str05 = ['Tool Nose Radius = ',num2str(r),' mm';]; 
E3_str06 = ['Swing Distance = ',num2str(R),' mm';]; 
E3_str07 = ['Step Distance = ',num2str(x*10^3,3),' um';]; 
 
 
s_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,300,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
f_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,280,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str02,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
f2_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,260,220,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str03,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
d_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,240,200,20],... 
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    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str04,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
r_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,220,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str05,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
R_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,200,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str06,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
x_text_figE3 = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,180,200,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str07,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
text05_figE = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[520,140,260,20],... 
    'horizontal','center',...        
    'string','Simulation Setting',... 
    'foregroundcolor','w',...      
    'backgroundcolor',[0.4 0.4 0.4],... 
    'fontsize',11,...     
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
E3_str01 = 'Area of Simulated Surface'; 
E3_str02 = ['= ',num2str(L,2),' mm x ',num2str(W,2),' mm']; 
 
area_text_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,110,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...        
    'string',E3_str01,... 
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
area_figC = uicontrol(gcf,'style','text',... 
    'position',[540,90,180,20],... 
    'horizontal','left',...    
    'string',E3_str02,... 
    'foregroundcolor','r',...             
    'fontweight','bold'); 
 
 
Reset = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ...                              
 'Position', [600,20,80,20],... 
 'String', 'Menu',... 
    'callback','clc;clear;clf reset;menu01;');   
 
 
close_button = uicontrol(gcf, 'Style', 'push', ...                       
 'Position', [700,20,80,20],... 
 'String', 'Close',... 
    'callback','close_win');                                                 
 
 
%-----------------------------------------------End of Program------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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